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olland City N
HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, MAY

yol. xmii.
I

The Holland

City

Hews

PUBLISHED EVEUY SATURDAY

HOLLAND,

-

JOLLAJiD CITY STAVE FACTORY, Joweph For The Holland City Netra.

The sweetest flowershave timed their boors

Seventh street, near River.

That on this day. tbs

1L

MICH.

Y A., PracticalMachinist,Mill and
Engine Repairs a specialty.Shop on

L.

MULDER,

El

Publisher.

of Subscription

•1.60 per vear if paid in
if

PHOENIX PLANING MILL.

B. L.

Scott,
proprietor, dealer In Inmber, lath, shingles,
and brick. River street.

1

known

rPHECAPPON * BERTSCH LEATHER CO.,
tannersof Hemlock blangbterSole, Harness,
Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapids.

1

Carriages, Wagons, Cutters,Sleighs. Bole
owners of IXL Patent Wagon. Special attention
wiring. River
Rlv< street.
to Horseshoeing and Repairing.

Attorneys and Justices.

R. B.

Holland, Mich.

Merchant Tailors.

River streets.

RUSSE BROS.,

Bakeries.

LOCAL ITEMS.

Mr. J. B. Van Oort has something
to say in this issue ^iboutthe Grand
Head A. B. Charter’^ business local, Oil Stove. He has a fine line of these
stoves at his hardware store on Eighth
Save your flowers for Decoration street, and we would recommend would
Day.
be purchasers of oil stoves to look the
Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. John Oggel “Grand*’ over, before buying elsewhere.
last Thursday, a baby

Merchant Tailors.

Meat Markets.

T)LOM, U. Jb.

dealer In Bskers’ Goods, ConJD fectionery,ForiegnFruits, Tobacco and
Cigars. Blonrs new block, Eighth street.

sweetest flowershave timed their hours,

A tributeto their memories tend.

River street.

•

Flag Mil death.

the

That on this day, their beauty may,

Peace, Notary TS7TLM9 P., Pnmp manufactnrer,and dealerIn
Tv Agricultural Implements of all klilds.South

T)08T. J.C., Attorney and Counsellorat Law.
Jl Office: Post’s Block, corner Eighth and

The Soldiersguard

Of bloom unto the end

Ninth Streets.

Joftlce of the
J; Public, and Pension Claim Agent, River St.,
near Tenth.

Brave in defeat,loth to retreat

Bo

T\1BKEMA G. J., Attorneyat Law. Collections 'I7AN RAALTE, B., dealer in Farm ImpleU promptlyattended to. Office,Van der v ments and machinery.Cor. River and
Veen’i
block. II
Eighth street.
rt block,

brave defence,of Freedom, hence
They went, in arts of war unversed,
To toilsome march, to wounds that parch
The lips with burning thirst
In

On battle-grounds,—where on his rounds
The spectrewatchedfor fleeting breath,—

1

I.,

love

;

Left all that gives to Ufe its oharms.

advance i $2.00

BUSINESS DIRECTORY. rpAKKBN A DB 8PELDKR, Manufacturersof

TTtAIRBANKS,

for

country took np arms

Left home and hearth, best spot on earth,

:

paid at six months.

Rates of advertising made
on application.

beauty may,

To memoriesof, those who
Of

Terms

ir

kE KRAKBR & OE KOSTER, DealersIn all
f kends of Fresh and Salt Meaie, River St.

m

NO.

17

VAN
DER VEERE, WILLIAM First
V Ward Meat Market. Choice meats always

boy.

'

"

]

render the ladies a favor, but this time of the most aocurate and reliable “abwe ask a favor of them and that is their stract of title” makers in the country,
attention for a brief moment. It is not but he is also one of the few surviving
necessary for us to give a history of the members of the famous Berdan sharpmillinery Arm of Van den Berge & shootera, who did such excellent service

Bertsch, they are too well known for during the rebellion. It is a pleasure
that and it would only be a waste of to listen to Mr. Rowlson’s thrilling
Vj Fresh Bread and Bakers’ Goods, Confection- on hand. Eighth street, near Fish.
time. They carry the finest line of mil- reminiscences of the war. The followery, etc.. Eighth street.
linery goods in the city, and always give ing gives a few facts about the Berdan
Photographer
The examination of the People vs.
Rev. N. M. Steffens will preach in
the best satisfactionto their patrons. Sharpshooters:
T A FAYETTE. J.. Photonrapher.The best
Robert A. Hunt, who was accused of
Several ladies of this city have gone to
OLLAND 'TTV N
K^forei gn and domevilc AJ work and the lowest prices. Gallery, 2nd the German Lutheran Church to-mor“No body of men ever rendered
keeping
his saloon open on Sunday,
exchanre and Mid. Collections d<ior east of the City Hotel.
row evening, Sunday.
Grand Rapids to purchase their new greater or more heroic service than that
promptly attend**10. Eighth street
May 12th, was had before Justice Post spring bonnets, but they found, after far-famedorganization known as BerPhysicians.
dan's Sharp-shooters.They numbered
Read the business local of Geo. H. last Wednesday. The respondent was
Barbers.
visitingthe different establishments in
REMERS, H.., Physician and Surgeon. -Rea
in the aggregate, from commencement
idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St. Souter & Son in regard to cut flowers not held for trial to the circuit court, the valley city, that they could buy
TJAUMGARTEL, W\, Toneorial ParlorsElzhth
to the end, 2,400 men. skilledin the use
JD and Cedar atreeta. Hair dresilng promptly Offi-iaat the drag store of Kramers A Bangs.. 01* and designs for DecorationDay.
as the evidence was'not considered sufdee
---------hnrsf rom 11 a. m. to 12 m. Andfrom b *
to 6' p.»
the same articles, much cheaper, at of the rifle, each of whom passed a rigid
attended to.
ficient to justify a trial of the case.
A lauoe number of Holland people
Van den Berge & Bertscli’s.We would examination before he was accepted.
ABBS, J. A., Physician and Surgeon.Office
The danger and severityof their service
Boots and Shoes.
iTl at Walah’e Drug Store. Residence, Cornet took advantage of the cheap fare and
Last Wednesday the old time custom advise purchasers of millinery goods to was such that when the war closed,
of Eighth and Fish atreeta. In house formerlyocELDER. J. D., the cheapest place In the city cupied bv L. Sprietama.Office Honrs: 9 to 10 a. went to Grand Rapids last Tuesday.
consider the matter well before buying, there were less than 600 of them jiving,
of holding “market day” was revived
tc bv* n«Ms and Ffoce, River itreet.
m.,and3tobp. m.
and give the above firm a call. They and of that number it may be doubted
VAN DUREN BROS., dealers In Boots and
The Crystal Creamery, Notier &’ at Graafschap. On such a day the far- are perfect ladies, polite and accommo- if more than 300 can answer roll-call
Baal Estate Agency.
V shoes. A lurgea^ortmeul always ou hand.
now. They were ail men of great inBakelaar,proprietors, produced 1,02-5 mers, with their wives and children,
Eighth
•
VAN WERT. T. K. proprietor Holland Keil pounds of butter last week Saturday^
•me fo the hamlet, talk about the dating, and will do all ih their power telligenceand capable of withstanding
V Estaie Agency. Propertyof all kinds,
to see that the wants of their custom- great exposureand enduringlong menClothing.
crops and the weather, and— then go
bought, sold or exchanged.
tal and physical efforts.”
Decoration
Day
services
will
be
home again. The attempt to revive era are supplied.
TJOSMaN, J. U\. MerchantTailor,keeps the
Saloons.
JD largest dock of Cloths and Ready-made
held iu Hope Church to-morrow morn- the old fashioned day was not a success.
Clothing in city. Eighth itn-ot.
Personal Paragraphs.
*11 “K. Sunday. Sermon by Rev. Bergen.
AnollijCfyS^pwreck.
VGRf'T W., Tailor. Renovating and repairingMrs.
II.
Takken,
aged
fifty years,
V clothluga specialty cheap and good. River QEERY, MICHAEL. DealerIn Winta. Llquore. The post oflice will be open DecoraFred. J. Metz went to Muskegon on
street.
0 and Cl»r«. Saloon io Flrat Ward, three tion Day, Thursday, May 30th, from wife of the senior partner of the firm Four student&and three young ladies Wednesday.
door* enat of City Hall.
of Takken & De Spelder, died last Mon- went sailing last Saturday morning—
CommisaionMerchant.
7:00 a. m. to 1:00 p. m. and from 6:00
Mrs. W. Swift was in Big Rapids this
day afternoon at her residencein this Did not know anythingabout a boat—
Second Hand Store.
o 8:00 p. m.
week
visitingfriends.
Fair
weather
prevailed
for
some
time
REACH, W. H. CommiMlon Merchant, and
city. She died of consumption, with
IJ dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce.Highest TYOSMAN, A. B., proprietorof Second Hand
and
in
five
hours
witli
a
good
breeze
Mr.
G. Laepple and Mr. Will BreyDu. Bosnian, of Holland, who is the which she liqd been afflictedfor some
market price uald for wheat. Office In Brick JD Store, and dealer In Stoves, Tinware, etc
Eighth street.
•tore, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
arrived
at
the
Park—
Started
home
all
man
were
in Grand Rapids Thursday.
time.
‘Slw
waa
buried
Wednesday
afterguest of Win. Connor, purchased a
riglit,
terrific
storm
arose—
Obliged
to
Watches and Jewelry.
noon.
!r
The
deceased
leaves
a
husband,
handsome carriage of Page Bros. MonMiss Minnie Rosman is home from
Drugs and Medicines.
and two children, a son and daughter, to beach the boat near Point Superior- Grand Rapids. She will remain some
IJKEYM AN, OTTO, Watchmaker,Jeweler, and day.— J/wsfaj/on Daily Chwniclc.
dealeriu fancy goods. Corner of Market
tENTRAL DRUGSTORE. U. Kramers, M. D.,
Lunch basket lost overboard,also one time.
to mourn her loss.
and Eighth street*.
/ Proprietor.
A pink social, whatever under the
)‘
of the crew, who was rescued with great
C, A., successors to II. 1WykMessrs. D. Gilmore andWalter Walsh
T\OESBUKG. O. Dealer lu Drugs and Medl- QTEVENSON,
O huvsen, Jeweler aud Optician,Eighth treot sun that can be, will be held at the resi- Charles and Henry Harmon wen difficulty— Passengers and crew, at were in Lansing and Grand Rapids this
clnea, Paint* and Oils, Brushes,Toilet Ariliiollaud, opposite Walsh’s Drug store.
dence of Mrs. F. Robinson next Wednes- fishing on. the river Monday afternoon. ength, safely landed, with a high sea
clesand Perfumes, Importedllavaus, Key West,
week on
— and Domestic Clgsrs.
day evening, May 29th. All are cordially After eiqhjlng thfe Sport for two hours
nning— Started to find a farm house,
Miscellaneous.
half they returned home, not
('apt. T. Woltman and daughter
CllOUTBN. F. J.. M. D., proprietorof First
invited to be present.
jut became lost in the woods— After
S1 Ward Drug Store. Prescriptionscarefully l>EST, MRS R. B., has a very fine line of
empty handed, but with forty-one black randering around for some time in the Renie, of Chicago, are visiting relatives
Fancy Goods and materials for fancy work.
compoundedday or night. Eighth street.
There will be a special W. C. T. U.
Ladies, call. Nlath street, between Market and
bass. Several of them weighed over term, spied a.light, and at last found and friends in this city.
TTTAL8H, HBBER, Druggist and Pharascist; a Cedar atreeu.
meeting on Tuesday afternoon next, at
four
pounds each. The next morning
ff fall stock of goods appertainingto the bus- ykE KEYZER, C., Newspaper and Periodical the residenceof Mrs. P. H. McBride.
Mrs. May Royce, of New Buffalo,
haven of rest— Boys started on foot
they sallied forth again and pulled out or Holland— Arrived about 11 o'clock sister of Charles and Henry Hannon,
SobscrlptloBAgency. Leave order for any
publicationIn U. S. or Canada with him at P. O. It is hoped that all will be present as
twenty-eight more. This is no fish
V*tes a kane, druggii1st! and booksellers,
m.— Hired a rig Sunday morning ivt was in the city this week.
there is special work to be done.
cor Eighth IT’KPPEL, T„ dealerIn lumber. lath, shingles,
Stock alwaya fresh and complete,
c
story, as we are not iu the habit
t of tell- |
our o'clock,and went back after tlieir
Miss Libbie Allen, formerly one of
and River streets.
JA. salt, land and calcined plaster. Corner
Eighth and Cedar streets.
The Committee extends a general ing yarns.
fair partners— Such a looking crowd!
the popular teachers in our city schools,
Dry Goods aud Groceries.
Moral— Always beach a boat on visitedfriends in Holland this week.
li/rULDERJ, B., Subscription Agent for all invitationto all to be present and parA meeting was held at P. H. Mc. „ ,
JJ-S. American and Foreign Newspapers aud ticipatein the exercises,to be held on
Bride’s law oflice last Monday evening the right side, so that you can walk
JJERTSCII, ^ pu^jliugU wxl* ‘glghlh street! M82',j:!neB-Office. Oe Grondwet building.
Mr. John Nyland, of Grand Haven,
Decoration Day, next Thursday, May for the puqiose of making arrangements home. Also remember that a sail boat
was
in the city this week. He made
30. See programme in another column. to observe Decoration Day. A small is more tricky than a Texas mustang,
ROOT A KRAMER, dealer in Dry Goods, Notiiis oflice a pleasant oall Wednesday.
.D tlons.Groceries, Hour, Feed, etc., Eighth
and that it is a dangerous undertaking
treet next to Bank.
The farmers are feeling happy. A number were present,but, nevertheless,
Mrs. Dunham, of Cadillac,was in the
F. Sc A. If.
committees were apjiointedand the day for an inexperiencedperson to try to
/IRANDELL, 8. R., dealer in Department Goods, A Regular Communication of Unitt Lodo*, heavy load has been lifted from their
city visiting friends this week. Mrs.
manage
one.
will
be
properly
commemorated
iu
this
\J and proprietor of Holland City Bazaar, No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall hearts by the showers of rain which
Eighth Street.
Dunham was formerly Miss Kitty
Holland. Mich., at ? o’clock, on Wednesday
city. Representative Waite, of Menom/'tlTY BAKERY, J. PessInk&Bro., Proprietors,

v|

OttaiylNIeacli.

There are also erected on the Grove
V
eight cottages, and many additional
The Ottawa Beach hotel has been
lots have been sold by Mr. Harrington.
leased to Mr. H. D. McDuffee^ of AUfr*
He now has only about twenty lots left,
gan and Holland^/me Director^ of
many being very desirable ones.
the West Michigan Park Association,
Prof. J. J. Anderson, of Fulton,
visited the Beach /on Friday of this
Mo., has just completed a handsome
week. They went down to the resort
cottage at the Grove. A nine-foot veron
tiie Steamer Lime Walsh, and had
By means of the efforts of the memanda extends in front and on its south
e /roaming about the
bers of John Kramer Camp, No. 118, S. a pleasant
east and sides; and everythirg indicates
ncluded not to patof V., under whose auspices the enter- grounds. Tli
g houses, for fear of solid summer comfort This oottage was
tainn^nJ was given, <a large audience ronhte the b»
The sun will soon built by Mr. James Huntley, of Holland,
greeted the Nobs Fapjly at the Opera freezing to d
and the work does him credit. £. J.
d the resorters will be
House last Tuesday evening. The en- shine again,
Harrington,Dr. H. E. Locher, D. E.
tertainmebt was excellent throughout. here in swa
The apnuun iment is made in the Stearns, John Bnitseler, John Mowat,
J. N. Bresee, and Mrs. Mary Trebing
The members of A. C. Van Kaalte Grand flap
.pers that the Queen
Post, 6. A. R., are requestedto meet of the Lakes will begin making trips have also cottages at the Grove.
at the Post’s headquarters Sunday, at to Ottaw a Beach next week.
A Sharpshooter.
9:30 a. m., for the purpose of attending
the memorial services at Hope Church
Mr. Eugene W. Rowlson, of Grand
Van den Berge Sc BertNcb.
in a body. A cordial invitation is exHaven, called at the News office on
tended to all old soldiersto join them.
It always gives us great pleasure to Tuesday. Mr. Rowlson is not only one

A tributeunto memories tend.

JA8., Arcnitcct,Builder, and Contractor.Office in New Mill and Kactorron
River etrea.

Ml

ing,

Of bloom unto this end

TTUNTLBY,

WS

and was the cause of creating quite
an excitement. The fire was among
some shavings in the second floor of the
Phoenix Planing Mill, but, luckily, it
was extinguishedbefore it had gained
a headway. No damage done.

Memorial Day.

IJ UNTIE

AT

ws.

25, 1889.

The* fire alarm sounded Friday morn-

I

I
Klxter,proprietor,manufacturer of Staves
sod Headings. White and Back Aah Bolts bought.
Riyer Street.

e

•

^

:

H

»

it ......

m

K

street.

B“E

—

U

J

-

-

D

.

.

-

D

-

M

.

ii

I-'.

business.

and

,

•a

U

1

,

V

..

SOCIETIES.

have recently visited this locality. They
evenings, Jan. 10, Feb. 13, March 18, April lit,
JONOH.C.,dealer in Dry Goods, Grocenc*. May 13, June 12, July 10, August 7. Sept. 4,
now begin to grumble about too much inee, will be the orator of the day.
Rats, and Caps, Boots and Shoes, etc,, Tenth
Oct. 2, Nov. 6, Dec. 4. St. John.s days June
Van Lente’s choir lias been engaged to
etreetopp. Union School building.

T\E

U

rain.

24 and December 27th.

TAB VRIES

General Merchandise, O.Brkyvan.&c’v.
and Produce. Fresh Eggs and Dairy Buiter always on hand. River street, cor. Ninth.

U

O.. dealerIn

G. LAxrpt.E. W. M.

The

-

Rev.

W.

P.

-

Law

furnish! the vocal

will hold divine

We

services in Grace Episcopal Cmirch, at

K. 0. T. M.

of the

10:30 a. m. aud 7:30 p. m., to morrow,
BASTIAN, general dealer lu
Crescent Tent, No. 63. meets In K.O.T.M.
Dry Goods and Groceries,Flour and Feed, Hall at 7:80 p. m., on Monday night next.
Sunday.
A part of tho easier music
The finest stock of Crockery in city, cor. Eighth All Sir Knights are cordiallyInvited to attend.
and River streets.
CheapestLife Insuranceorner known, ‘'nil will be rendered at botli servicesby the
particulars given on application.
choir.
[TAN DER UAAH, Um general dealer in fine
W.A. Hollet, Commandtr.
Geo. E. Hunt R. K.

DTEKETKK

0

CTY MARKETS.

* SONS, General Dealersin
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc. River street.

V

TXT

IS

TV

E

Produce, Etc.
J., dealer In

Also Hair
Cltv Hall.

Notions and Fancy Goods,
street opposite

Work. Eighth

(WUOLXSALB.)
Comet ed even/ Friday vV E. J. Harrington.)
Beans SI to 01.50; Butler. 13 cts, Kgg*. loc:
Honey. 10c; Onions, — c; Potatoes —c; Appier.
I

Furniture.

Parks, of this city.

Grove.

Mr. E. C. Westervelt,
Ind., was in town on

Lizzie Walsh

Bend,

mop stick could respect.Did you ever think for a moMr. M. Notier, of the Crystal Creamnot be procured in the south for love or ment, dear reader, what a lovely spot ery’, went to Manistee and Ludington
money. The writer also said that a car Holland and the surrounding country on Monday, to furnish the i>eople of that

this week, Stating that a

locality with

some

of

their choice butter.

is

The

25 to 40c.

of South

Thursday. He is
the Steamer Maca-

is covered with thousands and tens of
one of the owners of
subscriber thousandsof beautiful places, and our
at Hattiesburgh,Miss., own beloved State is not lacking in this tawa, and also has a cottage at the Park.
a

load of mop sticks could be sold in that was before the white man came. Take it
now making two locality like hot cakes. It is a great from the place where now stands the
trips a day to the Park. She has been temptation, and if we were not getting
city and along the shores of the lake,
lately overhauledaud repaired, and is ricli in the newspaper business, we are
on either side, what a beautiful picture
in first-class condition for the season's positive that the south would not suffer
was portrayedby Nature. But civilibusiness. P. De Feyter is master, and any longer from the want of mop sticks. zation has not entirelyrobbed the scene
M. Beukema, clerk.
of beauty. On the south side of the

The

"VAN PUTTKN. G.

a

This great world, upon which we live,

music.

received a letter from

News

Mueatnu

A heavy overcoat felt comfortable
last Tuesday. The weather was ex-

Jtltiftonlc

Home.

lake, about tour miles

Mr. P. J. Koning Was in the city this

week, and made

tills office a call.

m

‘Pete” is steward of the passenger
steamer Pilgrim which plys from Sauga*
tuck to Chicago.
Miss Carrie

from Holland,

Hammel, who

lias

been

W.

stoppingwith her aunt, Mrs. G.
BIT AIL.
Sixty membera of Unity Lodge, No.1 and a mile from Macatawa Park, is loApple* 31 to 50o: Beans $1.25 to $2.00; Buttei.
BROUWER A CO., -Dealers In all 15;
Hopkins, for the past few months, left
Egw*. lie. Honey, *4c; Onions,— Pokinds of Fnrnltoro,Curtains, Wall Paper,
191, F. & A. M., of this city, went to cated what is called Macatawa Park
tremely
cold
for
the
season
of
the
year.
Utoe*.
25.
for
Douglas last Thuraday, where she
C»rpets, PictureFrames, etc.; River St.

MEYER,
IM

Grand Rapids Tuesday and participated rove, a beautiful piece of ground,
Grain, Feed, Sto.
In the evening a heavy rain prevailed
(WBOLMatl.)
and continued throughout the night. in the exercises of laying the corner ipon which many flue trees remain,
(Vomeled entry Friday by IV. H Reach.)
stone of the Masonic Home. This inhis property was platted by E. J.
Buckwheat,50c; Bren, yiOO !b*..<J0c; Barley Snow fell during the storm.
tt cwt. $1.00. Clover eced;? i)u.$4.00; Corn Meal
stitutionis located on the banks of that
arrington of this city.
V cwt. $0.75; Corn, shelled
37c. Flour,
Flour Mills.
$4.60;Fine Corn Meal. V 100 Ib8.,«i:20; Feed, W
iVs a resort, or location for building
Mr. B. Huizenoa is building a resi^ beautiful sheet of water, Reed’s Lake,
$16.00; Hsy. $8.00: Middling*. V no *>;,
TXTALSH, DE ROO a CO., Manufacturers of ton
ttages,
where the owners aud their
Oats, 26ct« ; Pearl Barley,y 100 lbs.. $4.00: deuce on Market street, between Eighth four m^es ff0® Grand Rapids. There
Tv RollerFlour, proprietorsof Standard Roll- 60c;
Rye.
new,
40c.:
Timothy
Seed.
$1.75:
Wheat,
milies
can
have jierfect and quiet
er Mills. Dally capacity, 800 barrel*.
and Seventh streets, for Mr. J. B. Van : ]vere foUy three thousand masons in

w ill

VBRBEEK.W.,dealer in

Furniture,Wall Paper.
Plctnre Frames, Household Decorations and
Novelties. Eighth Street.

V

a time.

Mr. J. W. Bosman returned from
Chicago, where he purcliased a large
stock of goods for Ids clothing store, on
Friday. He was accompanied by his
daughter,Mrs. Brockmier, of Freeport,

—

.

white 81c; Red Fultx, 84c.: Lancaster Red, 81c.
BBTAIL.

remain for

Illinois.
, this place cannot be excelled. The
com- jbe procession,and it took thirty-two
Buckwheat, 65c: Bren, f 100 ft*., 70c: Barley, V
R. E. Werkman of Holland presented
ground slopes up from the lake to a
pleted, Mr. Van Oort will have one of failroad coaches to convey the crowd
100 Its., $1.25: Clover seed, V !>., $5.50: Corn
the
Baptist «hurch of Otsego, with a
TTANTERS BROS., dealers In general bard- Meal,
the
grounds,
where
a
bountiful
re;
height
of
ten
feet.
It
is
covered
with
** 1 f
“ 100 a*.,
»*., $0.85;
$0.85:Corn,
Coro, shelled. 45c:
45c; Floar,
“
JV ware, steam aud gas fittings a specialty. $500 Fine corumeal, « 100 a*.. $1.40; Feed, « the best residences on the street.
handsome
silver communion service set,
was
spread
for
their
benefit.
beautiful
trees,
and
the
pleasure
seeker,
No. 52 Eighth street.
Peed, f 100 a*. ,*85; Hay, 12 to $18;
“ 100 as.. TOC. ; Oats, 32 cents. John PessInk & Buo. have some- | After dinner, speeches were delivered during the sultry days of July and witli these words engraven ^thereon:
yAN DEB VEEN, E.. dealer in stoves, hard- Pearl Barley,^ 100 at., $5.00; Kve.SOcsTImoth?,thing to say in this issue about their
V ware, cntlfiry,etc. Tin and sheet Iron ware. seed. $2.00; Corn ear. 40a.
by different gentlemen.Over fifteen August, can welled joy the cooling shade “Presentedto the Otsego Baptist church
Comer River and Eighth street.
business. All of our readers who have thousand dollars was subscribed on the and refreshing breeze which comes each in memory of Mamie Clock Werkman.”
Ready-Hade Palnti.
Hotels.
a taste for the\good things of this life, spot to help complete the beautiful day from Lake Michigan.
Mrs. Werkman died March 17.— PlainWe havejust received a full line of such as pics, c&kes and candy, should building, which will cost when com- Mr. Harrington has made many im well Enterprise.
fUTT HOTEL, Geo. N. Williams, Proprietor. Detroit White
White Lead Works, ready read their ad. iW buy and eat the pies.
The only flret-classhotel IfilUhe city. lalopleted, fully two hundred thousand provements at the Grove, the latest Ben. Van Putten returned from a
catedln the businesscenter of the town and has mixed paints,which are the best in the
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the market, including house, floor and carbeing a first-class boat landing, which trout Ashing trip to Hart, Thursday.
The daily Sun man of 8t. Joseph tells dollars.
•tate, Free bnt in connection with the hotel.
riage paints. J. O. Doesburg.
The
corner stone was laid at four waa completed a month ago. This dock He had a splendid time fishingfor the
a story about a forty-poundbell falling
T)ARK HOUSE, David L. Boyd, proprietor.Has
o'clock,with all the honors customary can be made with perfect safety by all speckled beauties,and managed to
JL been thoronghly renovated and newly fur- Dr. Thomas, the eye doctor, from;from u building,strikinga Benton
on such occasions.
nished.Terms moderate. Cor. 1th and Ninth
the pleasure boats that ply on the lake. catch a large number. “Ben” kindly
Grand Rapids, treats all diseases of the Harbor man on the head and not hurt•traets.
Other improvements are contemplated remembered the News in his good forThe
Detroit
Commandery
gave
a
tine
eye at Bfom’s bakery every Thursday ing the bell. If it had struck a St. Joe
Livery a&& Sale Stables.
tune, aud presented the local editor
afternoon.Many are having their
()n tl,e chceki it would lmve broken exhibition drill, after which the crowd and will be undertaken shortly.
cured.
South of the Grove Mr. Harrington with a dozen of the beautiful fish.
returned to the city. The day, although
ARRINGTON, E. J. Jr., proprietorof Holthe bell.
land City Sale and ExchangeStable. Genthe weather was cold, was enjoyed by owns a farm of over one hundred and Owing to the unfortunatefact that the
Xotlcc to Teac hers.
teaming none, cor. Market and Seventh sts
P. De Kuakeu, the boot and shoe all, apd will be long remembered by the fifty acres. A portion of this could local editor had no wife to cook them,
Xanufaotorlei, Mills, Shops, Etc.
also be laid out iu lots, and doubtless he was obliged to turn the fish over to
man’ coruer EiRhtl1 »nd*Rlver streets, masobs who were in attendance.
land, for the ensuing year, will be re- has a few business locals in thirlssue, The ptone used in the foundation of he will do
the senior editor, whose wife and babies
.AN, J.. Wagon and Carriage Manufacand blacksmith shop. Also manufa» ceived until Monday, June s, 1889, at whicl\ are of interest to all. He keeps the home was furnished by the Waverly The Grove is also reached from the enjoyed a rare 'treat. Moral:- " ‘
.oU p. m.
River street.
a first-class stock of goods, and gives Stone Co. of this city, and its uniform city by the Lakeside road. This road married, if you are in the
By Order of the Board of Education.
ITY BREWERY, A. Seif. Pro: ';iperfect satisfactionin all sales. Give and fine color attracted universal is already partly graveled, and it makes business.
J. C. Post, Sec'y.
of Brewery 4,nw barrel*,
strec*.
Holland, Mich., May 7, 1889. i5-4t him d call. .
attention.
a pleasant drive from Holland.
Additional Losa." Page 5.
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: at $30,000. Eli Cook, a coloredmao, has

been arrestedon the charge of firing the
bnllding.
It is reported that star- fish are

making

1 heavy depredations on the oyster bods in

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

j

Loag Island Sound.

i

Allen Thorndyke Ricp,

recently

appointed Minister to Rcssia, died at the

NUGGETS OF GOLD.

Fifth Avenue Hotel, in

New

York, from

a throat affection, which had not been

IMPORTANT HAPPENINGS IN EVERT
QUARTER OF THE GLOBE.
The Lateit Intelligence Received by Wire
from Blatant Landa ami at Home— The
Cream of the New* Gathered from All
Quarters of the World.

dead.

At

Awful Crime Reported from Richards- makers’ League of

and educated coloredman and bound him hand

work was abolished.

dence of a highly reapectable

At Sonth Glastonbury, Conn., over 100
persons
who had eaten ice-cream at a
and foot. They thou iiHsanltod bis wife
and his little 10-year-olddaugh- church festivalare ill. The symptoms
ter. They left the old man bound are thoso that attend poisoning. In many
and bis wife and child in a most pitiful instances whole families are sick. The
condition. They threatenedto burn tionble was traced to the vanilla icethe honae and cat out (he tongues of
cream sold at the festival.The physitheir victims if they divulged (he perpecians express but slight hopes for tuo retrators of the crime. The hel^e&s vic- covery of thirty-fourof the victims. In
tims were soon found by u passing friend other cases, where the victimspartook
and the alarm was given. A posse of sparinglyof the cream and the eflects of
whites and blanks startedin pursuit and the joii-ouiugare less severe, the puysicaptored the villains near the scene of cians nro hopeful of ecoverv. Of the
the assaalt. They were taken to the many victims those most affected are:
County Jail, w here they were guarded by
Miss Com Bales, CliffordChapman.P. B.
a strong force. An attempt was made to
(timuuou und family of eight persons, Howard
take the prisoners from the jntl and J. Halo aud family of four persons, Mrs. Harry
lynch them, but the guards frightened Miller and family of three persons, Miss Eva
i

the party off.

The

McLean, Mrs. Clara Oils, Miss Minnie Phillips,
George Pratt and family of five persons, H. M.
Hi sing and family of four persons.

wife is in a critical

condition and the littlechild will die.

SCALPED

Off

THE BATTLEFIELD

Fierce Fight Between Whites and Indians
Many PersonsReportedSlain.

—

News

has reached Winnipeg, ManiFort McLeod between a band of Blood Indians
on one side and a force composed of soldiers, cowboys and Gios Ventres oa the
other. The Bloods had lately been stealing horses from the Gios Ventres, and
the latter,assisted by soldiers and
cowboys, made an effort to recover their
toba, of a ferocious fight near

In these cases no hopes of recovery nro
entertained. Dr. Henry Bunco, the Town
Coroner, has ob'aiuoil a sample of the
vanilla cream, nnd will au di ze it to determine the can^e of the poisoning.' No
one who partook of any other flavor except vanilla at the festivalsuffers, and
Coroner Bnnceis of the opinion that the
poison was in the vanilla extract. All
tmsiness hns been suspended in the tonn
on account of the affair. .
In a wreck on the Pittsburgh,Virginia
and Charleston Railroad near Ormsby, a
suburb of Fittsburgh,Pa., eight workmen

property. Quite a large number were slain.
Alost of the bodies were carried away by
friends of the fallen, bnt three or four
were discoveredon the field, minus scalps.
The Bloods appear to have gotten the
worst of the encounter.They got away
wyth most of the stolen horses, and ore
now being closely pursued by mounted
police. Another battle is likely to take
place when the police come upon them,
and serious troubleis feared. It is alleged that American Indians in Montana
are going to the Bloods' assistance.

were injured. John Wertz, John Feeter,
and William Reardon were so seriously
hurt that they may d.e.

Fire that involved a

loss of $200,000

nnd probably cost a man’s life broke out

Trenton Horse Car
Co. near the PennsylvaniaRailroad station at Trenton, N. J. The building is a
huge structure, partly briak and partly
frame, and the framework portion burned
in the stable of the

like tinder. While the firemenwere rescuing horses peoplewere horrified at the spectacle of a man rushing from the stables
half naked and i^ a sheet of Hume. It
was a car-driver who had gone to sleep
in the second story and did cot wake till

AROUND THE DIAMOND.
Base-BalllitsCompeting for the League Championship.

was wolf under way. He made
escape from
that are in the race for the championship the part of the stables not burned, but
failed, and finally had to rush throngh
of the associationsnamed is given below:
National. W. L. P
f cl Americau.W.
W. L. f} c the blaze. Ho Mas probably fatally
Boston ...... 14 5 .733 81. Louis... .23
.23 e .718 burned.
Pbilada ..... 13
.G84|Rrooklyn....lG
The report from Boston that John D.
New York...12
.57i,K’ns’s City.. 17
Chicago ..... 11
.5(X,l2incinnall...l5
Rockefellerhas offered lo endow the proCleveland...11
.47- Athletic ..... 13
Pittsburgh.. 9
posed Baptist university at Chicago to
Baltimore...
12
Indiana])... . 8
.380 vXJlumbus...9
the amount of 600,000 has been confirmed
Wash'gt’u... 5
.277, Louisville...
8
at the officeof that gentleman. It is reWestern. W. L. P V. Inter-St. W. L. fa ported among leadersof the Baptist deSt. Paul ..... 10 3 .8». Davenport.. 13
8 .019 nominationthat he will increase his gilt
Kiou* City.. 12 7 .0,-aJ .ulucy ...... 11
7 .611 to something like $3,000,000if necessary.
Omaha ...... 12 8
vansville..10 11 .478
Denver ...... 9 9 .5- 8r,)rlngfteld.. 8
9 .470 It is said to be the desire of the comThe

official

the

standing of the ball clubs

n

Uinneapoli£ 10
.4* Dr.urlington. . 9
Si Joseph... 8 10 .4*1 Peoria ...... 7
Des Moines. 0 12 .!Ol
Milwaukee.. 4 17 .1?.— *

12
11

bine lo repurchase the university property, which Mas formerly held by the
Chicago Baptists,and make it the site
of the university. This fund must reach
$1,000,000 before definite plans are
agreed upon, but no difficultyis expected in raisingthe balance.

EXCITEMENT AT BUENOS AYRES
'Upprt

The Government S.pKcjneiGambling in
.‘i.'s

WESTERN HAPPENINGS.

Unitid Static ,pON8UL General
Hannah reports to.T‘;« State Department
that the recent decro ;

Favorable crop reports continue

by the President

to

arrive from the Northwest, and from pres-

of the ArgentineRepublic, forbidding
gambling in specie,has caused gieat excitement.The Governmentremains firm
and the gamblers eaten vengeance.
The police are armou with rifles and
gaarathe Bolsn. Tin Minister of Finance intends to raio a reserve fund of
forty millions aud tr substitute for Iraclional paper money gold, silveraud copper
coin, and eventually reach specie puy-

ments.

fire

several ineffectual efforts to

.428
.388

ent indicationsn good yield is assured.
Every portion of the Northwest has been
visited within the last week or ten dojs
by heavy tains, and the long drought has
been effectuallybroken. Gentle mins
have prevailed generally thronffhout central Dakota, Minnesota and Wisconsin.
The weather hns been much cooler since,
which is veiy favorablefor growing crops.
Altogether the outlook is most encourag-

~j

ing.

SIX DROV/NED.

On July 1 the State Treasurer Mill pay
the last dollar of the Iowa State debt.

A Steamer Suak by a Collision In the British

Four

Channel.

NO a fog the steamer Beresford
collided with the steamer German Emperor off the Goodwin sands in the English Channel, ihe shock of the collisiou was tr< meodou-s and the German
Emperor sank aimo^t instantly,ami six
of her me* were d. owned. The Beresford
maungjd to keep afloat, though somewhat
damaged, au«i succeeded
reaching
Grnvesesd. She brought twelve of the
German Emperor’s clew.
Dr

Hi

m

car-loads of St. Louis beer,

hail been side-tracked

at

which

Burlingtou.

Iow a, were seized by the Sheriff on a warrant sworn out by W. E. Blake, President
of the Temperance Alliance.

Albert

S.

Cook,

of Berkeley, Cal.,

hns been appointed to the chair of English

in Yale University,recentlyvacated by
Prof. Nortbrup.

Specials from various points in Minnesota report cold rains nil over the
northern and central portions of the
PresidentliilAppointees.
The President has made (he following State. The chinch bugs, Mberever they
Mere getting active, seem to have been
appointment^:
chilled to death or drowned. A plaster of
John W. Mcldrum of lAmmie, Wy. T.t to l>e mud has been formed over the ground reSecretary of Wyoming; Girin W. Bain -of Dacently plowed to kill the grasshoppers
kota, lobe Receiverof Public Moneys at Huron
in Otter Tail County, nnd the posts nro
Dak. : James H. Disney of Warsaw, ImL, to bo
an Indian Inspector; Janie* C. Luckey of Ore- sealed up, and will probably die withont
gon, to be agem for be Indians of the Warm
hpilngsAgency In Oregon; Malawi Krebs of showing a bead above ground. Farmers
I%ter*burg, Ind., to l>e hiiecial Agent to make nnd loggers are jubilant,. The farmers
allotments of lauds in severaltyto Indians unclaim there is enough water in the ground
der the provisions of an act of Congress ap- to Inst for six weeks or two months. The
proved Pen. 1837.
crops everywhere are in tine shape, nnd
promise a grand harvest if there is no
Illinois’ New Conerp sman.
bad luck from summer frosts.
Return h fiom all parts of the NineThe corner stone of the De LiSnllo
teenth District of Illinois (Townsend’s),
Institute nt Chicago bos been liid by
embracing a largo pioportioaof the preArchlysbop Feehnn, assisted by a large
cincts, indicate the election of J ndge J. R.
number of Catholic societies. A feature
Williams, Democrat,to Congress by s
of the ceremony m-iih the parade in which
majority of abont 2,500.
15,000 men marched in line.
The area sown in bailey in the United
They Would Be Boys Again.
A BOZEN of the younger members of
States lemains abont the same from year
the St. Louis Board of Trade have been to year. In Dakota quite an increased
suspendedfor blowing toy whistles dar- acreage was seeded in 1888, which was
ing trading hoars. A large number of balanced by redactions in other sections;
the victims' frien<Ts threaten to start a hut this year reports of Dakota correspondence show a falling off in
new exchange.
this report. It is quite probable
t

8,

the entire acreage of the
pieicnt season will not much, if any,
exceed that of 1888, which was estimated
by the department to be 2,652,057 acres.
The reports of correspondents show that
only a very small acreage has been sown
in Ohio, Michigan, and Illinois,and practically none in Indiana, Kentucky, and
Kansas. The per cent, of acreage in other
States, ns compared with one year ago.
that

EASTERN OCCURRENCES.
The

bill prohibitingthe Importation of

dressedbeef from other States was rejected
in the lower house of the

New York Leg-

islature, 80 to 23.

THirace for the Brooklynhandicap,
one and one-fonrth miles, was won by
0 to 1 choice, in 2:07}, Prince
Royal being second, and Terra Cotta
the time is within half a second
Exile, *•

y

we summarize us follows: Dakota, 02
per cent.; Minnesota, 00 percent.; Wig.
cousin, 05 per cent.; Nebraska. 07 per
cent; Iowa, 04 percent.

-Telegraphicreports fiom

the record.

--

-

A RACE WAR AT FOREST CITT,
ARKANSAS.

were not more shocking than the revela- comparative decrease in the net earnings
made in the insane of tho Union Pacific system was $614,- Mr*. Cleveland'sMother a Bride— The Ex- A Colored Politician and Three White Mea
Killed in a Political Feud-The Military
I’resldent'a Wife Attends the Ceremony
osylam investigation at Chicago. Two
at Jackson, Mich.— A MuflWlo Merchant May Be Called « c to Suppress Further
ex-patients from the asylum told the
Trouble.
the Happy Groom.
Eleven of the crew of the foundered
court of numberless beatings nnd kick-

722.

.

.

steamer Alaskan lave

come ashore at

[ForestCitv (Ark.) dispatch.]’

{Jackson (Mich.)telegram.]

A desperate shooting affray which cost
Mrs. Oscar Folsom, the mother of Mrs.
Florence,near the mouth of the Suislaw
Grover Cleveland, was married hero .to the lives of fonr men occnrred he;e. The
River, iu Lane County, Oregon. After Henry E. Perrlne.of Buffalo.N. Y. Mrs. slaughter grew oat of aa election for
leavingthe ship the men were tossed in a Folsom has beoa living In Jackson for some school directors. A. M. Neely, a colored
fearful manner by the groat dtorm. the time, coming horn shortly after Mr. Cleve- editor, became involved iu a quarrelwith
land retired from tho White House. Mr.
sea for some hours breakingover them.
Perrlne hod been a widower for two yours, a white man, and when he found he war
They enmo near land at Cape Perpetna,
nnd Mrs. Folsom had getting worsted ran toward ex-Sheriff
abont fourteen miles uoith of Suislaw
long been a friend of Parham for piotection. A dozen or more
Harbor, but were unable to land their
the Perrlne house- revolversflashed iu the air and a perfect
boat
on
account
of
the
huge
breakers,
and
hold. Mrs. Cleveland
under circumstancesthat led many to
arrived on the afterbelieve he has been murdered, have of- also on account of the rocky nature of the
noon train from the
fered a reword of $5,000 for any infor- coast at that point. They concluded to try to
East, and so quiet hud
swim
to shore. All were successful exSheriff D. M. Wilson, and Marshal Frank
mation that may lead to the arrest and
the matter been kept
cept one poor fellow, who, after enduring
conviction of any of the principalsin or
that not thirty people Folbre were killed.
Neely, his father, nnd brother took
knew of her coming.
accessories to or instigators of the al- horrible suffering for two nights and three
Hho stopped from the refuge in the Advocate Building. They
leged crime, and $2,(100 for information days on the open ocean, lost his life. During the time tuey were out all they had to
train wearing a blue barriendedthe doors, nnd every effort to
as to his whereaboutsif ho is alive.
eat was six cans of noacbe*. Following
Henrietta,with a dislodgethem proved unavailing.After
Loris Eaffirt committed suicide at wo tho names of the ten who reached
black cloth slashed sever .1 hours, Acting Sheriff Van B.
mhs. FOLhoM-PKHRiNE.overskirt.' a brown
St. Louis because Miss Victoria Leiuge shore, the name of the persons who were
sun lint surmounted by u wreath of flowers. Iznrd pcrsund?dold man Neely nnd his
drowned not being known: E. T. Carlsrefused to marry him.
son to come out, promising them safe
Mrs. Clevelandkissed her mint. Mrs. J. W.
kou, se-imim; M. KeMur, coal passer; Cadman. und smiled her sweetest us she conduct to the jail nnd a fair trial.
James McKinley, coal passer; Mike Mc- stepped Into tho station. Hho was at once A. M. Neely did not appear. The SherSOUTHERN INCIDENTS.
Lain, oiler; Edward Sharpies,coal passer; taken In aenrringewith her aunt and driven iff's posse was not more than a hundred
Seventeen-yearlocusts have made Harry Johnson, seaman; Jack or G. H. to Mrs. Cad man's residence.H. E. Perrlne, yards distant with the two prisonerswhen
Ros^, coal passer; Ertwa.d Wenzle, cook; the bridegroom, accompaniedMrs. Cleve- n number of other membeis of the posse
their appearance in Middle Tennessee,
land. as did Mr. Perrine’sson-in-law,Rev.
Ed Bums, J. Murry.
reached the Advocate Building. A. M.
B. Rich, tho Inter's wife und two sons,
aud grave fears are entertained for the
It is currently rumored iu Now York George B., Jr., und H. P. Rich. Mr. Cad- Neely was diseoveied secretedunder the
safety of vegetation.
that Mis. Langtry hns decided to leave man. undo of Mrs. Cleveland. Is a train floor and was riddled with bullets, at least
dispatcher In this city, and about three ten shots being fired into him. It was
the st go and once more retire to private
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
years ago married Mrs. Huddeston, who thought that others of the Neeley gang
life. She is said to bo tired of being was a widow anil sistor of Mrs. Folsom und were concealed under fhe floor,and the
The Board of Visitors to Iho Military talked about iu newspapersand scandal- aunt of Mrs. C&eveland.
posse made an extended search, but found
Tho ceremony took place at 9:20 o'clock
Academy at West Point has been ap- ized by nnscrnpulous rivals who imagine in the evening.Rt. Itev. George 1). Gilles- no more.
that the only way to win ibo esteem of tho
This last killing caused a great deal
pie, of the Western Diocese of Michigan,
pointed. It consistsof I bo following:
criticalpublic i< by pullingsome one else
assisted by Rev. R. li. Halcomb, of this city, more excitement, nnd the people were
On the part of the Senate— Hon. C. K. Du vis down to their level.
officiating. The groom wore the regulation afraid of a raid on the town by the neot Bt. Paul, Minil.,unit Hou. J. W. Daniil of
R. G. Dun »t Co.’s wo.kly review of suit of black evening dress. Mrs. Folsom groes. The acting Sheriff wired Gov.
Lynchburg.Va. On tho part of tho Houso—
wore a gray travelingdtess nnd had her James P. Eaglo the facts aud asked that
Hon. K. M. Robertsonof Baton Rouge, Isi., trade soys:
hair, which i* silve.y, mnclfullypropped at 0 company of militia be ordered here.
Hon. H. 8. Yonder of Ulna, Ohio, ami Hon.
Business reporis n-o nv‘lier;ii>Rsencouraging,
George W. Sheets of Marion, 1ml. By the
the front. ColonelHarman, uncle of Mrs.
The Governor replied that ho thought tho
President— Prof. Leroy D. Brown of Reno,' Nov., in suite of tlit most KiGisioctorycrop prospects
Clevelandnnd brotherof the brl lo; Mr. and
at
the
West
aud
tho
<
ueonragciuuRt
thereby
Prof. C. M. Pinkeston of Perry. Iowa, Rev. Dr.
Mrs. Cudmim. brother-in-lawand sUter of civil authorities could preservethe peace,
B. W.‘ Chldlaw of Cleves. Ohio, Rev. Arthur given to all branches of trade. At Omaha great tho bride; Mr. nnd Mrs. George 11. Rich, and he did not want to order out the miEdwards of Chicago, Dr. Nathan 8. Lincoln of liunroveinentiu crop prospects and activity In son-in-lawand daughter of Iho groom, nnd litia nnless all other menus failed. Gov.
Washington, Capt. Charles King, U. 8. A. (re- building aro reported,tilth money plentifulat
tho childrenof the different families were Eagle tbonght ho could be better able to
lotterra.es. At St. Paul there is no change In
tired), of Milwaukee, and Gen. Low Wallace, of
present. The marring • service wu* that of
the favorable prospect. But at Kansas City
idge of wbnt
Indiana.
trade amt collections are only fairly satisiii« Episcopal Church, and was shoit
factory;
a;
Miltt
aiikee
colloctiong
are
not
ImAlter the ceremony there was no reception,
ACROSS THE OCEAN.
proved ; at Detroit trade and collections ore
only a generalhand-slinkingund a kissing
“about fair'' and money easy vith moderate of the br.d • by Mrs. Clevelandund tho ladies until quiet is restored. He is in constant
The snb-commitleeof the Samoin demand ; and at Cleveland, trade is a little of tho household. At 10:5J o'clock th communicationwith Adjutant General
largerthan a* this time last year and money
C. England, and if they are needed
conference at Berlin his decided that the in active demand. Rains in tho Northwest and newly married pair took the wi st bound
MunicipalCouncil of Apia shall com- continued improvement in crop prospects have night express over tho Michigan Central. | lb® McCarthy Light Guards aie ready to
K ’* they declined to say
but
.......
where
• - tho
.. . bridal
v . . . move by specialtrain at a moment’s nobeen more potent in the grain market than the
prise six members— Germany, England increase in exports, and tho price has fallen. trip would end. as they did not wish to be tice. The comp my is well equipped nnd
aud the United Stale* each to appoint The movement in groceries serin* to be much annoyed. While the ceremony was being will be able to handle most any kind of a
one, the other three to be elected by resi- largerthan a year ago. Wool is dell. Tho ex- por.orinedhundreds of tho lesidentsabout mob.
poits of principalproductsfor April show an
dents of Apia. This decision displeases increase of 21 per cent, over last jvn For two the Cndninn House till'd tho streets and
It is now thought that there will lie
no
tne yard, wishing to secure a look »t Mrs. ,
...
tho British Commissioners,who call it weeks of May tho exports from No.
k have
Cleveland.
The
latter
at
the
ceremony
j furt.her trouble- Tim feeling was so high
‘the Phelps compromise." Mr. Phelos, been $412,000. or nearly 4 percent, less than
wore a white silk with black star and a I bguiufit Neely that hrl death wns looked
although not a member of the sub-com- last year. The business failures number 252, bJhutlful bouquet of red roses at her throat, for every moment after tho beginning of
as compared with a total of 227 the week premittee,w as asked to attend its last meet- vious, aud 169 for tho corresponding week of Her hair was done a la pompadour at tho I the riot, nnd now that he is out of the way
last
ing.
Iron!, with a knot at tho back. She was all jt is thought the feelingwill sal side, unsnnlos and graciousnoss.hud a good word
-•
0
- ’
Captain E. L. Zalinski, inventor of
less these is a negro uprising, nnd in tbit
for all. and the ladies fell in love with her
THE CHOSEN FEW.
instance
tho
military will be called out.
the dynamite gun, militaryattache to tho
at sight, while tho gentlemenlost their
Americau legationat St. Petersburg, bus President Harrison Makes Known Ills Choice breath when she addressedthem. Tho Gov. Eagle’s presence on tho ground will,
wedding was a jolly one. The room where it is thought,have a reassuringeffect,and
sailed for his post of duty.
for Variant Offices.
tho ceremony took place was beautifully will restore order.
Advices from Nihilistsources in RusThe President has made tho following decorated with flowers.
The cause of the tronble was the old
Henry E. Perrlne. the groom in tho.Por- quesrion of white or black rule. Neely
appointments:
sia have been receivedof a more formidrine-Fohom nuptials, is a prominent citi- w ta tho bend of the negro element of
Clark E. Carr, of Illinois, to bo Minister
able conspiracy than any yet discovered.
zen of Buffalo und is over sixty-two years
Resident and Consul Generalof tho United
fusion ists in St. Francis County. Cnpt,
of live. His family are distantly related to
Its rnmificaiiousare widespreadand the States to Denmark; Solomon Hirscb, of OreJohn
Parham and Sheriff D. M. Wilson
the
Folsoms,
and
the
two
families
have
been
Russian secret service is following them gon, to l»e Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister
intimately associated socially for many headed the white Republican element. In
of the United States to Turkey
up in all directions, and arrests have been PleniiKitentiary
W. Severance, of California,to ho Consul years. Mr. Perrino lives at 89 North Pearl the school election tire candidates for remade among all classes at St. Petersburg, Henry
General of the United States nt Honolulu ; John
street in a substantial brick dwelling, where electiou were two white members ef tho
Kronstadtand Moscow. The headquar- Jarrett, of Pennsylvaniato l>e Consul of the ho and his bride will bo at homo alter a
board, but Neely nnd his side desiredto
ters of the conspiracy is St. Petersburg, United Stales at Birmingham ; Thomas H.
short wedding tour. Mr. Perrino has been replacethese men with their candidates.
.Sherman,
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
to
be
but nil European Russia is involved.
a widower for several yours, and has three
Consul or tho United States at Liverpool.
Neely siid: “We pi oposo to secure the
children. The eldest is tho wile of G. BarThe latest reports fiom ihe flooded disCharles Swayne, of Florida, to Ire United rett Rich, of the Hank of Attica. Carlton control of tho board and manage tho
tricts of Austri i show that tho loss of life States District Judge for tho Northern District R. Perrino and Harry H. Perrino nro the school to suit ourselves.” A. M. Neely
of Florida; WilliamD. Lee, of Now Mexico, to
sons. The marriage was kept quiet, one of and G. W. Ingram made incendiary
is much greater than was supposed*/ In be Associate Justice of tho Supreme Court of
the sons said, because Mrs. Folsom disliked speeches ou the subject and stirred up a
the
Territory
of
New
Mexico;
John
W.
Whitmany places the bursting of dyke* has
cher, of Nevada, to be United States Attorney newspaper notoriety. Mr. Perrlne is a well- very bitter feeling, which resultedin tho
flooded the surrounding territory and ut- for tho Districtof Nevada; John Murphy, of made man of medium height, dark complextwo tragedies.
terly destroyed tho crops. Many narrow Dakota to be Attorney for the Territoryof Daion. with n full board. Ho is a scientificstuNeely whb a member of the State Cenescapes from death are reported. The kola; RichardL. Walker, of Kansas, to bo dent. a good writer, und has led an eventtvnl Committee and of the Executive Comdeepest distressprevails throughout tho United SlatesMarshal for the District of Kansas ; ful life. His ancestors were Huguenots
Jacob Yoes, of Arkansas,to bo United States
mittee, and had secured the recommendasubmerged districts, and steps are being Marshal for the Western Districtof Arkansas ; in Franco und settled in 1065 on Staton Isltioaofthat body for Registerof the
taken to relievo the immediate wants of James W. Savage, of Omaha, Neb., to be a and. N. Y. Puritanblood mingled with tho
Government Director of the Union Pacific Rail- French. His father. Dr. Henry Perrlne. Laud Office at this place, nnd would
the sufferers.
married Miss Annie F. Townsend In 1822. doubtless have been appointed, ns so far
road ; Amor Smith, Jr., of Ohio, to bo Surveyor
Advices from Peru say that the Vcru- of Customs for tho port of Cincinnati: David" W. tho present bridegroom being born in President Hnirison has observed the
of Ohio, to be Collector of Internal Sodus. N. Y., on March 20. 1827. After try- recommendations of this committee in
gas viaduct on the Moya Railway, near McCluug,
Revenue for the First Districtof Ohio ; John H.
ing to find gold in Californiain 1849. ho beLimn, was destroyedby a clou 1-burst. An Mills, of Montana to l>e Collector of Internal came a clerk in a grocery and' afterward making appointments for this State.
Revenue for the District of Montana ; John K. started for himself. Mr. Perrinereturned
immeuse column of water swept down the Lynch, of Mississippi,to bo Fourth Auditorof
to Now York, and married Mtss Cornelia H.
BAYARD’S FIANCEE.
mountain, tnkingjiuge bowlders with it, the Treasury; L. W. Habercora, of the District
Hall. Their bridal t ip was back to Calicarrying away a viaductwhich cost $500,- of Columbia, to be Fi.th Auditor of the Treas- fornia. which Mr. Perrino quit in 1857 for Miss Clyiner Said to Bo n Bountifuland
Charles Roeser, Jr., of Wisconsin. Topog000. In Peru's penniless condition the ury;
Highly Cultured Woman.
rapher of the PostofflcoDepartment,vice David good with a capital of $11.00U.which ho inbridge cannot be rebuilt. Without the Enright,removed. Iu the geologicalsurvey :Wm. vested in tho ship chandlery business in
[Washingtondispatch.]
viaduct the railway is useless. Besides H. Hull, of California,and Edward K. Neltletou, Buffalo and suffered financially in the panic
Miss Clymer, whose engagementto exthis misfortune, Peru is attacked with of Colorado, Supervising Engineers,and Arthur of 1873, his failure resuiting three yea's
D. Foote of Idaho, Lyman Bridges of California, later. Mr. Perrino had to begin life once Secretary Bayard has been definitely anyellow
_
and Alexander Brodl • of Arizona,Engineers for again. With his two sons and some friends nounced,is the only daughter of the late
IrrigationSurvey; Willard D. Johnson, of Disho establisheda settlement at Perrino. Dale Dr. George Clymer, for many years surFRESH AND NEWSY.
trict of Columbia, topographer, and William B.
Yeste, of Maryland,photographer.
RichardT. County. Fla. Financial aid that was ex- geon in the navv, and granddaughter of
of Ohio, Law Clerk o? tho Patent pected but did not arrive prevented his
Admiral Shubuck, nnd greaOgrsnddnughThe fine steicl steamer Alaskan, be- Worthington,
plans from being carried out. Ho is now
Office, and Max tieorgf.of Minnesota, First Aster of George Clymer, one of the signers
longing to the Oregon Railway nnd Navi- sistant Examiner of the same office,have re- Secretaryof tho Buffalo Cemetery Associsigned. Henry A. Phillips,of New York, has
ation. which is located on Delaware avenue. of the Declarationof Independence,as
gation Company, went to pieces in a been appointed a Chiei of Division in tho Penwell ns one of tho framers of the Federal
heavy gale off Cane Blanco, on tho Ore- sion Office, and Charles F. Gillan, of Ohio, a.
Constitution. Dr. Meredith Clymer, a
A
HORRIBLE
TRAGEDY.
Chief of Division hi tho Pension Office, has regon coast, and only twelve of her men signed.
distinguished physician of Now York
An American Divine and HU Family Mur- City, is u member of the same family.
out of forty-eight on board hove been,
Receivers of Public Moneys— Thomas D. Bumdered In Honduras.
hoard from. Most of the sailors w be i the earner of Arkansas, ot Dardanelle,Ark. • Henry
Miss Clymer lives with her mother in a
vessel broke iu two had to be brought C. Pickles of Delaware,at Folsom, N. M. ; aud
fNow York telegram.]
fine mauaion nt the coruer of H street
News has been receivedfrom Costa Klca and Connecticutavenue, just opposite
up by tho captain nnd officers at the Frank I*esuet of New Nexico, at Roswell, N. M.
of Land Offices-WilliamP. Alex- of a terrible tragedy which occurredon the
point of a pistol nnd forced to get Registrars
the residence of
W. Corcoran.
ander of Colorado, at Del Norte, Col., aud John
out tho lifeboats nnd lif< craft. Five H. Mills of New Mexico, at Roswell, N. M. In- island of Kuatun, which is off the north She was boru in that house thirtywere drowned during the launching of tho dian Agents— James- Blythe of North Carolina*' coast of Honduras
nine years ago. She has no sister and
The Rev. Mr. Hobbs, a Baptist minister only one brother, Shubuck Clymer,
boats. Finallythe remainder were stowed at the Eauleiu Cherokee Agency In North Carb^and John Fosher of Wyoming Territory,
from the United States, hod been living Professor of English Literature in
away in the boats, which just clearedthe Ifua,
at the BhushoueAgency in Wyoming Territory.
ship when she went down. Captain
at Florus bay with his wife and his little
Harvard College.Miss Clymer is an acHowes, QuartermasterBrown, Pilot
daughter. He was preparing to leave the complished Indy of literary tastes, who
HABKET BE POUTS*
Woods, nnd six sailors wore iu one boat,
island and had sold his property,receiving has traveledconsiderably. She was eduwhich was picked up by a tug. They say
for it $.",00 in gold. Shortly before his in- cated in Mme. Barr's celebratedschool in
CHICAGO.
that there are small chances of the other Cattle— Prime ..................$ 4.25 <9 4.50
tended departurea neighbor called to bid this city aud speaks French like a ParisGood ...................
3.50 & 4.25
boats reaching land, ns the sea was very
him farewell. He knocked at the door, ian. She is a decided blonde nnd
Common ...............
2.50 ® 3.50
he ivy and their boat couldn’thave lived Hoos— Shipping Grades ..........4.00 © 4.50
and receiving ro answer entered the house, acknowledgedby nil to be beautiful, but
much longer when tho tug sighted them. SUKKP ............................
the door being un celled.
3.00 © 4.25
not more distinguishedby por^ounlbeauty
Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............83 © .8314
Finding no one in tho hall or parlor he than by queenly dignity' and a generous
George Bancroft, the historian, is Corn—
No. 2 .......................
34 w.
called again. There was no response. heart. She has a graceful , slender figure
in his eighty-ninthyear. Ho is so Oats— No. 2 .............. ........ 22!$©
Alarmed, ho searched the house, nnd,' and dresses in exquisite taste. Her forUyk-No. 2 .......................
*.41 ©
feeble that he is allowed to see no one Burrell— Choice Creamery ....... 14 ©
opening the ledroom door, a sickening tune enables her to live in good style.
bnt a physician and a very few intimate Chkerk— Full Cream, iln s ....... 07 ©
spectacle met his eyes. Mr. Hobbs, his Miss Clymer hns been intimately acquaintKook— Fresh ..................... •ii)4©
friends. His doctor says ho hns taken* a Potatoes— Choice now, per brl. . 8.00
ed with the Bayard family all her life.
wi e, and ch id were dead, with their
© 3.50
slight cold, but will soon recover and be Pork— Mess ...................... 11.25 ©11.73
skulls smashed, their heads being nearly She is an accomplishedhorseback rider
MILWAUKEE.
well enough to move to New York for a
severed, and their bodies covered with nnd will bo a fit companion for the exWheat— Cash ....................70'a© .77
change of air and scene.
wounds. They had evidently been mur- Secretary in his favorite exercise. He is
Corn— No. 8 ......................
34 '© .34'4
dered in their slejp. Tie bodies were remarkably agile, robust and well-preGeneral Clinton B. Fisk has written Oath— No. 2 White ................27 © .28
Rye-No. ........................
43 © .44
cold, the blood which was spattered about served,though over 60. During the early
a letter denying his intention of return- Barley -No. 2 ....................
50 © 51
the room was dry and clotted. The mur- part of Mr. Cleveland’s administration
ing to the Republicanpart'-, and saying Pouk-Mosb ...................... 11.25 ©11.00
der must have been commuted two days his wife and eldest daughter both died
DETROIT.
that the statementsregardinghis desertion
within a few weeks of each other.
Cattle ...........................
3.00 © 4.25
before. The nrney had disappeared.
of tho Prohibitionist s are false.
Hoos.: ...........................
4.00 ©4.75
A shipwrecked sailor, a Jamaican named
4.00 © 4.5'J
St. Sauveur, a suburb of Quebec, was SHKEl* ............................
RUINED BY
Wheat— No. 2 Red ...............93'.'.©.51!$ Burrell, who had been taken in out of
c^rity and cared for by the family, also
almost wiped out by a blaze which started Corn— No. 2 Yellow ...............30 ©
Oatb-No. 2 White ............... .27*4© .28)3 disappeared about the same time and was The Kantas City Manuner of a St. Loula
in a frame building. Ove.- 5!I0 buildings
TOLEDO.
Brewing Company Abscondi.
arrested just as be was about leaving the
burned, leaving nearly 1,21)0 famine* Whkat-No. 2 Red ..............
island
on
a
fishing
smack
three
days
after
Albert
F. Schwab, aged 32 years, manCorn—
Cash
......................
withont homes. The loss is $600,000,
the discoveryof the murder. He obsti- ager at Kansas City for th$ Green Tree
with bnt small insurance. One life was Oath-No. 2 White ............... .24)4©
NEW YORK.
nately declaredhis innocence,but a por- Brewing Company, of St. Louis, has ablost by an explosion.
Cattle ..... ...... ,4.,...,....,.., 4.00 © 4.75
tion of the missingcoin was found upon sconded, leaving a shortage in his ac4.53
©
5.00
The Northwest has passe 1 throngh a
bis person, and he bus been committedfor counts of ctbout $8,000. He has been be3.75 ©C.OU
most trying and critical period for the
.84 © .85
hind for some time, and a month ago
trial.
Cohn-No. 2 ...................... .44 © .15
last thirty days with all spring and winter
turned over a house and lot valued a!
Oats- White ...................... .35 © .40
The fifteenth annual conventionof ^5.000,
but be was too deeply involved,
sown crops, and, while the damage occa- Pohk— New Mess ................
©13.50
tho NationalJourneymen Horseshoers’ and last Friday he disappeared,leaving
ST. LOUIS.
sioned bv the dronth has not become as
Association met at St. Paul, Minn., forty
Cattle ........................... 3.75 & iso
yet widespread or disastrous,at Hoos ............................. 4.00 © 4.50 of the sixty-fonr subordinate organiza- a young wife. His associationswith women are supposed to have caused the
the same time its effects are more Wheat— No. 2 .................... .79 © .80
tions being represented.
trouble.
less plainly seen upon our Cohn— No. 2 ...................... .31)4© .32)4
.23 © .23*3
oats and grass crops. Tho winter wheat
At
Baltimore,
Md.,
tho
passenger
Bismarck's Hut Words.
© rilH,
prospects,while they point bo a good
steamer Johns Hopkins, of the Mercbauts
INDIANAPOLIS.
Prince Bismarck has made a speech in
average crop, nro by no means as favora- Cattle ........................... 8.00 © 4.50
and Miners' TransportationCompany, the Reichstag in which he compared theble for n bountifulcrop as they were thirty Hoos .............................. 4.50 © 4.75
was totally destroyed by fire. The vessel Socialists to the French— ready to strike
HlIKKl' ............... ...........
©
4.00
days ago. Bo far ns spring wheat is con- Lamus ............................
is valued at $250,000. Loss on cargo, whenever they became strong enough.
G.00 © 7.75
cerned, everything is still a matter of unCINCINNATI.
$30,000.
He referredto tho rashness of the Reich*
certaintynnd doubt. The country’s great Hoos-Butchers'................. 4.00 © 5.00
stag in admitting Alsatians as members,
crop, corn, starts off under the most Wheat-No. 2 Bed ............... .84 © .85
Peter
Gif.fer,
while
assisting in
Cohn-No. 2 ...................... .35 © .30
and said: “We did not fight the French
favorable and brilliant prospects.
Oats-No. 2 Mixed ............... .27 © ,27 *4 turning an engine on the turn-tableat in order to have oarselves inoculated
R. L. Walker, who has been appointed Kye-No, 2 ....................... .47)4© .48)4 Huron, D. T., was struck on the head bv with fourteen Frenchmen." The adPobk-Mom ...................... 12.03 ©12.25
the tnrn-tablecrank and instantly killed.
Marshal of Kansas, succeeds Jones, of
dress has excited much comment.
KANSAS CITY.
Cattle—
flood .................... 3.75 0 4.25
Oklahoma fame. The Attorney General
The
immense
plant of the Port Evant
8.25 © 3.75
Judge Yolkey T. Malott has be*«
says that Jones’ explanationof his Oklaand Favre Lumber Company ft PearlingButchers'......... ..... 2.00 © 3.25
appointed receiver of the Chicago
homa relations was net satisfactory.
4.00 © 4.25
ton, Mill., was destroyed by fire, entailAtlantic Railway by Judge Gresham
Medium ..................
ing a loss of $175,000.
It is announced that a reunion of the
Chicago.
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Hall, at Bridgeport, Conn.,
by fire. The loss is placed

MBS. FOLSOM MAKRIED TO A BUFFALO MAN.

'

the conventionof the PatternNorth America at
vllle, Va.
Pittsburg,Pa., resolutionswere adopted
Seven nogrocH, near Riclmrdsville,
indorsing the tight-hour day, and pieceCulpeper County. V*., went to the resi-

An

MATRIMONIAL SURPRISE FOUR WERE SHOT DOWN.

tions that are being

believed serious till a few hours before ings, of patients driven to bed by blows,
his death.
insufficientfood, sufferings fiom the
Richard Boeckh, a young German, cohl in winter and the heat in summer.
One of the witnessesshowed an arm that
has been arrested at Albany, N. Y., for
had been broken by an attendant and anchallengingHenry Villard, the well-known other revealed tho death of apatient after
financier, to fight a duel.
a terrible beating.
Colonel Frederick Gerker, InThe friends of Dr. Cronin, who so
ternal Revenue Collectorat Philadelphia,
suddenly disappeared from Chicago
is

SEVEN BLACK FIENDS.

San Joaquin Valley, the shooki were factions of the Reformed Presbyterian
quite severe, in a few cases the tops of Church is imminent. They are known as
cblxfineys being thrown down. Tho shock
the “Synod" aud the“Oeneral Synod, "and
wa« sufficiently heavy in San Francisco separated at a meeting held in 1833 at
to awaken nearly h11 slnmbeiers.
Philadelphia.
The Tewksbury almshouse horrors For the first three months of 1889 the

—The prediction made aoveral waekt
buyer will <!nd it out and your commisago that the Lake Superior iron minet
sion man will have to make :t right, and
the -reputation of your mark is injured
will ship 6,000,000 tons of ore bids fair to
Both branches of the Legist iture spent pretty
and it will be avoided when known as EVENTS AND INCIDENTSTHAT HAVE
be realized, says an Ishprmlngdispatch. much the entire day on the 14th In committee of
1HVOKMATIOMFOB THE H08BAMD*
not reliable. The address of the firm to
LATELY OCCURRED.
tho whole, tin most importantmeasure being
All of^tho large mines are shipping rapidMAN AND HOUSEWIFE.
which the package is shipped should
tbe Tyrrellfree text book MU for publicschools.
Dairy Dot*.
ly, and the present rate of shipment will It was amended to make it nort of locallyopalso be marked on the cover, and the
tionalwith the districts whether th6 free system
An
IntoreiiUng
Summary
Mora
ImThe profits of dairying are made up initial or shipping mark of the party
bo maintained for the season. The Goge- will be adopted or not. ivid the fnmishfrgof
Iobm Pnetlcal Succntion* for the F*rn*r, of the small doily savings,of the differportant Doings of Our Nolghbors-WedSend full advice and invoice
books Is taken from the Blate Board of EducaAtoak-Braoder, FunlUrer,Nuneryman, ences between the cost of production by mail immediatelyafter the goods are
dings and Doath* - Crimen, Casualties, bic range will not materially add to iti tion aud lodged with districts. In this form
man u
last ye ir’s figures of prodaction,but the it passed. Another bill under discussion was
and General News Notes.
and value of the milk or butter. A sav- shipped.
Mi HooMke«per.
that prohibitingtbe sale of liquor within one
ing of 10 cents per day in a herd of fifty
—Gov. Luce, in his message to the mines of tho Marquette, Menominee and mile of tbe Btate University,the Agricultural
The Value of Do alt it Culture.
cows amounts to $5; in a month to $150.
College, and State Normal School,bnt no conVermilion
ranges
will
produce
more
ore
THE FABBL
In the American Poultry Journal I. Legislaturegiving his reasons for vetoing
clusion was trachod.
elusion
reached.The Honse
House passed bills
• The dairyman needs to be taught to
K. F. says poultry industry is so evenly the measure repealing the law for 1887 than ever before,
providing for raising a fund by county,boards of
test each cow separately, both for
Farm Notea.
distributedand the prodnetsthereof so for the reporting and taxation of mortIX-. _ _____
_____
—The bullion product f.om tho April soldiers.
The Senate passed a House bill anA okay horse it is said is roreljr un- quantity and quality, and to have the largelyconsumed at home that we have
run at tho Hope. 6old mini. Irt.p«nint,
sound in feet or joints, and this is the nerve to dispose of the non-paying failed to consider it as a means of gages, holds this language:
the erectionof a city hall, and a few other bills
favoritecolor of Paris omnibus horses ones, while building on those which wealth.
Either the law taxing mortgages ought to was $5,225.
of local importance.
turn
him
a
profit.
and French stage horses.
The individual earnings of fowls are be ro pealed, or every opportunityafforded
Thk Governor sent a special messageto tho
—Joseph
Carpentar,
of
Armada,
died,
for
Insuring
their
assessment
that
Is
given
na that
that,th#
.
Legislatureon the 13th recommending
We have fed tons of pumpkins to The weighingof the milk, testing of small and for this reason few appreciate assessing offlceis to find and tax other
Pi
aged 82 years. He leaves four brothers law with reference to tho cases of the Insane
milch cows without removing the seed the cows, and knowing to a dollar what the value, the the aggregate is impri'porty.
at anyiumi bo so nmeudnd that each county be
and never observedany falling off in one is doing, is a great help to the dairy mense.
Bankers loan mdnoy In competitionwith and sisters, all over 72 years of age.
charged with tha expense of patients sent from
farmer. It enables him to get rid of
It instead of from a general fund as now, therethe milk. — Dairy World.
Have you computed the number of tho*e who take mortgsgd securities, and
—Armada’s now Postmaster,W. E. by removing tho cause for complaint from counfowls necessary to give Uncle Sam’s the law providingfor their taxationIs very
Events are often like chestnut burrs. poor milkers and replace them with good
;«S
ones, aucCthe latter cost no more tok eep twelve millionsof families two dozen similar in its provisions, only more search- Preston,has moved the office Into a build- tlcs paying more than their proportionateshare
If you give them a little frost, the burr
of tho expense ; also having a tendency to have
ing
and
arbitrary
than
the
one
that
proand
handle
dli than the former.
eggs per week and a chicken and a fowl
ing by itself, whereat tho people rejoice. the mildly Insane kept at home and relieving
will open and show the inside to be a
yldes for tho taxationof mortgag 's.
Prof. E. W. Stewart, who is noted for once a month for a year?
tho pressurefor additional accommogreat deal bettor than the outside.
If wo aie Induced to lopesl tho act of 1887
—A murderous shooting affray,
_ State Instttntlons.The
dations at tho
The annual product of honey in his experiments in stookfeediug,states It involves the keeping of stock in the this year because of hardships Imposed
that one ounce, or less, of oil-meal to a nation’spoultry yards of one hundred' upon the borrowers in consequence of tho
«.
lives, occurredon Greud
America is, according to the American
gallon of warm, sweet whey will make and thirty-eightmillions laying fowls, enforcement of a law as old ns tho Kate, River avenue, oue ef the main thorough- I inx
tax law.
law, which required
renulml tho recording
nn-'ordlngof all
Agriculturist, 28,000,000 pounds or a
it nearly equal in feeding value to whole with their attendant males. In round
mav not the bankers bo encouraged to Im- faros of Detroit. Peter Hartswell, 60 mortgages for taxation. Ills reason for so<
half a pound a piece to the population.
Is
that
tho
bill
is
a
step
in
tho direction
milk for raising a calf to three weeks numbers one hundred and fifty millions. pose additionalhardships upon th'dr cuschanging the State'spolicy of taxation. There
Quill tooth-picks come largely from old, and after that another quarter of an
This is no means the limit. In 1870 the tomers and tho next session of tho legisla- years old, recentlymarried a daughter of are not votes enough In favor of passing the bill
France, which possesses the largest ounce mav be safely added. The oilture bo importuned to repeal (he law which William Smith, a grocer Cl) years old.
encyclopedia gave the hotel consumption
over tho voto in citherhouse, therefore the act
factory in the world. This factory, which
providesfor the taxation of bank stock? If
of two veai s ago will stand. Bills wore passed
meals hould be dissolved in hot whey at $02,000,000 worth. Now, eighteen this
Their
married
relations wore not pleasbill
becomes
a
law
wo
virtually
say
that
is located near Paris, was originally
I by the 8onaU> organising a new county In the
before mixing with that of the right years after, with a vastly increased con- wo are in favor of a law taxing mortgagos.
ant, and Mrs. Hartswell returned to her. . upper peninsula to be known as McMillan ; npstartedto make quill pens; but, when
temperature to feed.
sumption per capita, our increase in but are opposed to its enforcement. If wo
, preprinting $9,000 for the Pontiac Asylum for
these went out of use, the proprietor
population, the restaurant, the chemi- are about to change the settled policy of father, Hartswellbeing forbiddentho (.pod ui purposes; and autiMritlngfeeformation
BKE
CULTURE.
turned it into a tooth-pickmill, the
cal, the medical consumption — all this tho State in regard to taxation, ufl this bill house. The husband aud Smith met and
present annual output of which is 20,nassod
BAftMWood Honey.
must bo provided for. There is still would seem to indicate. I am clearly of tho had a controversy.In the midst of it tbe bill giving women therlnhtto vote at wl city,
000,000 quills.
opinionthat it would seem not bo done by
I believe basswoodto be the greatest another itcifi of vast importance, to wit:
villageand school elections. OvertOOfenialo
An old teamster of fifty years exper- honey-producerin the world, says G. The game laws of our laud protect all less than a two-thirdsvote of both houses Hartswell saw his wife and a female com- lobbyists,all members of the Michigan Equalof
tho
Legislature.
For
those
reasons
the
m scattered
..... - >d about tha
ience says he never had a case of the M. Doolittle in the American Bee Jour- through the season of ’^the vast demand,
pauion a short distfmee away, aud ran up Miffragfl Association, wore
bill is returned without my signature to tho
hull, and after the bill passed tbe visitors and
galls upon his animals where the folto
her,
grabbing
her
by
tho
arm.
Tho
at
our
summer
resorts,
all
game,
duck,
nal. In fact no report has ever been
house whoroin it originated.
members aliko Joined In a frantto waring of
lowing preventive was adopted, which
handkerchiefs and newspapers,and the ladlea
given (if I am correct) of an avenge geese, brant, etc., (are you aware that
Tho Watson local option bill, which two women pitched into Hartswell aud wound up by pinning a dainty boutonniere
was simply to rub the collars inside,
yield of twenty pounds per day from a that four-fifths of all birds served as
were
rapidly
getting
tho
better
of
him
upon the coat of every member who voted for
every few days, with a little neats-foot
single colony for thirty days in succes- game are of domestic production)? All has passed tho House, consists of twentytho bill. Other bills passed by the house prooil, and the moment any dirt was found
sion, except from basswood.Mr. Gallup green geese, ducks, turkeys, and pigeons four sectious,which describe how the when Smith rushed into tho fight. vide for free text '
he publlo schools ;
books fortl^^H
sticking like wax to wash it off with had a colony do this. I had one which come in hero and swell our number,
Hartswell made a motion as if to draw increase the bounty on English sparrows from 1
law
is
to
be
carried
out
and
the
penalties
warm soap suds and then with oil.
to 3 cents apiece,
iili'ci',and
amt authorize the
tho formation
stored that for about ten days, the best until careful calculationplaces it at two
his revolver, when Smith whipped out a
of trust ami safetydepositcompanies and oorFarm and Home says that if there is yield being sixty-six pounds in three hundred and sixteen millions which are for failing to carry it out, or violatingits
guu and began firing at Hartwell, who iporatlonsto Improve summer resorts. y
any one thing that experiment stations {lays.
each year produced and consumed with provisious. Briefly summed up, it
Thk bill granting women tho right of suffrage
need to attend to more than another, it
y going back over my account with all their product of eggs. These at the amounts to this: Residents of any coun- also drew his revolver and returnedthe iu municipal and school electionswas defeated
is to the productionof bulletins such my bees for the past sixteenyears, ^1 find prices paid by the consumer reaches the
in
the Senate,on tho 16th, by a vote of 16 to 10.
ty desiriugto test the question of local fire. Each emptied his revolver ot tho Tho ladles ore very huj>oFul of its passage,
as common people can understand. Be that from basswoodalone, my yield of overwhelming sum of $540,000,000for
other.
Smith
fell
to
the
ground,
orying
but tho coudllious wore unfavorable. Another
simple, plain, direct. The reports of honey has not been far from sixty family use, and largely over $000,000,- option must procure from each township
.-jVsi
bulls pending In tha Senate to the same effect.
the Wisconsin stations are a fortunate pounds, on an average, from each col- 000 for all purposes. This is Uncle aud ward iu tho county petitions signed that he was done for, and Hartswell ran a Another most important bUlwas also sumexample of the sort of plain English ony, each year; the lightest yield being Sam’s poultry and egg trade for a year. by not less than one-fourth of the legal few steps and tumbled into the gutter. marily dealt with, the House capital-punishnieut bill,which was killed in committee of tha
that farmers like. If a professor can’t about thirty-five pounds, and the heav- Surely it is one of the graudestfactors
voters of each town or ward, or if uot of Tho sound of tho firing and the women’s whole,
iole. aud
and the action of the committee conwrite the result of his labors clearly, let iest 120 pounds. This is the average in the wealth of our nation.
rmi iu by a voto ot M to 10. The Donate passed
screams
brought
crowds
to the scene.
one-fourth
of
all
of
the
voters
of
the
him explain it to some man that will, or yield of the yard, not the yield of an ine MU authorizingpenal-lfistltutlon
boards
During the season of 1885, from June
Hartswell was taken to his homo In a dy- to contract for tbe care of the United State*
Step down and out. The experiment dividual colony.
15 to September15, one hotel in Sara- county, as authenticatedby the poll-lists
prisoners. At tho expiration of their sentence
stationsare for the people.
The fruit-budsand leafletsof all trees toga paid to one marketman in one bill of the last preceding election. The Coun- ing condition,aud Smith, who was the they are to be furnished with transportation to
If the mare has moderate,regular with which I am familiar, are formed in for supplies $125,000.The bill included ty Clerk receiving these petitionsis to aggressor, was taken to the hospitalmor- their homes, a new suit of clothes, and a small
amount of money at the expense of the United
labor, she will have a better appetite Jnne and July of the preceding year, so 60,000 chickens, 35,Q|R> (so called) game,
•
Ht ate*. A joint resolution »as passed for the
call a special meeting of the Board of tally
and digestion,hence greatervigors and that the results of the next season's 000 squabs, 24,000 dozen eggs.
by the State Board of Auditors of the
—The G. A. R. of Detroit have made settlement
We introduce this list that the farmer Supervisors aud that body may order an
as is the vigor of the mare during preg- honey-yield, as far as buds and flowers
claims of certain partiesfor damages sustained
and
poulterer
may
see
what
a
large
pronancy, so must be in a great measure the are concerned,are already formed in
election. If local option carries by a arrangements for a big parade on Decora- by tho passage of tho oleomargarine act of 188j.
The most Important
important nouse
House action was
was yuo
the
vigor of her foal. As the mare must embryo, on the apparently bare and life- portion is produced in the poultry yards
vote of the people the Board of Supervis- tion Day.
passage of the local option bllHiy a vote of fj^to
consume and digest enough for the loss branches of the basswood trees. and lofts, which is fully one hundred
nourishmentand growth of the foal as They wait only for the warmth of and twenty-seven thousand pounds. Is ors may declare it a law of tho county.
—Francis McDonald, one of the pio- of a local or unimportant character.
well as her own needs, there is necessity spring, to bring this dormant life into not this a substantial backing for our In that case no liquor of any kind is to be neers of Detroit,has just passed away at
estimate of the magnitude of Americas made or sold in that county, except by
of that exercisewithout which both ap- growth.
the ripe age of 89 years. He oame to MichGERMAN
petite and digestionmust weaken. Long
I never knew a season when the bass- poultry trade?
druggistsor registered pharmacists.The igan before it had been admitted to Stateconfinementto any animal that has the wood did not fuhiisb some honey. The
HEAVY BEREAVEMENT.
penalties range from $50 to $200, with hood and has since lived continuouslyiu
THE HOUSEHOLD.
ability to move Ireely is a severe strain shortestyield which I ever knew gave a
A.— I have no father and no mother;
on its’ nervous system, and most severe three days' yield, in which honey was so
imprisonmentfrom twenty days to six DetrpJk ^5 was City Clerk of Detroit
How to Clean Carpets.
in the case of the horse, which is natur- plentifulthat the bees could not prebesides I have lost all my brothers ftnd
over thirty years ago.
For a carpet of about twenty yards or mouths.
ally the most active of our farm animals. pare room fast enough to store it, with a
sisters.
—Agrictilturist.
gradual tapering off of two days more, so, take a pound of hard white castilo
—Detroit Free Press: Probably the
—One of the curiosities of Detroitis a
13.— That's very sad. Are all your
The wheels of progress never turn making five days in all. The longest soap and scrape fine, add a quarter of a best showing of ministerial work don^ in purely white ludian.
relationsdead?
gave
a yield of twenty-five days, with pound of washing soda, and as much
backward to any great extent. They may
A.— Yes, they are dead to me. They
spirits of turpentine as will bring it to tbe State in tho last seven months has
—Tho clerks iu tho Detroit dry goods
be clogged for a short period, but when three of them so coldthatthebees could
only
work
a little in the middle of the the consistency of dough; make it into been accomplishedby the Rev. G. C. stores and their friends have inaugurated have all become rich.
thev start they will roll forward. The
a ball. When it is time to clean the Squire, of the Detroit Conference, aud
THE PHILOSOPHICAL JACKASS AND THE
killing of live stock in a shed and wast- day.
The state of the atmospherehas much carpet take a pail of clear, hot water pastor of tho M. E. Church nt North a general movement to receive a Saturday
BONFIRE.
ing the blood, horns, hair, etc., as “in
ami a large flannel cloth; wet the carpet
half-holidayduring tho summer months.
A philosophicalJackass belongingto
ye olden times,"is oassing away for- to do with the secretionof honey in the
with the flannel, then rub over with the Brouch. Mr. Squire began his revival
ever, except in small towns whore the basswood flowers. The most unfavor—The bronze bust of the late John J. on expressman toiled patientlyformany
ball of soap, and wipe off the soap with efforts seven months ago, and in that
able
weather
is
a
cold,
rainy,
cloudy
business is so limited as to not admit of
Bagiev
his receivedtho final touch and is years hauling a wagon to and fro. Late
the flannel wrung as dry as possible. If time he has preached 367 sermons, and
the necessary appliancesfor the im- spell, with the wind in the northwest.
one evening, when pulling a voluable
the carpet is very much soiled a scrub
now
only waiting for a permanent home,
If
basswood
bloomed
at
a
time
of
year
proved methods, and even there the
tbe conversionsare as follows: St. John's
load up a steep hill, he paused for a
brush
may
be
used
after
the
soap
is
apsays the Detroit Free Press. It will probconsumer will get his meat in boxes when we were liable to have much of plied.
rest. His Master, finding that blows
nliod. Clean about three-quartersof aa appointment,39; North Branch, 190;
from the nearest town or city in which such weather,there might bo such a
yard at a time, and let it become thor-* Caro, 87; Kingston, 101. Total, 417. ably be set up iu the Campus Martins.
and curses would not move him immething
as
an
entire
failure
of
honey
from
an improved abattoir exists. This is inoughly dry before it is used. Brussels Mr. Squire is an energetic preacher,ns
—The earnings of M'ohigan railroads diately built a 'fire under him. The
evitable in the meat business of the it. But as a rule, wo have veiy little
and velvet carpets may bo washed while,
lung
country, and the sooner a community such weather at this time of year.
the above will show, aud the great work for February, 1880, wo:e $5,738,001, Jackass exclaimed; “This is rubbii
The conditionmost favorable to a on the floor, but great care should be
wakes up to the fact and takes advanagainst
$5,650,304 for February,1888, it in,” and moved three steps forward,
done
by
him
in
so
short
a
time
deserves
tr.ken
not
to
let
the
water
soak
through.
tage of their new conditionof things largo yield is, when tho weather is very
For January aud February tbe earnings whereupon the wagon and load caught
public mention.
the better it will be off, and the mere warm, aud tho air filled with electricity.
Protectionfrom Clothes Moths.
fire and were totally destroyed.
This
nectar
is honey and uot sweetened
independentit will be of the big four.
—Gen. Russell A. Alger, President of were $11,185,951.31, an increase of $178,During the latter part of May or early
Moral— Never heap cools of fire
water,
which
makes
basswood
doubly
— Texas Live Stock Journal.
294.34 over the corresponding mouths of
under the stomach of your best friend.
valuable over most of the other h(*iey- in June a vigorous campaign should bo Ibo Michigan Cavalry Brigade, has issued
entered upon. All carpets, clothes, the follow iug card to tho members of tho 1888.,
LIVE STOCK.
secretingplants and trees.
HARMONY IN THE FAMILY.
—The earnings of tho MichiganrailGuo bee- load of uoctar from the bass- cloth-covered furniture,furs, and rugs association, which explainsitself: “Those
Ho— Now, my dear Fannie, what
Stock KlatUtlcft.
wood, in a dry, warm time, is equal to should be thoroughly shaken and aired,
roads for February wore $5,738,001; iu Khali I get you for a birthdaypresent?
of you who desire to attend the ceremoIt is well to frequently refer to the three from tho white clover, or five from ond, if possible, exposed to tho sunShe— Nothing at oil.
the corresponding month of 1888, $5,550,light
ns
long
ns
practicable.
If
the
nies
of
unveiling
the
statues
at
Gettysincrease or decrease of the numbers and some other of our flowers. In a rainy
“jHn’t it singular that for once we
house
is
badly
infested
or
if
any
partic304;
increase,
$187,697.
The
earnings
in
value of the live stock on the farm of the time there is not so marked a difference.
burg ou the 12th of Juno are requestedto
United States. Sometimes we imagine At times when basswood was yielding ular article is supposed to bo badly inJanuary and February were $11,185,951; agree? At hist there is harmony in
write immediatelyto Capt. A. E. Matwe ore ruined by depressed prices, when its best, I have seen more than a bee- fested. a free use of benzine, in the
same period of 1888, $11,007,650; in- tho family. Wo have hit upon the
probably the real facts would prevent load of honey in a single flower. I have manner mentioned in my last article, thews, Milford, Mich., Secretary of the
sumo idea.”
a real case of the blues. The Agricul- taken one stem of blossoms,when tho will be advisable. All floor cracks and Brigade Association,who will give all in- crease, $178,294. Per cent, of increase,
A GENEROUS PROPOSITION.
tural Department at Washington, has yield was great, aud jarred it over my dark closetsshould be sprayed with this formation coucerniug tho trip. Tho State 1.6 per cent.
First Student— Look here, I’ve got a
exercisedgreat care in obtaining and hand, when I would have several drops substance,Too much pains cannot bo
—Tbe committee of tho Michigan Press proposition to make to you.
compiling the stock statistics of the of nice honey in it. At such times as taken to destroy every moth and every has made an appropriationfor transportaSecond Student (who had been paywhole country. A recent report of the this. 1,000 colonies of bees could find egg and every newly hatched larva, for tion to Gettysburgand return for those Association,to which has been intrusted
ing
for everything)—What is it?
immunity
for
the
rest
of
the
year
detho
preparation
of
a
history
of
Michigan
departmentgives the following interest- all the honey which they could carry, if
engaged in the battle, but all expenses
“Handover your pocket-book, and 111
ing facts as to the number and value of nil were left in one place; at all other pends largely— almost entirely— upon other than transportationwill have to bo newspapers, ask that every Michigan edpay for myself from now on.”
farm animals:
times, 1 think from 100 to 200 colonies the thoroughnesswith which the work
itor and publisherfurnish, if possiblebeof extermination is carried on at this paid for by each person for himself. "
NUMBER IN UNITED STATES.
would be ample for any locality.
QUEER LOGIC.
Increase
time. The benzine spray will kill tho
—At Alpena, William Paton had his fore Juno 1, a history of the paper witl\
Stranger— What I You charge three
POULTRY RAISING.
or
insect in every stage, and it is one of
decrease
1889.
Stock. iBfifl.
hand completely sawed off by a saw in a which he is connected, stating particu- dollars for carrying my valise to the
the few substances which will destroy
13,003,2)1 • 490,358
Horses ........13.172, <88
Marketing Poultry.
larly the dates of any importantchanges station ? Why, I can hire a cab for all
2, '257, 574
the egg. I would, however, repeat the shingle mill.
65,847
Mules ......... 2491,727
If you are near a market for dressed
in the ownership, editorial management, that money.
16,203,025 • 442, ‘211
Milch cows...14, 856, 414
caution as it is inflammability. No light
poultry, it will pay you to know how to
Oxen and other
—Tho will of the late Alexander Fol- name, or politics, etc, Such information
Hoy— Yes, of course, a cab driver
should be brought into a room in which
cattle .......:I4,378,3C3 85,032,417 • 654.054 prepare It, in order to obtain the best
Bbeep .........43,544,7w 42,599.0?) t 495.676 price. To know this, study your mar- it has been used until after a thorough som, Bay City’s wealthiest lumberman, should be addressed to W. I. Davenny, can do it cheaper. Ho has a cab, bnt
50,301,592
• 5,9.55,067
airing aud until the odor is almost dis- bequeathsto Alma College $30,000,to
Swine .........44,310,525
I’ve got to carry it on foot.— Texa*
ket, find out what manner of dressing is
care Journal, Detroit.
Siftings.
demanded aud dress yours in that way. sipated.
tho Young Men’s ChristianAssociationof
•Increase,t Decrease.
T1ho proper packing away of fnrs and
—While unloadingpig-iron nt United
There are some general directionsthat
VALUE OP FARSI ANIMALS.
winter clothing through the summer is Bay City $30,000. to the Presbyterian States Senator McMillan's steel works, in
Increase or will always come to play.
Queer Kentucky Lingo.
a serious matter. A great deal of un- chnrch $12,000, to the American Bible
1889. decrease.
Stock. 1888.
First, in fattening poultry give them
Detroit,
a
pile
of
iron overbalanced and
The Kentucky mountain vernacular
necessary expenditurein the way of Society of New York City $25,000, to
082,194,827 •d3ti.098.673
Horses..$ 946,(06,154
all they will eat— corn is preferable,as
179,444,481 • 4,590,918
instantly killed Joe Piscotte,a Pole, and hnH peculiaritieswhich Charles Egbert, J
Mules... 173,831.563
cedar chests and cedar wardrobes and
poultry
fattened
on
it
is
more
yellow
the
Board
of
Foreign
Missions
of
tho
306,220,376
25,797
Cows... 366.252.173
and bolter than that fattened on any various compounds in the way of pow- PresbyterianChurch of tho United States severely wounded four others, some of Craddock did not find or notice in her ,
Oxen and
ders has been urged by writers on these
597.236.812 t 14,513,708 other grain; aud remember that you will
cattle . 611,750,520
whom will probably die. All are ex- Tennessee mountaineers. Here a man1
90,640,339t 1,360,448
Sheep... 80,219,926
not only get pay for every pound your pests. But experience folly proves that $30,000, to the Board of Homo Missions tremcly poor and have large families.
who wants to say he fired two shots
291,307,193
•
70,496.111
Swine... 220,811,082
after a thorough treatment in May or of the Presbyteriau Chnrch $30,000, to
poultry gains in fattening, but by imHays he shot two shots. The Western
June, garments may be safely put away
—Representative
Stoflet’s
bill
for
the
Total. .$2,400,043,418
$2,507,050,058
*$98,006,610 proving the quality you gain one- fourth
tho Trusteesof the PresbyterianBoard
expression of getting the drop is never |
fot tho rest of the season with no other
to one-half iu price on the whole.
relief tt their homes of soldiers who do
used, a mountaineersaying instead that
of
Publication
and
Sabbath-school
Work
protection
than
wrapping
them
closely
• Increase,t Decrease.
Second, food in the crop injures the
of tho United States $10,000, to the not wish to go to tbe Soldiers' Homo at he “throwed his gnn furst.” The pre- ’ |
In connection with tbe foregoing appearance,is liable to sour, and pur- in stiff paper.
An excellent plan is to buy for a Froedmen's Chnrch of America $23,000, Grand Rapids, also for the relief of their fixes in and im are not known, un being
statement, the following table, showing chasers object to this worse than usethe average value per head of each class less weight; therefore keep the fowls small sum from a tailor a number of
used instead,as “un possible,” for into tho Presbyterian Board of Relief for minor children and wives and widows,
at tho same date, is presented:
from food twenty-fourhours before paste-board boxes in which they deliver
which has passed the lower honse of the stance. To “mislist” a man is to deIncrease or killing. All poultry, but more especially suits, and carefullyfold and pack away Disabled Ministers and Widows and Orceive and ill-treat him, and when a
l
decrease.
1888.
1889.
Stock.
all clothes, gumming a strip of wrap- phans of Deceased Ministers $50,000, to Legislature,directs Supervisors to levy a
says “his word is his jint,” he wants to
$71.89
*07 turkeys,should be killed by bleeding in ping paper around the edge of thecover
Horses ....... . .$71.82
tax not to exceed three-tenthsof a mill on
, the Board of Educationof the Presby79,49
1.29 the neck, and picked while the body is
Mules; .......
convey tho impression that he is speakso as to leave no crack. These boxes
t.71 warm.
the dollar of valuationfor the purpose of
23.91
Milch cows.. ... '24.6 »
terian Chnrch of the United States $50,ing as truthfully uh if under oath. The
will
Inst
for
a
life-time
with
careful
use.
17.05
4.74
Oxen luid cattle. 17.79
For the Boston mqrket an old shipper
a relief fund. Jnlges of the Probate queer expressions are bo numerous that
2.13
•08
Bbeep ........ ... 2.05
Others use for the same purpose ordi- 000. The total amount of special befollowed
this
plan.
Never
scald
poul5.79
•.81
Bwino ...... ... 4.9K
Courts are to appoint three commission- it is hard to understand all that is said.!
try. As soon as picked, take off the nary paper flour sacks or linen pillow- quests will reach $354,001).
cases,
which
answer
well.
The
success
ers, two of whom must be ex-soldiers, to A dialogue that was a gem in its way,
• Increase. f Decrease.
head at the throat, strip the blood out
of these means depends entirelyou the
—The Pennsylvania Railroad will distributetbe fuud. Township Boards
indulged in by two young mounof
the
neck,
peel
back
tho
skin
a
little,
DAIRYING.
remove a portion of tho neck bone, then thoroughness of the preliminary work. shortlyextend its line into Detroit from and City Connells must annually prepare tain gallants, one asking : “Be it mohe
tobacco, naphthaline and
just before packing in warm weather,
Packing Rutter.
.ml .ill «it. .ith tho c.n.cli.n list of all soldieis in their respective fur you to see Nance this arternoon?”'
Butter will not keep well, under any draw tbe skin tightly over the end and repellants and without the precautions | Pacific aud tho Flint A I ere Marquette municipalitiesentitled to receive relief The answer was: “No; I don’t have
"condition unless it is well made, sound tie and trim neatly. Draw the intestines,
urged are of little avail,— Good House- Roads in erectinga handsome depot on end to choose one of their number to bound to, but I aim to.” The man whotaj
and sweet when packed. If made in making the inefsionsas small as possihas knocked on a door, when asked whati £
keeping.
Fort street, near the site of tbe new post- meet with the Relief Commissionerson
ble,
and
leave
the
gizzard,
heart,
eft.,
warm weather without proper facilities
ho wants, says “I want in,” and in the
in.
Pull
out
the
wiug
and
tail
feathers
Bints to Housekeepers.
for cooling the milk aud cream, the
afficc. Considerablelaud has already tho lost Monday in May, decide npon tbe
same style he would ask a stranger,;
butter is likely to Dq oily and withont clean.
The nicest fire to broil with is made been quietly purchased by the roads iu
amount to be awarded in each individual How might yon call yon?” They have
Third, poultryshould bo entirelycold,
the “grain" so characteristicof a high
of charcoal.
1 the vicinity of the proposed depot, and it
case, and cause the same to be paid no difficulty in understandingeach othgrade article. Good butter that has a but not frozen,before being packed. If
If butter is kept covered tight when is expected that work will shortlybe compacked
with
the
animal
heat
in,
it
will
perfect grain will not stick to the knife
mouthly to those entitled to receive. The er, however, for English is treated in
put iu the ice-chest it will not absorb
that cats it There are several preserv be almost sure to spoil. Sort yourpoulmenced. So sap the Detroit Free Press. same commission has authority to afford the same manner by all, and even those
the
odor
of
any
food
lying
near.
There
*
stock
ing processes that have been adopted in try carefully,and have the No. 1 sto
is nothing so sensitiveas batter.
j —Peach blossoms are reported a scarce relief in cases of emergencynot provided who can read and write talk a great
different countries, and all no doubt of uniform quality. Pack tho No. 2
deal as do the less learned.—XottiwiM*
If your child has the earache, turn a article in Macomb County,
for in the annual list.
answer the purpose, provided the butter stock in separate packages. If you have
Courier-Jounta'.
drop
of
water
as
hot
as
can
be
borne
any
old
"Tom’’
turkeys,
put
them
iu
a
is sound and sweet when packed away.
j —Chicago Times: Ex- Senator Palmer,
—Gov. Luce his issued a circular letter
The Orange County, N. Y., dairymen separate package or with the No. 2 stock. into the ear, and cover it quickly with a
Lulu— Sir Herbert proposed
are said to practice tho following Line the boxes with clean paper, bnt bit of cotton batting. This simple rem- of Michigan, who goes to Spain as United with reference to tbe distributionof the
method of preserving butter; to ten never use straw in packing, and ft..',or edy has relieved many obstinatecases of States Minister, said he would rather appropriation of $5,003 for the trans- said he could put a million at
ounces nne sail aaa iwo ounces ui me i paper wrap poultry. P*ck as closely as earache.
"grab sage brush on my farm near Detroit portationof the participantsin the battle I-like him, but I like
best brown-sugar. The sugar and salt possible, back upwards, legs out straight,
Fob coffee stains try putting thick than live in the castles of Spain and of Gettysburg to that point Jane 12, an- better, and as he offered a
are evenly lnjngled and one ounce of and see that the boxes are so full that glycerine on the wrong side, and washI acceptedhim. Elsit
the mixture used for every
pound of I when the covers are nailed on there can ing it out with luke-warm water. For make salaams to her king.” And so he nouncinga rate of one cent per mile, and bert meant a million
every p<
that the fare from Lansing would be our millions !
butter and well worked in. The butter be no possibility of the contents shift- raspberry stains, weak ammonia and expects to come back in a year or so.
is then closelypacked and set away in a ing about. Boxes are tho best packages, water is the best.
j
—Henry Boltop is at present engaged $12.90, from Grand Rapids a little more,
_
cool, well-vontilated room or cellar. and should contain from UK) to 200
Boiling new milk will take oat most in trying to hatch black baas. The and from Detroit a little less. No more
Other daimen use one oun3e each of pounds. Larger boxes are inconvenient,
Teacher— What
fruit stains. Dip the articles in several United States fish officials have allowed than the amount for transportationwill
white sugar and saltpetre and two ounces and more liable to get injured.
able about the battle i
Fourth, mark tbe kind on tbe cover, times. Another way is t# dip in sour him the use of the Alpena fish hatchery be allowed. Those not belonging to the
pare salt, and these d iffereut iugredibuttermilk and dry in the son. Wash in
tie
ents are mixed and one ounce of the the gross we ight and correct tare. Never
cold wato; and dry two or three times for the pnrpos^ It is said to be thq first organization will have to apply to the
practice
any
deception
in
lares
of
packadekd to each pound of the
%ttempt at hatcoing black bass.
Governor direct
“make ages, or in packing the poultry,for the daily.
but a moderatequantity of butter preserre it by packing in •*one jars and
keep it corered witn pure' brine, as this
will exclude the air and offensiveodors.
- Practical Farmer.
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He Sent Eighty Hlle« for

COLOSSAL ENTERPRISE.

POST, Editor.

C.

G. A. R.

Citj

DETROIT'S INTERNATIONALFAIR
EXPOSITION.

AND

1889.
A MagnificentEffort

Encampment.

in

Behalf of Art, In-

dustry, Education and

Amuse-

The 28rd National encampment of
the Grand Army of the Republic,will

ment.

be held at Milwaukee, this year, com-

Combining a Wealth of Wonders with •
World of Pleasure and Instruction—Representinga Grand Outlay of More Than
Half a Million Dollars — Special Exhibits In All Departments and Curios
from Many Climes— Sept. 17 to 27 Inclusive, the Ten Great Days of Display.

mencing on the 27th of August. The
citizens of the Cream City are making
great preparations for the event; aud
it will be well worth a visit. Among
other attractions will be a grand naval
engagement,— being the capture of the
city from the lake, by hundreds of
4‘war” ships, with cannon loaded with
fireworks,electric lights and other
.munitions of

war.

Memorable indeed in the history of Michigan’s efforts in behalf of agriculture and its
allied sciences will be the present season of
1&9. For this U the year in which the great

encampment

The

__

MAIN BUILDING

/

Milo Page, of San Bernardino, Cal.,
on Sept. 9, 1888, writes as follows:
In 1858 1 was taken with bilious colic,
being then seventeenyears old. Yeariy
attacks followed, and at length they

became more frequent. In 1872, while
residing in Oakland, I suffered severely
from this disease,and was informedby
Dr. Pinkertonthat it was chronic and
incurable.
While prostrated by a severe attack,
a friend induced me to take n large
dose of Walker’s Vinegar Bitters,- Old
Style, probably four wine glasses full.
In less than half an hour I was free
from pain. I followed this up with
three wine-glasses a day— one, half an
hour before each meal— until I used up
the bottle.
For over seven years I was perfectly
free from bilious colic, but in the fall
of ’79 1 was engaged in mining in Nevada, and the coarse food I ate brought
on a sharp attack. I was far from any
drug store, but I despatcheda courier

Wolverinestate, with a dash of that enterprise which has made her name famous over
the whole continent, will come before the agriculturalcommunity of the United Stetee Bitters
with an Internationa] Fair and Exposition

It is probable that

the new Chicago boat, the Mabel Bradshaw, will give our people an excursion to Milwaukee at the time of the

It.

-

• 68 for a bottle of Vinegar
When he returned I was- unable to

PROJECT or SUCH HERCULEAN PROPORTIONS
speak, but I put the bottle to
lips,
that, with the exception of the famous Centook two swallows, and in twenty
tennialof Tb, it will positively surpass anyminutes the pain left
I finished
thing in the fair and exposition line our land
the bottle as before, taking three doses
has ever seen.
daily, and for nine years afterward I
It is needless to speak of the generousinwas perfectly free from the dreaded
fluences which flow from such a gig&nuo
disease.
project as that initiatedat Detroit Held at
A month ami it returned, but trying
a season of the year when Nature arrays herthe old remedy, Vinegar Bitters,I was
self in her most gorgeous robes, when the
cured, as before.
harvests have all been gatheredhome, and
I write this because yoi
you do not eswhen the industrious farmer is privilegedto I
pecially recommend
recomn
vinegar Bitters
enjoy a period of well-earnedrest— the lair
for biliouss colic.
colic. Only those who have
has won a warm place in the hearts of than
who esteem an attraction which combines suffered the agonies of this disease,

my

DETROIT’S INTERNATIONAL FAIR AND EXPOSITION.

City Llceme Ordinances.

me.

Mayor Kremers in his inaugural mes- one time when he pointed to his two each. These gangs were coupled toWISDOM OF THE PAST.
sage referred to the licenses exacted sons, who had fought for the country gether with chains, ,and as they went
from farmers and others for sellingar- of their adoption, the' hearty cheers about the field they turned twenty fur- Extracts from a Book Written Fifteen
rows at once without missing an inch
ticles in the city.
Hundred Years Ago.
showed how perfectly the assembled
(From the New Yiftk Graphic.]
This matter has been called to our hundreds were imbued with his spirit.
A very learned member of the Chiattentionseveral times as operating Mr. G. W. McBride, Prof. G. J. Kollen
aese
Embassy at Washingtonis the
mgs was attached an apparatus for
against the interestsof Holland. It is and Hon. M. D. Howard responded to
leveling the “hog-wallows, and so ef- possessor of a book of great antiquity
necessary for the merchants of our city calls, and made brief and appropriate
fective is it that in two seasons’ use uid of almost pricelessvalue. He beto do everything possible to secure the remarks.
these hillocks are obliterated. Behind lieves that it was written more than interest with instruction,education with dl can understand what a boon a sure
cure Is, and in Old Style Vinegar Bittrade of the farmers about here. . OrThe labor of love came next. Twen- this are the harrows, withfl- seeders fifteen centuries ago, and that it was at version.
ters you have the best, and perhaps the
attached.
that
time
copied
from
a still older manMichigan’s
international
fair
and
exdinances which require the payment of ty-five of our young ladies had volunonly real remedy known.
Thus
the entire operation of plowing, oscript— so old, in fact, that Noah
position
a license fee for a farmer to sell chick- teered to
In reply to Mr. Page we will say that
leveling,sowing and harrowing is pei* might have had it with him in the Ark. will lead the world for beauty and variety of
ens or meat, from animals raised by
"Corer them over with bdaotifal(lowers. "
display,
for uiui^uwa
uniquenessoi
of icaiures,
features,anu
and ior
for \ inegar Bitters cures hundreds of disformed at one time. The field needs to This learned and genial diplomatist
. •«*
eases; wehave not the space to catahim, to our citizens at their houses, are
The following list comprises “the be gone over but once. Five men are has, duringhis leisure moments, amused ! P**01*61*1" a,ld extent of plant The grounds,
are pubdetrimentalto the interests of the flower girls”: Misses Kate Garrod, necessary to operate the machine. First, himself by translating into English f°raPri*inK seventy acres of beautiful rolld by exthere
is a steersman who has a post in certainportions of this venerable man- tag and’ 1a‘1-j'lcent10
are already
town.
-- ------ — . ____ ____ remjBdy,
Laura Heald, Mary Post, Lizzie Capi>on, front, and guides the machine with a
might doubt its efficacy still, as so
One class of these license ordinances Jessie Lauder, Helen Thompson, Hen- wheel placed horizontally like that on
pound of history,political rules, and
many worthless preparations are thrust
should be retained. We refer to those
a brake rod; there is an engineer and a
drika Roost, EvaStoring, Harriet Heald,
observations upon the social relations
tiful Detroit river, the picturesque Canadian on the market, and puffed in so many
fireman,
who
attend
to
keeping
up
applying to pedlers from other cities,
of life. These observations .display a ehore, the neighboring islands, the great extravagantways.
Kate Minderhout,Alice Wiersema,
and persons selling goods from city Florence Potter, Helen Cappon, Libbie steam and to seeing that the plows are deep insight into human nature, anil a Oommerceofthe Inland seas; far as the eye
The fact remains, however, that
working all right; another man drives
very keen perception of the weakness, oan reach, the proximate city, stretching those who have been accustomed to
stores. It is well to make them pay
a
wagon
which
supplies
the
engine
with
Allen, Alice Royce, Georgie Geary,
as well as the strength of mankind. A forth its giant arms till they lose themselvee take Vinegar Bittere for any length of
heavily for these privileges. But all
Minnie Plugger, Myrtie Myrick, Fanny fuel, and still another brings water to number of these translated passages Iwyond the horiron; Fort Wayne, with its time, are hale and hearty, whether they
the engine. The fuel used is threshed
licenses which operate against the farGarrod, Gertie Scott, Lilly Fleming, straw from the preceding crop, so that have been kindly sent to us by the martial sounds of drum and fife,its blue- are young or old. Those who doubt
mers, and those residents of the town« ui
iuu, 'xiated trooper moving to and fro, its frown- and fail to take it, are likely to fall into
of this
Della Cropley, Hendrika Slenk, Kate there is no expense on this scqre^.Ibe courteous and erudite possessor
ships around us, who are the customers Plugger and Antonia Koning.
~ are • ^ caDno,, peering from the bastioned re- all manner of ailments, great and
engine is not stopped for fuel or water, valuableand unique work. Here
doubts; the immense warehouses,factories small. Vinegar Bitters, both Old and
some of them
of our business men in the city, should
The graves of the following soldiers butjthe wagons are driven alongside,
and elevators along the river front,sending New Styles,keep those who take them
If
one
purposes
to
be
very
much
in
their loads transferred, and the engine
be repealed at once.
were decorated:
up great volumes of blsck smoke, resound- fresh, fair, healthy, and younglooking,
keeps right along about its work; neither love with his wife, let him marry a viring with the din of industry, and paying
William
G.
Ledeboer,
Co.
I
Twentydoes
it
stop
when
nightfall
comes.
Two
gin
and
not
a
widow.
For
if
he
marries
The Flnt Decoration Day.
noble tribute to the wealth and prosperity of
large locomotive headlights are rigged a widow, especiallyif she be sweet in
Fifth Mich. Infantry.
the beautiful city; the inviting shores of the toajl uigui/jr xur v inegar u
up,
one
in front and one behind. An- disposition,loving, amiable, and pasIt is well, at times, to turn back the
Robert Thompson, Co. I, Twentyfamous Belle Isle park, blue in the dim dis- and it was almost a ride for life.
other set of hands step on board, and sionate,the more he loves her the more
pages of the past and read what we Fifth Mich. Infantry.
tance; serve to complete as charming a scene
The New Style Vinegar Bitters is a
the engine and plows keep right along unhappy he will be by reason of his reas one could hope to view in many a long beautiful, clear, dark reddish color, and
have done in earlier years.
Pieter Ellen, Co. I, Twenty-Fifth about their business, stopping for noth- flections upon the past; upon what hapday’s journey.
extremely pleasant to the taste.
The celebration of Decoration Day Mich. Infantry.
ing. Hardly an hour out of the twenty- pened before he wedded her, a.id when
We present to-day a cut of the main buildfour is lost during seeding time.
Only Temperance Bitters Known.
has become one of the holidays of the
she was the wife of her first husband. ing, which, with its companion structures,is
Andrew Thompson, Co. C, First Mich.
Nowhere else in the world can such In what otherwise would be his most being erected at the enormous cost of
year, full of sad memories to many, but Eng. and Mechanics.
a sight as this be seen. No wheat farhappy moments, these disquieting re- TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND DOLalso one of the days to reflect on the
Christian Thiel, Co. D, Second Mich. nier ever dreamed before of the possiLARS.
flectionswill obtrude themselves ; and
.great blessings secured to us by the Cavalry.
bility of plowing night and day. In
the more lovely is his wife, and the It is the largestbuilding erected and used exthis
way
sixty
or
eighty
acres
of
land
aacrifice of the thousands of patriot
Hendrik Dykema, Co. C, Third Mich.
clusively for
purposes
in the
.....fail
-— .i—
•!«««.
mo world
n-uiiu. In
ju
can be gone over thoroughly in tw’enty- more affection she bestows upon
dead, whose lives were given for the Infantry.
the
more
bitter will be his regret that fh® forn, of 0 hollow square, the inner area
four hours. The engine used is of tliirty
unity of the great Republic.
Frank Van Ry, Co. D, Eighth Mich. horsepower, and weighs fifteen tons. the same lovelinessaud the same affec- 18 d^votel1 10 n ^ies of beautifullyembow™ir'8,
th,a vWu,r’ !eisurcl7
The wheels are six feet in diameter and tion were once the possession of
The citizensof Holland have always Infantry.
four feet on the surface. The entire er. This is the manner in which a
observed Decoration Day. We have
Levi Myrick, Missouri Cavalry.
outfit for wheat-growing, including
taken the following account of the ex- * A slab dedicated “to our fallen comis
plows, leveler, seeder, combined header ST™ hef
Tn
ternationalFair and Exposition Before
ercises at Holland, on the first Decora- rades” was placed in position aud cov- thresher, and engine, cost the investor
In the bestowal of rewards by a ruler i him are luxuriantbeds of foliage and flow$7000.
tion Day, May 31, 1875, from the week- ered with garlands.
lor past services m war or in the civil | era. whose redolent perfumes are wafted by
It is possible,when the soil is in ex- service, the ruler should not expect j the same breeze which bears to his ears the
ly issue of the News, which followed it:
After these ceremonies the procession
actly the right condition, to add two gratitudeou the part of a recipient j 8°o thing spell of music’s softest strains.At
“Here at home, for the first time, we returned to the city. Fully 1,200 per- more gangs to the five, without reducHowever great the reward may be,
f*®1. pwbap*, • coolingfountain is retoo joined hands and laid a modest sons were present at the cemetery, and ing the rate of speed of the engine. But recipient will think that it is but the
the perfume-ladenair, and, softly
wreath upon the altar of country. For all were deeply impressed by the day if the soil be either too wet or to dry, payment of a debt, and often that the murmuring “ h flows, invitesto reverie and
this can not be done. So.
the payment is not aqednate. The self- Bentl° tomao,eDC* The hot glare of the
it was not to the sleepers alone, over and the many recollections it brought
esteem of a man is always greater than
RUnUght ** temPered b7 “
The only non-AlrohollcVegewhose heads we placed the floral treas- to memory. The weather was perfect.
The harvesting Is hardly less interthe ektimote of his worth formed by
or translucent table medicine put up In liquid
As the large crowd dispersed to their esting. When thq grain has attained
ures, but to the cause for which they
form erer discovered.
^
upon^e8* wannest day. the
died and to the thousandsof men lying homes, we doubt not that all were bet- maturity an immense combined header
and
separator is attached to the side of
Send
for a beautiful book free.
^
1
ft®
whoU
conrt
most
cool
and
refreshing
in the cemeteries of the cities and ham- ter for the influences of Decoration
the engirie, and the machine is turned
J - ------ O --- -- - —
MCUgUMUl
Address, R. H. McDonald Drug Co.
lets, from the shores of the Atlantic to V&y.”— Holland City Neus June 1875.
loose in the grain field. This, of course, .0," tore wm?Lat Vh/befeMhat he may likewise be viewed while strollingabout
582 Washington Street, has only been
been paid what was his due—
due
San Francisco’sGolden Gate, who We trust that the same spirit which requires more hands to operate than nas
the spacious galleriesabove, or while reclinNew York City.
fought for their country.
was manifestedby our people in their does the plow. A swath forty feet wide •in which case lie will not feel grateful, ing at one’s ease in the coxy smokers’ alcove.
or that he has not been paid enough, in
is cut at each round of the field, aud
A ramble about the seventy-acre grounds
The “Holland Soldier’sAssociation” general observanceof our first DecoraTHE FINEST STOCK OF
from ninety to 115 acres can be hai- which case, under the cloak of affected will at once reveal the bewilderingprodigalshould be credited with having inaugu- tion Day, may be shown next week on vested each day between sunrise and gratitudewill lurk anger and a desire •ity of exhibits,the varied character of the at-
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rated this celebration, but our citizens the celebration of the fifteenth
also deserve praise for the promptness rial day.

memo-

sunset. In order to make so wide a cut
the sickle-barhas a joint in the centre,
so that any unevenness of the .surface
does not prevent the grain from being
cut. The wheat pours from the separator into sacks, which are quickly
sewn and thrown off the machine, to
be gathered by the Jojlowingteams.
It may be objected that in such harvesting as this there is danger of Aldas,
but that is not so. A series of experiments has demonstrate^ that,. a larger

la

Th'
^

tractions. A space fifteenacres in extent,reg-

for revenge.

WAIL PAPERS

are naturally mean and self- ularly laid out in walks and drives,will be depeeking. (The Chinese phrase here, our voted to an immense display of agricultural
with which they came forward and renThe number of graves to be garlanded
-AND
diplomatist informs us, is very inade- implements, engines,wind-mills and calliopes,
dered the affair so completely successful. with flowers has increasedsince 1875,
sheltered under commodiousprivate structquately renderedby the translationhe
ures, or under gay tente fluttering with the
Although the notice of the event had and every year adds to the number of
has given. The phrase — chiloupilla- flags of all nationa A gigantic building, 300
I
been given but a day or two previously, mounds which cover the nation's dead.
pouza omotazen zawtek lingopotzefc—is feet long, will be devoted to tbe interestsof
not at all modern, although it is found fowls and home pete. Did you ever Lear a
the procession that started from the While we must not forget to honor
IN THE CITY
in comparativelymodern Chinese writ- delegation of roosters crowf Leading thl
corner of Kenyon’s Block at two o’clock, them while living, let us also rememings, those of the sixth century after choir with a hoarse gutteral croak is the big
presented a remarkably fine appear- ber the heroes'Whendead. And, as we
Christ for instance. The words have a Brahma, Uje hundreds of less favored fowls
ance. It was in charge of G. W. Mc- gather about their grassy graves, let us
very
elasticmeaning— as for instance joining in tbe chorus, while the little banquantity of grain will be secttelWen
Bride Esq., with J. Verplanke and J. “resolve that these dead shall not have
tam, high on tiptoe and fairly bursting with
harvested and threshed at once, than they have been construed thus: “By
D. Everhard, as assistants, and ar- died in vain, but tliat this nation, under when put into stack and threshed after- nature each man, like a hog, wishes to excitement, is doing bis best to maintainbis
Furniture Store.
be first at the feeding trough, and to place in tbe race for tbe blue ribbon. You
ranged in the following order:
God, shall have a new birth of freedom, wards.
have beard a dog bowling at the moon, or
The inventor and operatorof these keep the other hogs away.”)
Band.
and that government of the people, by
have, no doubt,
• A FINE LINE
The
selfishnessof men, however, is
machines
has kept a careful record for
Fire Department.
the people, and for the people, shall not
BURLED A BOOTJACK AT A MIDNIGHT TOMthree years of the actual coat of raising very different from that of women. The
t
School children.
perish from the earth.”
wheat and putting
it v/AJ
on ol
shipboard.
v v* 14 ft ay
J JJIJv/fillia latter is the most intense and absorbing,
Students of Hope College.
From Visalia td Port Costa, where rail and to gratifyit nothing is too sacred But a bench show canine, ambitious for tbe
first prixe, can easily outdo them all It will
and ship meet, is a distance of some 250 to be sacrified. And the jealousy of be a magnificent exhibition of dogs. Here are
Mayor and Common Council.
JUST RECEIVED.
Wheat In California.
miles by rail. All grain in California woman is essentiallydifferent from that
Young Ladies.
prize animals from all parts of tbe country.
is put up in sacks, holding from 100 to
of man. She is far more egotistical
Among the very finest in the countryare
Soldiers.
The history of wheat growing in Cali- 120 pounds each, and which cost from
The sense of having supplanted a rival the stock buildings of Detroit's great Fair
fornia is an interestingone. In no other seven to eight cents each. Taking every
Persons on foot.
is sw-eet to her. A woman who has and ExposiUon. Each over 300 feet square,
part of the world has the effort to reduce expense into consideration— intereston
Carriages.
married
a widower is not jealous of the the four contain stalls enough that, were
the cost of productionbeen so success- cost of land, labor at good rates, high
placed side by side, they would extend
This procession, as it passed down the ul or carried to such an extreme as
dead wife, providedthat her husband they
over two miles. A large inner court is daily
freight rates, sacks, and every item—
street, attracted the attention of many here, until to-day there is very little in for three years the operator of these treats her lovingly. She is delighted crowded with a displayof magnificent aniby the idea that she has displaced the mals, competingfor their prices.
strangers, who united in praising Hol- common between the methods followed machines has put hfs wheat oil’ the
A place of great interest to tbe majority of
here and those that obtain in the other wharf at Port Costa for a fraction less memory of the dead wife from the
land’s Decoration Day. There were
fair-goerswill be the art buildinz. a beautigreat wheat-growing regions of the than thirty cents
Country heart of the living husband, and that ful structure, 150 feet frontage, filled with Incorporatedunder the law of the State
fully five hundred persons in the line. world. Perhaps this can not be better
she now fills it When he caresses her
Gentleman.
BARE ART TREASURES FROM MANY LANDS.
of Michigan; approved
Upon the arrival at the cemetery the illustratedthan by giving a description
she does not say to herself .with regret,
One hundred thousand dollars are repreMarch 29, 1887.
of
the
methods
followed
on
one
of
the
“Thus he has caressed my predecessor,n sented in the display: and here one may gain
exercises were opened by a few introlarge wheat ranches in the San Joaquin
but conscious that he has loved before, a vast amount of interesting and instructive
Washington as a Farmer.
ductory remarks from Mr. J. O. Bakker,
Authorized Capital, $200,000.
valley, which I recently visited, and
is proud that she, as she thinks, has art information in the brief visit of one af
isident of the association. The Rev. where the cost of wheat production has
temoon
Stock taken from June, 1888, (the time
The following, taken from
rooted out that love, aud now controls
Nor have we a»yet seen the world’s great.Van Baalte then offered a most been brought to the lowest notch that nac of 1790, shows that
him.
of organization!to April 20, 1889, _
eft fair and expoeition in it* entirety.For,
seems
possible.
fervent prayer to the God that had pre1136 shares of $100
t
His Country” was a pretty
The essential differencebetween men while the grand diiplay if under examinaFirst, let us take the ranch during farmer for his day ana
and womeu, in their domestic relations, tion; while the machinery hail U refunding The subscriptionto stock is open
Aerved our country amid the manydanthe seeding season. It consists of be- “General Washingtonpoifeesses10,000
may also be seen in the fact that women with ite immense array of engine, machine* every Saturdayani Monday at the .ofgersthat hung about us, when the black tween 4000 and 8000 acres of nearly level
acres of land in one body, where he accept and are happy under a system and fdentiflemodel*; while the floral palace fice of the awpeiation, in KanMksr
if inviting Uku* mda to come and revel in ite
land, of sandy loam and reddy ’
cloud of war o’ershadowed the land.
lives; constantlyemploys 250 hands; of polygamy, while men never have,
unrivaledbeautie*: while the long line of Block, and thfr Itecretary can also
After music by the band, the Rev. A. ture. Part of it is what is knov, u
keeps 24 plows going alMhdyear, when and never will, accept a system of atfricnlturnl and induftrial ball*, the dia- be found at his residencecorner
as “hog-wallow:”that is, the surface is the weather will permit; sowed in 1787
T. Stewart D. D., delivered the oration.
play* in the palm garden, the art gal- River and Thirteenth Streets on au
uneven and made up entirely of hillocks 600 bushels of oats, 700 acres of wheat, polyandry.(The learned Chinese phflo- lery and the regular department*are other hours.
• This difficult part of the exercises had and hollows, just as if some prehistoric
sopher was a little rash Here— for he in full movement—the rare eporting event*,
and prepared as much corn, barley,
Shares of stock are sold on installbeen entrusted to good hands, and all porkers of phenomenal size had used it potatoes, beans, peas, etc.; lias near 500 did not foreseethe Oneida Community.) polo, lacroese,bane ball, and a thousandconments of 25 cents, payable every other
--- ^
test* of itrength and fkill, are being continfor
wallowing
and
left
the
surface
as
present were thrilled by the eloquent
acres in grasaand sowed 150 with turSaturday evening, from 7 to 9 o’clock,
uneven as the ocean in a stiff breeze. nips. Stock, 140 hones, 112 cows, 235
A fine line of ladies’ kid shoes always ued each day from dawn till dark.
' i of the speaker.
Reader,
do
you
want
to see the grandee! at the office of the association.MemSuch land is very difficult at first to cul- working oxen, heifers and steere, and kept in stock at P. De Kraker’s.
fair and expoeitionprojectin the United bership fee is 25 cents per share of
• the close of Dr. Stewart’s ora- tivate, but how it is handled will be
500 sheep. The lands about his seat
State*, under tbe auspices of Michigan, tbe stock.
7. J. Van der Meulen, of Mus- shown. Going out into such a field last are all laid down in grass; the farms
Cows for Sale.
famous land o’ lakes!' Do you want to wit
From $500 to $1,000 are loaned to the
December,
here is the sight I saw:
ness, in connectiontherewith, some of th*
are scattered around at the distance of
i an excellent address,
I have for sale, two graded Holstein
members
every month. Loans are
most
powerful traction engine was making
made on first mortgages on real estate
language, eminently lit- trips back and forth. The soil was sort two, three, four or five miles, which the cows, three and four years old. For
STARTLING
SPECIAL
FEATURES
General visits eveiy day unless the further information inquire at resionly, and each loan is to be approved
i occasion. - He was
followed from recent rains, but the two driving
ever prepared by an exposition management!
weather is absolutely stormy. He is dence, Ninth street,west of tannery.
by the Board of Directors, at their regDo
you
want
to
divert
and
instruct
youraelf
wheels of the engine had a surface or constantly making various and extenA. B. Charter.
with tbe bewilderingmagnificence of a fair ular monthly meeting.
four feet each, and upon that surface sive experimentsfpr the improvement
gave a closing adAll moneys paid in aremade
and exposition costing $5W,000, and offering
were corrugations of
A siiic-h In Tim© Saves Mine.
live by being immediately invi
'•
kept the wheels from supping, while a
that no capital is allowed to
i of
?e surface preventedtliera from si
17th
and
27th,
into
the
ground.
Extending
fi
a g
-All

men
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OUR NEIGHBORS.

ADDITIONAL LOCAL.

Th«

commute

select

-T
on

w»t«r luppiy reported

i

Loan

hisiiQ&r BHSS&

Doit1! borrow your neighbor’s
papeft- but tend 50 cent* to L.
Mulder) Holland, Mich., and get
the Xews until January 1st 1890

He

fit

Association.

of the endowment fund of Hope

on file In the c.ty clerk’s office, via

College and is meeting with success in
this good work. . .Mr. H. De Kruif is
The third quarterlymeeting of the building an additionto his place of
Ottawa County Building and Loan business. li seems as if matrimony

:

Prealdent pro fempore,R. N. De Merell.

A Ocitflbkc Man.

City Attorney, Oerrlt J. Dlekema.

.

Street

Commissioner,M

.

NEW LINE
— OF —

A

assortmentof paint brushes. Give
him a call when in need of anything in

oonclnilon that, 11 practicable,
the beat to get a
List of letters remaining in the post
•apply of water wonld be to link a well 10 feet in
diameter and SO feet deep, to the clay, then
May 23.
office at Holland, Mich., May 28, 1889:
through the clay 6 feet in diameter and about 3J
Bev J. F. Zwemer, of Holland, occu- feet deep to grtTel, and that the board of water
Qnincy Beckwith, Henry Elstone, Sampied the pulpit of the First Ref. Church commisaionerabad bean requested to get iiiforuel Shelver, Mt. Sheper.
mation regarding the prac
icticabillty, price, etc.,
here last Sunday.
is now canvassof same.
J. G.
Putten, P. M.
ing Zeeland and vicinity for the beneTha clerk reported the followingoath* of office

Zeeland.

Van

j. o. Doesburg, the' druggist, has a

fine

,

De Feyter.

Would use Kemp's Balsam for the
Throat and Lungs. It is curing more
cases of Coughs, Colds. Asthma. Bronchstis, Croup and all Throat and Lung
Troubles,than auy other medicine.
Tho proprietor has auteorizedany
druggist to give you a Sample Bottle
Free to convince you of the merit of
this remedy, Large Bottles 50c and $1.

Directorof the Poor, Geo. H, Bipp.

City Librarian,Geo. H. Sipp.
Association was held last week Satur- has not impoverished him yet .....
day evening at their office, Kanters’ Several of our citizens took advantage City Physician,William Van Putten.
of the reduced rates to Grand Rapids
Health Officer, William Van Putten. *
Block. The audited report was read last Tuesday and made a business and
Member of the Board of Health, F.J. Schouten.
and showed: Assets, $7,109.01;liabili- pleasure trip combined.... Mr. A. De
Deputy Marshal, Samuel Hablng.
Ki
.
.
.
.
ruif, sole agent at Zeeland of the
ties, $5,120.68,profits,$1,982.83. 1184
Engineer of the fire department, P. O. Nye.
Heath & Milligan Paint Co.’s paints, is
City Sorveyor, Geo. H. Sipp.
shares of stock, representing$118,400,
improving the appearance of his new Engineers of the water worka, John Beukema
have been taken. After the reading residence,by painting it in the latest and
mdPe
Peter Winter
rA Sound Legal Opinion.
of the report $1000 was loaned to the style and colors ..... Mr. R. S. Ayres of
Members of the Board oi Assessors,Peter Boot*
BainbridgeMundHy Esq., County
iy here and Gerrit J. Van Daren.
highest bidder. On Saturday evening, Philadelphia,made a brief stay
Hee reports
repo
Planet Jr. cul- Members of the Harbor Boar 1, Kommer Behai Atty., Clay C^., Tex. says: “Have used
last weel
June 1st, $.500 more will be submitted
| Electric Bitters with most happy inbeen tools going like delee and Heber Walsh.
tivators and garcfei
Pound Master, William H. Finch.
to competition, among the members of hot cakes.
sults. My brother also was very low
Member of the Board of Bnllding Inspectors1 w ith Malarial Fever and Jatindice,but
“Stepandfetuiit.” Geo.
the association.
H- 81pp.
was cured by timely use of this mediMembers of a Committee to examine Hotels,
West Olive.
cine. Am satisfleu Electric Bitters
Gao.
H
Sipp
and
F.
O.
Nye-Ftled.
Only half a dollar will give you May 23.
avedhis life."
The followingSaloon Keepers bonds were apa flnl-claii weekly newspaper The drouth is at an end; plenty of proved, vis.
Mr. D. I. WilcoxsoD,of Horse Cave,
until January 1st, 1890. .Read rain now. . .Mr. Gokey has put a brick Blom A McDuffee, as principals,and Cornelius Ky., adds a like testimony, saying: He
positivelybelieves he would have died,
the announcement on fourth foundationunder his house, across the Blom Jr., and Hermanns Boone, as suritles.
Robert A. Hunt, as principal,and Anton Saif, had it not been for Electric Bitters.
street from his store and dwelling, and
dage.
and John R. Kleyn as surlties.
This great remedy will ward off, as
is making other repairsupon it.
. .Mrs.
Peter Brown, as principal, and James H* well as cure all Malaria Diseases, and
R. D. Bacon and children, of Grand Purdy and Anton Self, as sureties.
Decoration Day I’rogranime. Rapids, are guests of Mrs. Gokey.... Charles J. Richardson, as principal,and Anton for all Kidney, Liver and Stomach Disorders stands unequaled. Price 50c.
A. K. Robinson is away, canvassing... Self and Exavior F. button,as sureties.
and $L at Yates & Kane, Holland; H;
The following officers have been Wrs. Wm. Jacoues, who has been sick Also the following
i
le, has
n
so improved, that Druggist Bond, Yates A Kane, as principals, De Kruif, Zeeland.
appointed, and the programme below for some time,
she takes charge of a class in Sunday and Henry D. Post and Cornelias J.DeRoo,as
arranged, for DecorationDay:
school again.:.. Mrs. Davis and Peck sureties.
President of the Day, Mayor Henry
Deputy Marshal, Samuel Hablng. as principal
are about again, having been treated
and Martians Jonkm in and Henry Kremers . as
Kremers; Marshal, John Kramer; Asst. by Dr. “Pete.”.... Married:—May 12, sureties.
Marshal, F.G. Churchill; Speaker, Hon, at the residence of the bride’s parents,
Samuel Habing tendered his resignationae as- Children Cry for Pitchers Castoria.
sistant engineer of the fire department.— Ac*
Byron S. Waite; Chaplain, Rev. J. Tal- Mr. and Mrs. Bush, by Samuel Mount- cepted.
ford, Justice of the Peace, Mr. Geo.
madge Bergen.
The City Marshal reported the collection,for
Brooks, of West Olive, to Mrs. Emma
monUi ending May 15, 1889, of $87.93,water When Baby was rick, we gave her Castoria.
The processionwill form at one. ^Velton, of Ottawa Station ____ Married, the
land moneys and receipt
•il of treasurerfor same.
o'clock at the corner of. Eighth and the same day, at Fennville, Mr. Fritz, Tbe followingclaim approved by the Board of When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
of Fennville, to Miss Hettie Newman, Water Commissioners was presentedto tbe When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
River streetsin the following order:
whose parents live here. She is here Council for payment, viz. : John R. Kleyn, one
lamp, gl.M};—approved and warrant ordered When sbe had Children,she gave them Castoria
I. Band.
at present, giving her mother a leave issued on tbe city treasurer in payment thereof.
•2. Carriages containing President of of absence tor her he
health. She visits The secretary of Hose C<». No 1, reportedthat
and other places at a meeting uf said company G. Molegraafs
ai
the Day, Speaker, Chaplain, Common St. John, Williamston,
on her wedding tour.... There will be name was drop from the roll andWm. Van AnW. Vorst, the River 8t. Tailor, is
Council and
C
roy was elected a member of said company suba conventionof the Sunday schools, of
agent for the Valley City Dye Works.
ject to the approval of tbe Council.— Approved.
3. DecoratingCommittee.
Bring in your clothes to be dyed.
the West Olive charge, about June 2-5.
Council adjourned.
4. Firemen.
Further particularslater. Several
Gko. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
5. Civic Societies and Employes of speakers from abroad are expected.
Ladles purchaseyour footwear at P.
Mr.r. Sanborn,
father of Mrs. Samuel
..
i, At the City Bakery you will now find De Kraker’s. where you can obtain
Manufacturing Institutions.
McCall, of Ottawa Station,died on a fre8j, gt^ 0f Candies and Caramels. the best goods at the lowest figures.
6. Pupils of Public Schools.
Thursday morning, 16th inst, aged <2 Try them.
7. Students of Hope College.
years. ms
years,
His wile
wife uieu
died a little over
ove a
Notice of Applioation for Order of isle of
year ago. . .S. S., 10:30 a. m., Sunday:
8. Sons of Veterans.
Have you tried the domestic goods
real estate of the Tnuteee of the Pint
Preaching 3 o’clock p. m.
at the city bakery? Remember that
9. A. C. Van Raalte Post, G. A. R.,
L. O.
Reformed Church cf Zeeland,
the bakery department is now in the
and Veterans.
hands
of
experienced
workmen,
and
Michigan.
Grand Haven.
10. John C. Purdy Post, G. A. R., of
the goods are bound to give satis- The Trustees of the First ReformedChurch of
Evening Tribune.
Hamilton, Mich.
faction. The best of materials are Zeeland, Michigan, a Religious corporationduly
all work is executed in a organized under tbe laws of the State of MichiII. Citizens in carriages and on foot.
Between now’ and Decoration Diiv .used, and
, „ .
gan, hereby give notice that they will make apGeo. Hancock will ship 2-5,000 carna- dean and flr^t-class manner,
plicationto the CircuitCourt for the County of
The line of march will be east on
Ottawa on tbe first day of the next term thereof
tions ..... It was reported today that
Eighth to Fish street; south on Fish to
I want to tell suffeaing humanity appointedto be held at tbe Court House In tbe
the Highland Park campers had beeu
City of Grand
Gn
Haven In said County on tbe fifth
Sixteenthstreet; east on Sixteenth to found frozen in their nests in the for- what was the matter with and what day
of August next or as soon thereafter as
uc ut-uiu,
sui sms
counsel \.au
can be
heard, for
an order of the Court
est ____ The household goods of Prof. cured me. I broke out with rash the v-vuupui
Grove opposite Cemetery.
Jurgens arrived from Grand Rapids most uncomfortable thing I ever had that the following described parcel of land lo
Order of Exercises:—
wit : Lot number seven (7j in the villa e of New
yesterday. The Professor and family because it itched so and I had to fan Groningen according to a map of said VUlage on
Music.
will live here as formerly. Hardly a my hands to get ease. You could not record in tbe office of the Register of Deeds of
Prayer.—Rev. J. Talmadge Bergen. week goes by but that some family, see the veins on my hands there were Ottawa ConntV, Michigan,may be sold and that
the proceeds arisingfrom such sale may be diafter trying Muskegon or Grand Rap- so many pimples on them. I used one rected to be applied for the purpose of payment
Music.— Van Lente's Choir.
ids, returns to this city to live.... A. bottle Loose’s Fluid Extract of Red of indebtedness of said eburrch.
Oration.—Hon. Byron S. Waite.
Dated Zeeland, Mich., April 19th, 1880.
Verberkmoes has taken the contract of Clover and was completely cured.
Music.— Van Lente’s Choir.
J. Kbemeii, Pres
T. A. Smith,
putting about $500 worth of repairson
’B
Jao. Dbn Hbrdeb, Sec.
St. C. & L. W. Ry, Toledo, O.
Decoration of Graves: Committee the residence of Aid. Bryce. A new
ArieVanBuee,
Ahb
.
porch, new basement,new roof, .and
of seventy-twoyoung ladies.
Jan Den Hkbdbr,
other
changed
are contemplated. VerPAIXTS!
PAINTS!
Memorial Services at Slab.— A. C.
G. BrOsse,
berkmoes has the reputationof doing
P. Benjauinse,
Van Raalte Post and Juvenile Choir. good work, which keeps him constant- I have just received a large stock of
Amikrtub G. Van Bees,
the celebrated Harrison’s Ready Mixed
Gerard Van Liebi,
Benediction.
ly
y busy.
bu
. .Rev. John Reiser, wife and
P. Van Keloih,
Paints. They are warn nted to you to
In case the weather should be unfa- child, of Zeeland, came last night and
it;
Truster a of the Ref Church of Zeeland.
be the best paint in tbe market. A full
will visit friends and relativeshere for
Abend Visscher, Attorney for Trnitees.
vorable, the exercises will be conducted
line of all kinds of painting and wall
two weeks. Next Sunday he will
finishingmaterials always in stock and
in the Opera House.
preach in the Third Christian Reformed
church at Muskegon, which church will at bottom prices. Call and get my
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are receiving daily,
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CARRIAGES,
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VERY FINE AND CHEAP.
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All

at the

Large Furniture
Store of

MEYER, BROUWER &
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Church Itcmi.

Hope Reformed Church :— Rev.
J. Tallmadge Bergen, pastor. Services at 10^9 arm. and 7:30 p. m. Sun"cffiyiSchbilat 12 m.’ Ttmng People’s

meeting at

6:80 p.

m.

Prayer meeting

Thursday at 7:30 p. m.
Methodist E. Church:— Rev.

be dedicated tomorrow night. It is
one of the finest church edifices in that
city ____ Grand Haven has two systems
of waterworks. One which was put in
by Eastern capitalists,but failed to
come up to the requirements of the
contract, with the city. It was not accepted by the council,'and, therefore,
is not a good paying property. A law
suit is now pending in the
States courts against the city, in regard to this matter. The United

I

R.

C

pi

ices on Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

White

Bay an OIL STOVE

finish and all
goods in the painting line.. My stock It
of drugs and medicinesis pure and al-

!

Lead, Brushes, Wall
ways fresh.

II.

WALSIi, Druggist.

Is

cooking in the summer.

,

ld-3mos.

UT,ie

CitX pastry
tVrnsoutla11k!nd;
work on

9* Pies <lDd other

United

Crawford, pastor. Services at 10:30 a
m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday School at 12
m. Prayer meeting Thursday evening
States circuitcourt decided the case in
at 7:30. All are welcome and the seats
favor of the city; but the matter will
are free.
be taken to the supreme court at WashHolland Christian Ref. Church, ington.... The other system of waterNinth street.—Rev. E. Bos, pastor. works, is owned and operated by the
Services at 9 :30 a. m., 2 and 7 :30 p. m. city. It is claimed that much better
water is furnished by the city system.

BORDER YOUR*-

Just the thing to do all kinds ot
o^
just

Tlje best Oil Stove in the market

is

the

short

GRAND

katisfactumguaranteed.

cklen's Arnica Salve;

Thkbest salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, .Sores, Ulcers. Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains,Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
Holland Christian Reformed On Wednesday an election was held perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. For
Church— Market Street.— Rev. E.Van
upon the question of bonding the city sale in this city by Yates & Kane, and
der Vries, Pastor; Services at 9:30 a.
for $25.ft',i0.,to extend the city water- by A. De Kruif, Zeeland, Mich
m., 2:00 and 7:30 p. m.
works. It was very closelycontested,
First Reformed Church.— Ser but the taxpayers wanted more water,
Fifty cents will pay for the
vices at 9:80 a. m. and 2 p. m.
and it was carried by a vote of 280 in favor, to 86 against*. Only taxpayers News until January lit, 1890.
Third Reformed Church. — Rev.
voted on the proposition.
Read announcement on fourth
H. E. Dosker, Pastor. Servicesat

Job Printing

OIL STOVE

~><SV‘WHERE YOU CAN

1

Good

whicji iskept on sale at

X

B.

Van

Oort’s

OBTAIN-^-

Work

at Reasonable Prices,

-XS'-AND THAT

IS

AT-v®<-

ISSSSSBSZ!

.

9:30 a.

m. and

2:00 p.

page.

m.
[OFFICIAL.]

Grace Episcopal Church.— Divine
Service every Sunday at 12 m. Sunday
school immediatelyafter service.Rev.
Law in charge.

lAose’s Red

ClawPllc Remedy,

forms of the
disease. Blind, Blaading, Itching, Ulcernated,and ProtrudingPiles.— Price
50c. For sale by HEBER WALSH.
Is a positive speciforfw all

The

latest

and best brands of cigars

are kept at John Pessink &

Bro’s.
They have a full line in the following
brands; Olympian. LaPatria, D. F.,
Hand Made Cuban, The Earth, Mascot,
Western Beauty, etc.

Flowers and

Designs for
tion Day.

Decora-

Geo. H. Souter & Son will be p
prepared to furnish ci
tffc flowers and designs
design
for Di
DecorationDay to all those tthat desire them. Designs for G. A. R. purposes a specialty.

Common Council.

l'-

1889.

21,

The Common Oonncll met *n regular setsion
and was called to order by the Mayor.
Preaent:— Mayor Kremers,Aldermen Kepp*l.
Conr, DeVries,M. Van Patten and Haberm&nn,
and tbe Clerk.

PersoDs prematurely gray can have The
their hair restored to its youthful
roiitn
beauty
by using Hall’s Vegetable SicilianHair
Renewer, the best article in the market.

Don't forget the fact that P. De
Kraker carries a tine stock of boots and
meetings were read and shoes. You will save money by purchasing footwear of him.

Minutes of the last two
approved.
Louis De Kr<ker and twelve others petitioned
that the water main oa Cedar streetbe extended
of Rtwlew,
to Fifteenth street and west on Fifteenth street
on Blver street connecting same with water main
on River street, and that hvdrants be placed on
the stirtetcorners, thus affording to them and
The assessmentroll for the year 1889
that port of the city the same fire protectionthat
ship of Holland will be
other parts of the
tbe city are
ore receivingand for of the Township
they ore oontribatingtheir part and pro- open for examination, beginning the
portion of taxes for the sapport of-Referredto fourth Monday of May at the house of
the committeeon ways and means.

Board

J. & A. Van Patten and font teen others petitioned that the water main on River street be extended from Fourth to Beeond streets and hydrants be placed on the corners of Secoud and
Third etreeU.— Referred to tbe committee on
ways and intone.

Lonie De Kraker and eleven others petitioned
that a street lamp be placed on tbe oorner of Cedar and Fifteenth streets.— Referred to tbe committee on streets and bridges.
H. L. Rosin petitionedfor a lioense to
billiard hall, from the tenth day of
firstMonday of June 1890, for tbe sum of
five dollars.

keep a

May

to the
twenty-

Eighth Street.

Holland
Township.

De Grondwei

‘

News

Grand’’ gives perfect satisfaction

and

is the best oil stove

manufactured.

We can

print for

you

Letter Heads, Note Heads, Bill Heads, Statements, Memorandum,

Give Me a Call and Examine
this Stove*
J.

B.

Envelopes, Labels, Tickets, Tags, Circulars,Invitations, Programmes,

Blanks of all kinds, Receipts.Notes, Dodgers,Posters in all
and all kinds of Job Printing that is done by a first-classoffice.

colors,

VAN OORT.
£ook jffork and Wedding Printing a Specialty.
All work, whether in the English or

Holland Languages,

promptly attendedto.

Supervisor John Kerkhof.

John Kerkhof, V
Wilson Harrington, V

Harm

Kraut.

Call or Write for Estimates.

L MISENER, Manager.

L.

MULDER, Proprietor.

j

Board of Review of Holland Town16-8 wi

ship.

ICE

i

I have a large supply of the finest
prepared to give first
On motion of Aid. De Vries the petitionwas lake ice and
class service in its delivery either to
hereby express our heartfelt laid upon the table.
On motion of Aid. M. Van Patten licenses were homes or business places for the season
thanks to the
friends for the
granted toH. L. Rosin, to k-ep a billiardhall
kindness shown us during the long subject to provisions Of ordinanceregulating of 1889.

Card of Thanks.

anil

PRINTING HOUSE.

’

"

Holland, Mien , May

HARDWARE STORE,

am

We

many

All parties wantipg ice will be
sickness and the death of same.
The followingclaims were presented,vis : Bam- promptly served by leaving orders with
our beloved wife and mother.
nel Habing, 11'^ months salaryas assistant eu- the undersignedor w ith Jan Porter—
H. Takken and Children.
11th Street.
The following prices will govern for
P. De Kraker, the shoe man, is always Van don Berg, salary as city marshal. e40iiC; the season: Commencing May l-<;losready to furnish you with all kinds of Geo. H. Sipp, salary as city otak, $41.07; John ing Oct.
We have just received from New
*
footwear. His line of ladies shoes can- Kleis. teaming for fire dep’t, $1.00 ; J. De Feyter, Families sup^lied|tor season ...... $6.00 York a larger stock of Millicery Goods
teaming for fire dep’t. $2 50 ; G. J. Van Duren,
not be beat. Give him a call.
pel month ...... $2.00 than ever before, which includes Lace
Mulder, city prlnttki gl
9 ua-A^oiidand warrantsordered Is“ . cwt .......... 0.25 Hats, Flowers, Plain and Fancy Ribsued on the city treasurer
treaa
for the several amounts.
When
placed
in
ice box $2.00 per bons, Laces, Veiling,Mull Neckties,
Notice!
The committeeon poor reportedpresentingthe
Gloves and Mitts.
Mitts. Also a full line of
season extra.
»mi-monthly reportof the director of the poor
Bids will be received un
All bills for season payable Aug. 1; Ladies’ Furnishing Goods and Underand said
‘
May 29th, for veneering theMeth- dollarsfor
all bills by month puyaiblein advance weaY.
Infants Clothinga specialty
each month .
i inquire at
Gfco. P. Hummer.

TO

months of

ALL THE GO.”

1.

“ “

ci

Sir ^

J

Wm MM

n

new.

\
We

THE PUBLIC!

are now prepared for the Spring and Summer,
have on hand a larger and finer stock than
ever before.

Sols [it

Situ,

can

find

j

If

till

4

m

iWtW-

HEB NEIGHBORS.

Bnt

still,reluctantto depart,
Her tiny hand he pressed,
While all the lore that fllled his heart
His ardent looks confessed.

At length she closer to him crept,
Her eyes
res uiwn
upon him bent,
ty asked. "How hare
e you kept

Thus for the

fast of

Lent

mother.”
He did not kiss the kindly face— he
did not even take the feeble hand that
had done so much for him. He turned
on his heel and walked away leaving a
stabbed heart behind him.
“Young Mr. Thornton” took the city
by storm. “Young Mr. Thornton" and
his play were an unqualified success,
and “Young Mr. Thornton’s”room at
the Grau4 Pacific, on the morning after
liis debut, was a perfect floral bower,

He smiled,and as a manly arm
Around tier waist he throw,
He said, "I’ve done no neighbor harmPray, tell me how have you?"
•Ob, betterfar, I’m sure,* she said,
The channkig little elf ;
•I've loved (she blushed and bent her head}
My neighbor as myself."

•Who

is your neighbor?" questioned he,
As to hi*, breast he drew
The gentlemaid, and, blushing she
With one word answered—"You 1*

from his
many admirers,While the table was
by reason of exquisiteflowers

Robert Thornton’sIngratitude
BY WM. H.

8.

NEW

piled up with congratulatory letters and
notes.

ATKINSON.

It was the height of an unusnally
Robert Thorntonwas as happy as Robbrisk and successful theatrical season. ert Thornton could be, for not once did
Managers were happy and financially he pause to think of a lonely mother, who,
•flush,”and the members of their sun- with all her pain, and through all her
dry and various companieswere travel- scalding tears, still loved the boy whose
ing on express trains and boarding at success (which she had witnessed from a
respectable hotels. One of the strong- balcony seat) had filled her aching heart
est drawing cards was Robert Thornton with pride.
— the young star who had loomed up in
Nearly two years passed away— two
the dramatic privament and who had in years of continuedsuccesses in every
two seasons managed to eclipse the city of tho country, and once again Robbrightness of a hnndre d older lights. ert Thornton was in his native place,
His fame and prosperitywere more than the city of Chicago. The city was, as
assured and his manager divided with it hod been once before, fllled with adhim, week by week, enormous sums of vertisements announcing the coming of
money— the receipts from crowded and tho “phenominal success, Young Mr.
enthusiastichorses.
Thornton,”and the box office at the
One morning the theater-going pub- Levity Theater was thronged’daily with
lic and members of the professionwere men and women anxious to purchase
astounded to read in their morning tickets. Robert Thornton, on his arpapers an Associated Press dispatch, as rival, took up his quarters at the hotel.
follows:
He intended to go and see his old
*Mr. Bobert Thornton,the eminent young
comedian, has notifledhis manager that howiH sever his connection with tho stage ut
the end of the presentseason. Mr, Thornton insiststhat this statement is not made
for effect or for advertisingpurposes. Ho
says that his decision is positive and final,
and that he would ceoso playing with the
close of the present week, were it not for
his contract and dates already advertised,"

mother whom he hod not once visited
in the two years of his popularity.

But

were numerous and his time
limited, and when the opening night arrived he had not seen his mother. During his absence he had regularly sent,
week after w^ek, the ten dollars which
he had promised— never more and never
less.- Now and then tho money was accompanied by two or three hurried lines,
but never by a letter— he was tco busy,
socially and professionallyto write letters. He did find time to send his
mother a ticket for the show, and when
the curtain went up and the play began
there was a little white-hairedlady in
the front row of the brilliantbalcony.
Robert Thornton’s quick eye detected
her, but he gave not the slightest token
of recognition. That night thell favorite
actor excelled himself and the magnificent audience gave him a perfect ovation.
liis callers

Mr. Robert Thornton did iudeed keep
his word, and so many years have
elapsed since his butterfly period of
public life, that he is already well-high
forgo-iten. So far, only one person is
. aware of the true reason of his sudden
retirement— it remains for us to disclose
the secret to whoever will read this narrative.

Robert Thornton was (he is yet, for
anght I know, as no news of his death
has reached me) a genius, a man with

a big head and brain, a man
with enormous and invincible willpower, and a born artist. But

Somehow,

in making

her

v

ay

he was selfish, cold-blooded and calcu- through the immense crowd old
lating to a degree; his mighty intellect Mrs. Thornton stumbled and fell
was set off by a hardened heart and a in the entrance-way at tho foot
of the grand stair-case.She was jostled
much-dwarfed soul
When Robert Thornton conceived the and trampled upon, and when she was
idea of adopting the stage for a profes- at last rescued from her perilous posision he was a young man of twenty —the tion. there was very little life left in the
•only son of his mother and she was a good soul.

widow,” that was not all. Robert was
the hon of his mother’s old age. for when
the boy was twenty his mother was
some years more than sixty, and the old
lady fairly idolized her “boy.” Instead of
hoarding and carefully investing the
small amount of money left by a hardworking hnsband,Mrs. Thornton spent
it lavishlyupon young Robert— rearing

!

“Policeman,”said the younger of two
who were about to enter a richly
appointed carriage, “that poor woman
appears tc be* alone: put her in my
carriage.’' Tho officer did so, and then
the lady, who was very young and very
beautiful,said to the coachmau“ James, drive into a quiet street, and
ladies

,

then wait for orders."

him amid

m

SPRINGS OF JOY.

the daylight; please yourself. Hero aro
I shall send you $10 every
week. I cannot live here any longer; I
AN ABLE SERMON BY THE BEY. DR.
go on the road in two weeks, aud I may
TALMAGE.
as well say good-bye fiow. And listen,
mother. You can write to me at the
Grand Pacific if you want anything; As Caleb the Father Gave Achsah a Deafter I leave the city I will give you my
lectable Land to Live in, So God Has
address. But doj’t come and see me; I
Given Man This World, o Goodly Home
shall have to bo with big folks and I
In Which to Dwell.
don’t want to be bothered. Good-bye,
$10; 'and

They lingeredat her father’adoor,
The moon wm ahining bright,
And to the maiden o’er and o'er
The youth had said, "Good-night.*

St Paul’s. John Bonyan; unable to present it in ordinary phraseology,takes
all the fascinationof allegory. Handel,
with ordinary music unable to reach the
height of the theme, rouses it up in an
oratorio. Oh, there is no life on earth
so happy art a really Christian life. I do
not mean a sham Christianlife, bnt a real
Christian life. Where there is a thorn,
there is a whole garland of roses. Where
there is one groan, there are three doxologies.* Where there is one day of
clond, there is a whole season of sunshine. Take the humblest Christianman
that you know— angels of God canopy
him with their white wings; the lightnings of Heaven are his armed allies;
the Lord is his Bhepberd, picking out
for him green pastures by still waters;
if he walk forth, Heavou is his body
guard; if he lie down to sleep, ladders
of light, angel blossoming, are let into
his dreams; if he bo tbirsty, the potentates of Heaven are his cup bearers; if
he sit down to food, bis plain table
blooms into the King’s banquet. Men
say: “Look at that old fellow with the
worn out coat;" the angels of God cry:
“Lift up your heads, ye everlasting
gates, and let him come iu!” Fastidious
people cry: “Get off my front steps;"
the doorkeepers of Heaven cry: “Come,
you blessed of my Father, inheritSie

j

‘

time.”
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THE WABASH ROAD SOLD

enough. There, he is
Gome Home! Come home!” Oh,
there long

THE SYSTEM EAST 0? THE
SIPPI

MISSIS-

BIVEB DISPOSED OF.

dead!
if

we Bought

In by tho Purohoilnf Committee
•15,550,000-Phuufor the Reorgenlsotlon of the Syatom-Flnanelol ProapecU

could only get our ideas about that
future world untwisted our thought of
transfer from here to there would be as
pleasant to US’ as it was to a little child
that was dying. She said: “Papa, when
will I go hoipe?" And he said: ^To-'’

for

of the Property in the Future.
[Chicago diapatch.J

The Wabash Railway east of the Mississippi River has been sold at foreclosure suli
Brooklyn Tabernacle,Snnday last, on
Florence." “To-day? So soon? 1
at Chicago for $15,550,000. This is probably
“New Springs of Joy. The text was,
so glad!”
the most Importantrailway foreclosure sale
“Thou hast given me a south land; give
Let me tell you, my dear brother, that which ever took place in this country. It
me also springs of water. And he gave
the silliest and wickedestthing a man was expected that there would be a hitch in
her the upper springs, and tho nether
ever does is to reject Jesus Christ The the sale on account of the fact that on four
prings."— Joshua xv, 19.
of the nine divisions an upset price, equal
loss of the soul is a mistake that cannot
to the amount of the first and second mortThe city of Debir was the Boston of
be corrected. It is a downfall that gage bonds, was fixed by the decree of the
antiquity— a great place for brain and
known
no alleviation; it is a ruin that aalc. No trouble was experienced,however,
books. Caleb wanted it, and he offered
is remediless; it is a sickness that has
and the road was sold to the purchasing
his daughter Achsah as a prize to any
no medicament;it is a grave into which committee of tha Wabash bondholders,
one who would capture that city. It
a man goes but never comes out. There- composed of Jambs F. Joy, O. D. Ashley.
was a strange thing for Caleb to do; and
fore, putting my hand on your shoulder General Thomas H. Hubbard, and Edgar T.
yet the man that conld take the city
as one brother ptits his band on the Welles.
would have it, at any rate, two elements
The sale was conducted by Major Biuford
shoulder of a brother, I say this day, be
Wilson, of Springfield,HI., and A J. Ricks,
of manhood— bravery and patriotism.
manly, ond surrender your heart to of Indianapolis,the special masters apWith Caleb's daughter ns a prize to fight
Christ. You have been long enough pointed by Judges Gresham and Jackson.
for Qen. Othniel rode into tho battle.
serving the world; now begin to serve Alter Mr. Rloke read the notice of sale Major
The gates of Debir were thunderedinto
the Lord who bought you. You have Biuford Wilson announced that the sale
the dost, and the city of books lay at the
tried long enough to carry these bur- would first take placo by divisions, on ’our
feet of the conquerors.The work done, kingdom!" When ho comes to die,
dens; let Jesus Christ put his shoulder of which tho court had fixed an upset or
Othniel comes back to claim his bride.
though he may be carried out in a pine under your burden. I)o I hear any one minimum price equal to the amount of the
first and second mortgages. The sale
Having conqueredtho city, it is no great box to the potter’s field, to that potter’s
in the audience say: “I mean to would be withoutappraisement or redempjob for him to conquer the girl’s heart; field the chariots of Christ will come
attend to that after awhile; it is not
tion. accordingto the decision of the Sufor however faint-hearteda woman herdown, and tho cavalcade will crowd all just the time?" Is it the time, for preme Court of tho United States, which
self may be, sbo always loves courage
the boulevards of Heaven.
the
simple reason that you are sure Held that there was no redemption iu forein a man. I never saw an exception to
I bless Christ for tho present satis- of no other: and God sends you
closure sales of railroad property as the
that. Tho wedding festivity having faction of religion. It makes a man all
franchise of the railroad company was also
here this morning, and he seut me here
gone by, Othniel and Achsah are about right with rofereuco to tho past; it makes
sold. Major Wilson also announced that
to confront yon with this message; and
to go to their new home. However a man all right with reference to the you must hear now that Christ died to the terminal propertieswould go with the
adjacent divisions, and that each division
londly the cymbals may clash and the future. Oh these nether springs of
savo your soul, aud that if you want to
laughter ring, parents are always sad comfort! They aro perennial.Tho be saved you may be saved. “Whosoever sold would carry with it its proportionof
when a fondly cherished daughter goes foundationof God staudeth sure having will, let him come." You will never tho rolling stock and equipments in the
exact proportion that its mileage bore to
ff to stay; and Achsah. tho daughter of
this seal, “Tho Lord kuoweth thorn that find any more convenient season than the' total mileageof the whole 900 miles of
Caleb, knows that now is the time to are his." “The mountains shall depart
this. Some of you have been waiting mileage of the Wabash Railway east ot the
ask almost anythingnhe wants of her and tho hills bo removed, but my kindten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, and sixty Mississippi.
father. It seems that Caleb, the good ness shall not depart from thee, neither years. On some of you the snow has
Tho first division put up for sale was the
Toledo and IllinoisRailroad, known as the
old man, bad given ns u wedding pres- shall tho covenant of my p«ace be refallen. I see it on your brow, and yet Ohio Division, runn.ng irom Toledo to the
ent to his (laughtera piece of land that moved, saith the Lord, who hath mercy you have not attended to those duties
Indiana State line, u distance of seventywas mountainous, and sloping south- upon them." Oh, cluster of diamonds
which belong to the very springtime of
ward toward tho deserts of Arabia,swept set in burnished gold! Oh, nether life. It is Septemberwith you now, it live miles. On this division the upset price
was $2,810,595.01There were no biduers,
with some very hot winds. It was springs of comfort burstiug through all is October with you, it is December with and the division was passed.
called “a south land.” But Achsah tho valleys of trial aud tribulation! you. I am no alarmist. I simply know
The Indiana Division, known as the Lake
wants an addition of property;she wants When you see, you of the world, what
Erie. Wabash and ht Louis Railroad, was
this: if a man* does not repent in this
A piece of land that is well watered and satisfactionthere is on earth in roligiou,
next called. This division runs through
world he never repents at all, and that
Indiana a distance of 106 miles, and the upfertile. Now it is no wonder that Caleb do you not thirst after it as the daughter
now is tho accepted time, and now is the set prioe was $3,481,919.89. Here the Johnstanding amidst the bridal party, his of Caleb thirsted after the woter springs?
day of salvation. Oh, put off this mat- son and Poppers dissentingcommittee
eyes so full of tears because she was go- It is no stagnant poud, scummed over
ter no longer. Do not turn your back on
showed its hand and hid $8,050,000.00. The
ing away that he could hardly see her at with malaria, but springs of water leapJesns Christ who comes to save yon, lest division was declared sold to H. Fisher
all, gives her more than she asks. She ing from the Rock of Ages! Take up
Johnson on behalf of this committee.
yon should lose your soul.
said to him: “Thou hast given me a one cup of that spring water, aud across
The third division put up for sale was the*
On Monday morning a friend of mine
south laud; give me also springs of the top of the chalice will float the deliGreat Western Railroad Company of 1859,
started from New York to celebrate her
water. And ho gave her tho upper cate shadows of tho Heavenly wall, the birthday with her daughter in Virginia. running a distance of 180 miles from the
Indiana Htate line to tho Illinois River at
springs, and the nether springs."
yellow of jasper, the green of emerald, On Saturday of the same week, just
What a suggestive passage! Tho fact the blue of sardonyx, the fire of jacinth. after sunrise, I stood at the gate of Meredosia and Naples. The upset price was
$3,481,919.89.
and it was also knocked down
is, that as Caleb, the father, gave
I wish I could make yon understand Greenwood waiting for her silent form
to S. Fisuer Johnson on behalf of the JohnAchsah, the daughter, a south land, so the joy religion is to some of us. It
son and Topper committee for $3,650i000.
to come in. It is a long joruney to take
God gives to us his world. I am very makes a man happy while ho lives, aud in one week— from New York to PhilaThe next division put up (or sale woe tho
thonkful he has given it to us. Bul l glad when he dies. With two feet upon
delphia, from Philadelphiato Balti- Decatur mid East 8L Louis Railroad, runam like Achsah in tho fact that I want a a chair and bursting with dropsies, I more, from Baltimoreto Washington, ning from Decatur to East Bt Louis, a distance of 108 miles. The upset price ''was
larger portion. Trees, and flowers, and hoard an old man in the pool house cry
from Washington to Virginia,from Vir- $3,316,128.31.The Johnson and Popper comgrass, and blue skies are very well in out: “Bless the Lord, oh my soul!" I
ginia into the great eternity. “What imtteo also got this lino on Its sole tdd of
their places;but he who has nothingbut looked aroiindand said: "What has this
thy hand findethto do, do it.”
$4.0,-0.000.
this world for a portion has no portion man got to thank God for?" It makes
Thu remainingdivisionshud no upset
at all. It is a mountainous land, slopprice fixed by the decree of sale. The Hriit
the lame mau leap like the hart, and tho
Frying
Leeches.
ing off toward the desert of sorrow, dumb sing. They say that the old Purijmt up tor sale was tho Quincy gnd Tol-do
swept by fiery siroccos; it is “a south tan religicn is a juiceless and joyless
A physician iu one of the trio cities Railroad, extending from Clayton. Hi., to a
point opposite Murvdosia, on tho Illinois
land,” a poor portion for any mau that religion;but 1 remember readiug of Dr. adjoining Boston, recently prescribed
River, a distance of thirty-four miio-t.Here
tries to pnt his trust in it. What bus
Goodwin, the celebrated Puritan, who leeches to be applied to one of his pa- Mr. James F. Joy. representingtho purbeen your experience? What has been in his last moments said: “Is this dychasing committeeof the Wabash bondtients, a son of the Emerald Isle. The
the experience of every man, of every ing? Why, my bow abides in strength!
holders. oume to tho front and bought tho
woman that has tried this world for a I am swallowed up in God." “Her ways Irishman’swife, mistaking the word propertyfor $5U0.U(X). The mortgagedebt
portion? Queen Elizabeth, amidst tho are ways of pleasantness, and all her “applied” tor fried, in the hurried man- was $064.00).
The Illinoisand Southern Iowa Railroad,
surroundings of pomp, is unhappy be- paths are peace." Oh, you who have ner in which the directionwas given,
cause the painter sketches too minutely been trying to satisfy yotrselves with fried a small mess of blood-suckers and extending from Clayton to Carthage.Hi., a
distance of twenty-nine miles, was sold to
the wrinkles on her face, and she in- the “south laud" of this world, do you gave them to her husband to eat At
dignantly cries out: “You must strike not feel that you would, this morning, the next visit the physician,finding the James F. Joy for the Wabash Purohusing
Committee tor $300,000. The moi tgage debt
off my likeness without any shadows!" like to have access to the nether springs
patient no better, inquired if she had whs $398,000.
Hogarth, at the very height of his artis- of spiritual comfort? W’ould you not
The Hannibal and Naples Railroad, exapplied the leeches as he had ordered.
tic trinmph, is stnng almost to death like to have Jesus Christ bend overyour
tending from Hannibal to Naples. III., a
“Ocb,
sure
and
I
did,”
replied
the
with chagrin because the painting he cradle and bless your table and heal
distance of fifty miles, was also knocked
had dedicated to the king does not seem your wounds, and strew flowers of con- woman. “I fried them in a little nice down to Mr. James F. Joy for his purchasing committeefor $500,000. Thu mortgage
to be acceptable;for George II cries oat: solation all up and dowu the graves of butter, but Pathrick, poor man, said
"Who is this Hogarth? Take bis trum- your dead?
he’d rather he afther atcin’ a dish of fried debt was $599,000.
The next property sold was the branch of
pery out of my presence."Brinsley
grubs.”
TIb religion that can give
six miles extending from Clavton to Camp
Sheridan thrilled the earth with his
Sweetest pleasures while we livd ;
The doctor looked amazed.
Point. Mr. James F. Joy and his commitTis religion cap supply
eloqnence, bat bad for his last words,
“You don’t mean to say you fried tho tee got it for $50,000.
Sweetest comfort when wedie.
"I am absolutely undone.” Walter Scott,
The branch road of six miles from Carleeches?” he ejaculated.
thago, III.,to Elvaston.Hi., was sold to Mr.
fumbling around the inkstand, trying to
But I have something better to tell
“By me hopes of all the saints’ bliss- James F. Joy and his purchasing commitwrite, says to bis daughter: “Ob, take you, suggested by this text. It seems
me back to my room; there is no rest for that old father Caleb on the wedding in’s, I did,” she replied; “and it would tee for $30,000.
All but the Ohio divisionhad been sold,
mr Walter
Sir
» an
but in the grave." Stephen day of his daughter wanted to make her ha’ done yer soul good to see how beauand the failure to sell it would have necesGirard, the wealthiest man in bis day, just as happy as possible. Though tifully I cooked the little squirming sitated an adjournment to Judge Gresham’s
oft^at
it ar
any rate, only second in wealth, Othniel was taking her away, and his things.”
court-room ior a raodifloation of u decree
suyS: “ 1 live the life of a galley slave; heart was almost broken because she
“You didn’t give them to yonr husband as to the upset price fixed. Major W.ison,
when I arise in the morning my one was going, yet he gave her a “south to eat ?” exclaimed the physician with however, said tnat ho would expose this
division for sale again. This time Mr.
effort is to work so hard that 1 can sleep land;” not only that, but the nether
increased astonishment.
when it gets to be night.” Charles spriugs; not only that, but the Upper
blissed^croeof
Lamb, applauded of all the world, in springs. 0 God, my Father. I thank thee
tho very midst
iiuni of
oi his
ms merary
literarytriumph
iriumpn that thou hast given me a "south land"
, Him and his purchasingcomm.ttee. °
The aggregate bid for nil tho nine divissays; “Do you remember,Bridget, wheu in this world, and the nether springs of
to put them oo his
we used to laugh from the shilling gal- spiritual oomfort in this world; but, stomach ? said the doctor, mterrogu- ion-* now amounted to $15,540,595. Major
Wilson hore annonnoed that under the
lery at the
e play?
play? There are now no more than all, I thank thee for the up- tiv.'-y.
terms of the decree of sale the masters
good plays to laugh at from the boxes.” per springs in Heaven.
“Fttix, and I did," she replied, “and
would now put up the whole nine divisions,
But why go so far as that? I used to go
It Is very fortunatewe cannot
including, under their direction, the Hanif poor Pathrick didn’t s waller ’em doon
no further than your street to findau Heaven until we get into it. Oh, (fusnibal and Naples Road, for sale. In ease
the wrong way, they are on his stomach
illustration of what I am saying.
tian man, if you could see what'placs
the bid now made exceeded the aggregate
Pick me out ten successfulworldlings it is, we would never get you lyk again now!”
of the bids for the various divisions the
whole
Wabash Road east of the Mississippi
The physician said no more, but ad—without auy religion, and you know to the office or store or shp1, and the
what I mean by successful worldlings— daties yoa ought to perf/m would go ministered a powerful emetic to the River would be knocked down to the highest bidder.
pick me out ten successful worldlings, neglected. I am glad . shall not see patient.In a few days afterwardsthe
Mr. James F. Joy, for the purchasing
and you cannot find more than one that that world fiutil1 eutoit. Suppose we woman met the doctor, when she comcommittee of Wabish bondholders, bid
looks happy. Care drags him across were allowed to god an excursiou into plimented him on the wonderfuleffects $15,550,000.which was 19.405 more than the
the bridge; care drags him back. Take that good land wiltbe idea of returnaggregate of the sale by divisions, and the
of tho fried leeches!and declared that
yoar stand at two o'clock at the corner ing. Wheu v/o/t there, and hoard tho
road was knocked down to the purchasing
her
dear
Pathrick
“was
os well as iver.”
committee. The amount of deposit required
ojt Nassau aud Wall streets,or at the song, and look! at their rftntured faces
was $900,000.or $100,000 on each of the nine
corner of Canal street and Broadway, and mingledd the supernal society, we —Yankee Blade.
divisions.The deport is in bonds, but the
and see the agonized physiognomies.would cry at: “Let us stay! We are
Court will call upon the purchasersto pay
Old-Fashioned Prohibition.
Your bankers, your insurance men, yonr coming ho anyhow. Why take the
in any cash required to pay off the $4,000,000
importers,your wholesalers, and your trouble- going back again to that old
of dissentingbondholders and any necesIn 1664, says the Youth's Companretailers, as a class— as a class, are they world?VV’oare here now; let us stay."
sary expends. By this sale every obstacle
happy? No.. Care dogs their steps; and, And it vfild take angelic violence to ion. tho General Court of Connecticut to the consolidationof the Wabash road
ordered
the
confiscation
of
“all
Barbaeast and west of tho Mississippi River has
making no appeal to God for help or put us offlf that world, if once we got
comfort,they are tossed everrwithor. there. Buis people who cannot afford does liquor commonly called ‘Ruin been removed. By July 1 jtls expectedthat
How has it been with you, my hearer? to pay for n entertainmentsometimes lull Devill’ ” which should be landed the divisions in the various Htates of Michigan, Ohio. Indiana,and Illinois will have
Are you more contented in the house of come aroun it and look through within tho jurisdiction of the commonbeen organized,and tho goat trunkline
fourteen rooms than you were in the the door ajai^x through the openings wealth. The order was directed against from Detroit and Toledo to Kansas City will
two rooms you had in a house when you in the fencejo we come and look the growing practice of selling liquor have been formed by consolidationof th»
started?llave you not had more care through the calces iu that good land to the Indians.
various divisions.The name of the conaud worrimeut since yon won thaj fifty which God has'ovidodwor us. Wscan
solidationwill be the Wabash Railroad
But
six years before the court had
Company, and it is expected that Mr. O. D.
thousand dollarsthan you did before? just catch a glDso of it. We come
Some of the poorest men I have ever near enough to ear the rumbling of found it necessaryto check the indul- Ashley will be its President
First and second mortgagebonds coverknown have been those of great fortune. the eternal orcbe^, though no£ near gence of white men in wine and strong
ing the whole line will be issued. The first
A man of small means may be put in enough to know w» blows the cornet drink. It had, therefore, ordered: mortgage will provide for new bonds to the
great business straits, but the ghastliest or who fingers the l)). My soul spreads “That no inhabitant in any town should first and second bondholders of the old
of all embarrassments is that of the out both wings andlaps them in tri- continue in a tavern or victualling- road and for the payment of tho $4.000, (MX)
man who has large estates. The men umph at tho thouA of those upper house in the town in which he lived to the first mortgagebondholders who rewho commit suicide because of mone- springs. One of thl breaks from be- more than half on hour at a tithe, drink- fused to come into the reorganization
scheme. Tho second ____
___
____ also
mortgu
-e will
tary losses are those who cannot bear neath the throne; avher breaks forth
ing wine, -beer, or hot water.”
cover the whole consolidated
Red line,
lino and will
the* burden any more, because they have from beneath th<7tar of the temple;
The abuses arising from the use of provide lor an Issue of debenture bonds to
only a hundred thonsand dollars loft.
another at the/or of “the honse of
c6vor about $27, 009.000 of bond! secured by
On Bowling Green; New York, there many
ay mansioj
mansi.oj’ Upper
upper springs or
of tobocco also attracted the attention of
Dr. De Witt Talmago preached in the

every comfort and finally
With much difficulty thoJrind-heartod
educating him so that he might graduate girl secured from Mrs. Thornton her
from a college and enter one of the address and took her home. Just what
^learned professions.”
she learned from the old lady, I do not
But before Robert could enter a col- know ; but I do know that the next day
lege the money “gave out,” and the Robert Thornton receiveda note from
widow and her son were thrown upon that same young lady who took his
the world with Robert for breadwinner. mother home, and this is how the note
To his credit, be it said, Robert obtained read:
employment and from a salary of fifty Mb. Thobnton:,
dollars a month turned over forty to his
I had tho good fortune, lust evening, of
mother. The other ten he “invested" being able to render a slight service to your
mother. At the same time, quite unsought.
systematicallyfor his own benefit. One
I learnedyour true character.
dollar each week he paid for a lesson in
As. In my opinion, a heartlessson would
eloention from an old actor who had in make a heartless husband, and ns I cannot
generationspast won thunders of ap- love where I do not respect. I take a woman's privilegeand unhesitatingly
break
plause from pit and gallery.Every cent our engagement.
of the balance went for tickets to the
Your letters and ring I will return os
theaters and for cheap editions of speedily as possible.
Let mo add that this is final and concluprinted plays. The yonng man was a
sive. and I must refuse to see you on any
natural actor, aud knew it. At the end consideration.Lucile Elwood."
of three years he was.an educated and
It was on the following morning that
poli
•lished comedian, and knew that too.
the Associated Press dispatch announcSo did a wealthy and far-sighted manaing Mr. Robert Thornton’s retirement
ger upon whom Thornton called defrom the American stage, found its way
manding consideration.
Upon his twenty-fourth birthday into all the daily papers.
Robert Thornton signed a two years
Early Training.
contract with the wealthy and popular
manager, and both the old man and the
To deplore the lack of so-calledearly
yonng beginner felt that their fortunes advantages when they have not been
were than and there assured.
enjoyed, and to conclude that if a perThornton had never displayedmnch son has distinguished himself, not havlove for his mother who had done ho ing had scholastic training, lie would
much for him. 8he was not only old ; have risen to much greater eminence
she was old-fashioied; and she was had he been bo trained,is a common
sadly illiterate.The good woman in conclusion.However, whether or not
her entriety paired upon Robert’s this conclusion is coi red is a question
cold and unsympathetic nature. He which the apostles of the “new educacould not appreciate the blind and an- tion," which includesindustrial trainswering devotion which was prompted ing. would be likely to answer in the
by her motherly instinct any more than negative. In speaking of this to the
she could understand the humor and Rev. Robert Coflyer, says a writer in
subtle points of the leading part which the Pittsburg Dixpaleh, I asked him
be was to play in a great comedy to be if he did not think that his splendidly
produced for the first time when he sustainedstrength, both mental and
physical, which, under the weight of
should make his debut
The city of Chicago was literally plas- his 03 years, shows no sign of abateis a house where Talleyrand used to go.
tered from center to circumference, with ment, was not due to tho fact that his
posters,show bills,and dodgers of every vitality had not been impaired by the He was a favorite man. All the world
possiblecolor and design advertising confinementand routine of school life? knew him. and he had wealth almost unlimited; yet at the close of his life ho
the new actor, “Yonng Mr. Thornton, He said that he had thought that it was
says: “Behold, eighty-three years have
under the management of T. M. Brill.” so, and that as tho years wont on ho passed without any practical result, save
The newspaperswere full of Thornton. was better satisfiedthat Jus life had fatigue of body and fatigue of mind,
His name was seen on the cars, in the been what it was iu tho earlier as well great discouragementfor the fntnre and
store windows, and upon the backs of as the later days.
great disgust for the past." On, my
In this connection ho told me of friends this is “a south land" and it
•sandwich men.”
slopes off toward deserts of sorrows;
It was about six o’clock in the even- preaching in Detroit very soon after he
ing. At b the curtain of the Levity left tho forge, wheu he was “full of force aud the prayer which Achsah made4o
her father Caleb, we make this day to
Theater would ring up on the first scene and burliness to his very finger-tips.’*
out Father God: “Thou has given me a
He
said:
“I
laid
it
down
to
them
with
a
in the American cmedy “Collars and
south land; give me also springs of
Cuffs,” with Robert Thornton as the great deal of force, and when I had water. And he gave them the upper
tar. At 6 o’clock Thornton walked done one of my hearers, who had lost spriugs, and the nether springs.”
into the modest tenement flat, which both health and vitality in striving for
Blessed be God! We have more adwas his mother's home, and found his college honors, came up to me and said, vantages given ns than we can really
mother busy fixing up her Sunday dress. ‘Out U{)on college anyway; if you had appreciate. Wo have spiritualblessings
1 offeredns in this world which I shall
I The littleold woman, with her bonten been through college you never could
boulders and gray hair bespeaking her have moved us all as you did.’ There calHbo nether springs, and glories in
the world to come which I shall call the
advancing years, looked proudly at her must be some plan evolved," continued „ ^or ni • Ifa
boy, through her spectacles.But there Dr. Oollyer, “by which the mind can
^ n i
was no answeringsmile of affection in be stored without loss either of force or j th)VeJ(led^{J Lfit to set forth tbe
the young man’s countenance.
vigor. I think wo aro working up to , plensure of religion?David, unable to
he said, coldly— almost in- that in the schools now. My training describe it iu words, played it on a harp,
I- “hero -is a ticket for the was mostly industrial,with very little | Mrs. Heroans. not finding enough power
evening. Of course I cannot educati nal. They are reviving that | in prose, sings that praise in a canto,
now, bnt they will get it just right aftei ' Christopher Wren, unable to describe it
a
’n language, aprung it into the Mohei of

m,

fatal accident,they cry: “Good! he !»
coming!" And when w’e stand around
the conch of some loved one (whose
strengthis going away) and we shake
odr heads forebodingly, they cry: “I
am glad he is worae; he has been down
a.
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^

ne^TK°,,Ju"e'
on which
gladness!
dnoss! yerspringsof light! Up- the court. Tho lawmakersordered i$10,000,000
of bonds were Issued, as well
per springs ilovo! It is no fancy of Uiat no person under the nge of twenty j m tor tho collateral trust mortgage of
to. “Ththmb which is in the midst years, nor any one unaccustomed to its j l^poo.OOO. ’
mine.
of the throiVhnlllead them to living
use, should take the weed until he had 1 the
- vIhorle.1of
fountainsoivater." Oh, Savienr di- obtained“a certificateunder the hand
e««t
and west of the
MississippiRiver, wont
into the hands of
vine. roll in V>u our souls one of those of some who are approved for knowlHumphreys and Tutt us receivers.It owed
anticipated dares! Pour around the
seven or eight million dollars of floating Inedge and skill in phisicke, that it is
roots of the Iched tongne one drop of
debtedness.and ooul I not pay the interest
that liquid li Toss before our vision useful for him, and that he has received on its general mortgage of 1880 oc on its
those founts- of God. ruinbowedwith license from the court for the same."
collateral trust mortgage.The linos west
An order was also passed “for the of the Mississippi have since been reorganeternal vict^ Hear it. They are
ized, and nro now under the control oi the
never sick tb , not so mnch as a headache, or twft rheumatic,or thrust
neuralgic.1 inhabitant never says:
colony
“I am sick. They are never tired shall take any tobacco publiquely iu
remarkably w»-ll, and to be now earnthere. Flight farthest world is only
tho street, nor in the field or woods, un- i n?vith «m^hargM aud, a^arV,,UP'
the play of a!>liday.They never sin
...» lines
.ines east
less when travellingat least ten miles,
th“ amalgamation of the
and west of the Missls-dppl, the former
there. It is easy for them to be
holy as it is Ms to sin. They never or at the ordinary'time of repast, com- of which were acquired by the purchasing committee at this sale, the
die thore. Y^iight go throagh all the monly called dinner; or if it be not
reorganized syet-m will find itself
ontskirtsof threat city and find not
one place wh^he ground was broken
eyesight of the re- with any
for a grave,
| from 5 to 7 per cent. Also. Us former fixed
deemed
ned is
is nd blurred with tears.
The constables were directed to pre,n*®r09t on its old general mortTberp is healtlj every cheek. There
is spring ui eve foot. There is majesty on every >w. There is joy in
nosnnna on every
every heart. Ijoo is hosanna
eve:
lip. How they st pity us ns they look
over and dowtind see us, and say:
“Poor things a down iu that world." u lacking. Some people never know 1 bench show for dudes has yet been
And when sombristian is hurled into when they are weU
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BERNARD CAT.

and Gainsborough was at lost
closed. On the death-bed of the latter
A Story hf Bob Burdotto.
he sent for his rival, and a reconciliaA gentleman, well-known in the tion took place. “If any little jealousworld of sci&ce as a most industrious ies have existed between us,” said
and original investigator and thinker, Reynolds,in his discourseof Decemwho was until recently,indeed, janitor’s ber, 1788, deliveredshortly after the
elerk in the Smithsonian Institute, in death of Gainsborough, Hhey were
following along a line of work some forgotten in those moments of sinyears ago, took a St. Bernard pupny cerity ; and he turned toward me as
from its mother at birth and gave the one who was engrossed in the same
little fellow to a strong, high bred pursuits, and who deserved lus good
Malthnsian cat, with a blaze face and opinion by being sensible of his exceltwo white feet. The little St. Bernard lence.”—!^. Grant, in Haiper'a Maga*
was cordially adopted into the family tine.
ST.

nolda
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Bretbar Gardner on Divorce.

“EDITOR’S BACK STAIRS.*

jtjacobs oh,mm

A ffolqvs Clnb-Houw.

"I observe dat de semi-annual occaLexington, Ga., can boast of the
Tht InteretUiif Views of the Late Or. J. O.
shun fur pitehin’into de divorce courts most unique club-housein the world.
Hollaad.
is now at hand,” said Brother Gardner, The young men of that town bnilt a
The columns of the newspapersappear
ALIt-T
to be flooded with proprietary medicine ad- as the meeting of the Lime-Kiln Club log hot, which they chinked with clay,
vertisements. As we cast our eye over opened in due and ancient form. “It making it as snug and tight as a palace.
mutts lit it. I*
them, it brings to mind an articletbat was has alius strilok me as a mighty incon- At one end is an enormous open firepublishedby the late Dr. Holland In A'crtbomt comuti
says: ‘Nevertheless, It sistentthing fur people to argue dat place feeding np to a primitivechimner'< Monthly. He says
illicitn
yon
kin
trade
a
boss
which
tloau’
suit
ney.
The
club,
which
embraces
the
Is a fact that many of the lest proprietary
medicines of the day were more successful sell a house yon doan’ like— bust up a best young men, has a weekly supper.
than many physicians, and most of them, it bizness partnershipwhich ar’ unpleasThe day before the supper a huge wood
should be remembered, were at llrst discovered or used m actual medictilpractice. a it— give away yer dog an’ pizen, yer fire is built in the fireplace, and the
Sprains, Strains,
When, however, any shrewd person, know- ext, but you musn’t part from do hus- next evening there is a bed of coals
ing their virtue, and foreseeing their popu- band or wife who is makin’ yer life one and ashes that a king might envy. The
Bruises, Wounds.
.via
larity. securesund advertises them. then, in
of misery. I thank de law that it was birds, fish, ’possum, amt oysters are
Fotn *y Dnigyidtand Dtnltrt
the opinion of the bigoted, all virtue went
of lively kittens,of about his own age,
JhaChti. A.VottlorCo.. Balia.. MS.
wise onttff to foreseesome sartin things, cooked in the glowing ashes, and some
outot them.”
Science in Agrlcultnre.
and grew up with, or rather a little
Is not this absurd?
and among ’em de fact dat people w ould wonderfulbits of gastronomythey turn
In loss I con'rr.ctcd Blood Poison
This gieut man appreciatedthe real merA recent prize offered by an Eastern
ahead of them. In a short time Mario
of bad type, and waa treated with
make mistakes in marryiu’. It is only out.
its of popularremedies. und the absurdity
mercury, potaali and aanyparlfl*
learned to purr in a deep, rich bass voice, horticulturalsociety for the largest
of those that deridedthem because public natural dat dey should, and when dev
mixture n^rowlug worse all thotimo.
Thkbb is no articlemade that purity Is as
which frightened
his adopted brothers money product from a given area ol attention whs culled to the article und the do divorce am de easiest way out. If
riil
1 took 7 small bottles B. B. B. which
cared mo entirely,and no ilgn .
and sisters and made his foster father’s small fruits was awarded to a straw- evidence of their cures. If the most noted de law refused divorces, elopements ImportantIn as soap. Thousands,however,
buy cheap, adulteratedsoaps to save a few
the dreadfuldisease has returned.
hair stand on end with mingled pride berry grower whose sales from two physician should announco that he hud and murjjers would increase a hundred cents, and lose dollars In rotted clothing.
J. C. N
made a study of any certain organ or disand terror. He was newer permitted to acres amounted to more than seventeen ease of the body, or muke his sign larger per cent.
Jan. 10, *69. * Hobb;
Dobbins' Electric Boap, perfectlypure, saves
associate with dogs and soon developed hundred dollars; and Mr. E. P. Roe, in than the code size, though he may have
[ Vy little niece bad whlts’iwelflag
“When you hev tied up two people dollart.
to such an extent that she waa conthe liveliest fear of them, and learned Flag and Profit in My Garden, has practloedmedicine uud been a leader in all wfyo truly love, honor an’ respect each
Why.
Sued to the b.d for i long time.
medical counsels,notwithsuautlngall this.
to shin np a tree or a clothes-line post told us how he secured a gross return
Moro than *0 piecesof bone
each—
wiio
kin
bear
an’
sacrifice
—
who
If ho should presume to advertise und deIt is a pity that some people are not
out of her lea, end the doctorslaid
with the greatest alacrity when a of slightly more than two thousand cline to give his discovery to the public, he can smile in adversity as well as in
so quick with their hands as they are
amputation was ho only remedy ta
strange dog came into the grounds of dollars from the same amount of laud. would be pronounced u quack and n drum- sunshine—you hev done a blessed
save her life. 1 refused tbo opcraooo
with their tongues. A farmer once had
and pnt her on W$.8. and she Is now
the Institute.He never barked, al- In the report of the last annual meet- bug. although lie muy have spent his entire thing, an’ airth an’ Heaven ar’ de beta
very
lazy
helper.
One
day
he
re
life and all his uvullablu iunds in perfecting
np ar.d active and in as good beehhSS
though he mewed with a strong foreign ing of the New Jersey Horticultural his
ter fur it. But when you hev tied up turned from market, and caught his
^
any child. Mtsa Asms Grain*
accent. He had all a kitten’sfondness Society the following are given as some
Feb. 11, *89. Columbus, G*
Again wo sny. "absurd."
two pussons w ho argy, bicker, dispute man sound asleep under a tree.
It an ulcer la found upon one’s arm. and
| Book on Blood Diseases sent free.
for being petted and caressed,and as of the yields obtained by its members,
and
hate—
who
see- nuftiin alike— who
“What!” exclaimed the former,
Bwirr BPEcmo Co.
he grew older and longer— attaininga “although the season had been uni- Is cured by some dear old grandmother. kin neither love nor respect you would
Drawer ft, Atlanta, t*
out8ideofthocode.it will bo pronounced
“asleep when you should be at work ?
maximum length of four feet and eight formly bad.” Early cabbage produced by the medical profession an ulcer of littlo hev de heart of Satan to force ’em to
You
are an idle wretch, and not worthy
inches and a weight of 82 pounds— it $485 per acre; early tomatoes, $585 importance, iiut if ti euted under the code, coutiner rich a life. You couldn’t do
that the sun should shine upon you 1”
required the services of tliree Pro- per acre; asparr.gras, four acres re- causing sleepless nights for a month, with it. Dar would be murder if no other
“I know it; I know it, said the man,
the
solentlflo treatment, viz., plasters,
fessors from the departmentsof Ethnol- turned $(.M)0; seven acres, $1,000; four
washes, dosing with morphine, arsenic and escape offered.
sitting up and yawning, “and that’s
ogy and Terrestrial Magnetism, sitting acres, $200 per acre, and some in- other vile substances,g.wen to prevent
“An’ dar’ am sartin pussons who the reason I lay down here in the
blood poisoning or deaden pain, und yet
side
le by side, to hold him in their laps. stances as high as $300 per acre.
claim dat divorce induces laxity of shade !”
the
ulcer
becomes
inullgnant.
und
amputaMr. Peter Henderson tells of an asHe rapidly learned to watch for mice,
tion is made necessaryut last, to save life, morals. Among all de scandals of the
Btudents. 'rone hers (male or female.) Clersteal cream and scratch the baby. One paragus grower nehr Atlanta whose yot all done accordingto the "isms” of the last y’ar hev you seen de name of a digymen. and othern in need of ohuuffu of
evening the Professorto whom the crop gave for three successive years a medicalcode, tills is much more gratifying vorced man or woman ? Among all de employment, should not fail to write to D.
education of Mario had been assigned net profit of $1,500 per acre; and as in- to the medical profession, und adds moro bad women arrested in a year do you V. Jonnson & Co., low Main 8t., Richmond,
dignity to that distinguishedorder than to
thoughtlessly left him in charge of a stancing departures from old methods, be cured by the dear old grandmother's find de name of a divorced woman ? It Ya. Their great sucooss shows that they
have got tho true Ideas about making moncites
the
case
of
a
farmer
residing
near
young Professor in the department of
remedy.
ar’ do wives an’ gals who suicide— not
ey. They can show you how to employ odd
This appears like a severe arralznment,
Astronomy. The young scientist, de- Rochester, “who half a dozen years ago
de divorced women. It ar’ do wives hours profitably.
yet
believe that it expresses the ttue
et we belie
sirous of making some observation upon timidly made the attempt of growing
standingof the medical profession in regard an’ gals arrestedfur street walkin’ an’
j taught
A DiphtheriaCare.
the animal’s nocturnal habits, permitted a half-acreof his fifty-acre farm in veg- to remedies discoveied outside ol their drunkenness— not de divorced women.
Isas Cot
etables
for
a
village
market#
His
venspecial “Isms." One of the most perplexing
him to go out into the grounds about
correpondent recommends tar
“Me an’ my ole woman hev stood by
midnight. Mario sneaked about among ture was so satisfactory that he gradu- things of the day is tbo popularity of cer- each other fur nigh onto fifty y’ars, an’ smoke for a diphtheria cure. His treattain remedies, especiallyWarner’s Safe
the woodpiles and down the neighbor- ally increased his area, so that lie now Cure, which wo llnd for sale everywhere. we ar’ gwine to sail in de same boat ment is to ]>ut a few drops of tar, like
ing allevwaysfor a short time, and then uses thirty of bis fifty acres mostly in The physician of the highest standing is cl’ar down to de bank of de dark riber. that used in ship-yards, on a warm
stealthilyclimbed to the sloping roof of growing cabbages for thp Rochester ready to concede its merits and sustain the We agree. We ar’ fitted fur each stove-lid, and to require the patient to
theoriesthe proprietorshave made— that
an eligible wood shed, not far from the market. He further informedme that
other. We think alike. But suppose inhale and swallow the smoke ten times
is. that It benefits in most of the ailments of
the
net
profit
from
the
cabbage
garden
post of observation.
the human system because it assists in put- we didn’t? Suppose we quarreled an’ a day for five minutes each time. He
,A„LI)
Climbing to the highest point of the last year was six thousandfive hundred ting the kidneys in proper condition, bickered an’ wished each other dead ? has been invariably successful in his
w
thereby aiding in throwing oil the impuriroof, half screened in the sha
indow, with dollars,or a little over two hundred ties of the blood, while others with l^ss De law which would compel ns to live experiments.
SALARY.
dollars per acre, and that it was not a
his head projecting into the moonlight,
honesty and experiencederide, and are will together would bo an inhuman thing.
Oregon, the ParndUe of Farmers.
very
good
year
for cabbages at that.” ing to see their patientdie scientifically,
the enormous beast arched his back unI ar’ glad ebery time I see dat a diMild.-equ&blnclimato, certain and abundant
And for the encouragement of those and according to the code, rather than vorce has been granted. I wish do crops.
and stock connBest frultgraln, grass, and
til he looked like a rainbow with fur
not “to the manor born,” the same au- have him cured by this great remedy.
try in
In the world.
world.' Foil
roll Information
information tree.
free. Address
on, and before the horrified Professor
WtautlamryemBiv.
Bhr«*4antoMtu4iriMtmU«a.
Yot we imticQ that the popularityof the cost was only $5 an’ de time reduced to the Oregon Immigration Board.Portlaud.Oregon.
WMtrflaifwy
thority gives the following case as be- medicine continuesto grow year by year
In «*r IWm Sfrtlw.Rtywim.bm •MfM.nr.MM k. mmum
could shout to him, opened his jaws and
one day. Husbands would hev mo’
6r«nn»aDsUcU»sBurMuCo.44
ArcUs, Cincinnati,A
ing within his personalobservation: The discoverercomes boldly before the
tn peo‘My friend,” said a solemn man,
challenged all creation in a prolonged
respect an’ tenderness fur deir wives—
ple
with
Its
merits,
and
proclaims
them
“A college-bred man of twenty-eight,
caterwaul, the like of which was never
from door to door in our opinion much wives mo’ confidencean’ trust in deir “have you ever done aught to make tbo
community in which you live tho bettor
heard before or since on sea or land. failing in health from office work, pur- more honorably than the physicianwho, husbands.”-— De/roif Free Press.
(lent fro
from somo
The Professorturned to stone on the chased a farm of sixty acres at North- perchance,may secure a patient
for your living in it?” “I have done
port,. Long Island. The second year catastrophe, and is permitted to set n bone
spot; two policemenon the block died
much,” replied the other humbly,
NOTHING
LIKE
IT.
of ar aim or a linger, which he does with
lie tried a few acres in vegetables and
of shock, and the clock in the tower
“to purify the homes of my fellowgreat dignity, yet very soon alter takes the
small fruits, which he found sale for in liberty to climb the editor's back stairs at 2 Great Rsjoicing in the Conover Family—
IP UtID
CONFINeWNT.
stopped in the act of tolling one, and
beings.” “Ah!” continued the solemn
the villageof Northport at most satis- o'clock in the morning to have it announced
Crutches Laid Aside After Twenty Years’ man, with a pleased look, “you distribBOOK TO HMOTHM',MAlLSDIMS.
only struck half past twelve. Alas for
in the morning paper that “Dr. So-and-so
BBADITCLD BKOl'LATMR O*, ATLANTA.BA
«
poor Mario ; in his moment of fatal factory prices. I was on his farm in was in attendauce."thus securing for his
ute tracts?” “No, I clean carpets.”
SOLO BY ALL DaOOOtSTS.
wsabs vra ram «*v Bat »n nsfc
triumph he lifted his voice to repeat the summer of 1883, and I must say benefit a beautiful and free advertisement. I have been afflicted with rheumatism
twenty years. For the lust ten years have
that for a man who had got his knowl'“Hello,
Brown
!
I bear you have a
We
shall
leave
it
to
our
readers
to
say
the offensive remark, when the leading
been obliged to use crutches. Often my left
new typewriter. Is she good-looking?”
American humorist, who had rooms in edge almost wholly from books, his which is the wiser and more honorable.
hip and knee would entirely give out. Have
venture
looked as if it would be a com‘Good-looking ! Why, man, no ; my wife
expended a largo amount of money for remHie neighboringmansard, drew a boptThe
Onion.
plete success.” In the dairy region of
edies recommendedas a cure for that terri- selectedher.” “Why, how did she
jack which he always carried in- his
No family ought to be without onions ble disease; have used tho most powerful come to select her?” “Well, you see,
southernCentral New York, where the
property chest, and shot the St. Berlinimentson my hip and knee to soothe the
ot **rh in
writer’s boyhood was passed, and where the whole year ronnd. Plant old
elf before
a. WMklaf
nard mouser in the adjoiningfence,
pain, that I might get a little sleep. My hip my wife was a typewriter hersel
onions
in
the
fall,
and
they
will
come
the chief agricultural attractionsconund knee had lost nesriy all strength by the I married her.”
killinghim instantly.The sad affair
sist of a gently undulating landscape up at least three weeks earlier than by use of linimonts, and I could get no help. I
cast a gloom over the entire community,
“Mary, I should bo delighted hod I
and some most enticing trout streams, spring planting. Give children of all saw nn advertisement of Hibbard’s Rheuat which many of our leading citizens
Syrup, ordered half a dozen bottles, as much hair as you.” “Well, mum,
ages a few of them raw. as soon as matic
the
general
farming
community
have
took them and received some relief, then
were present,and should they ever
they are fit to be eaten ; do not miss ordered a dozen. Have taken seven of the yez cau borry it any toime yez loike."
come this wav again we can assure found themselves compelled to live
treating them with a mess of raw last dozen, and I am happy in saying that I
them of a cordial reception and that no “rather close to the bone.” A rise or
Smiles are tho higher and better reknow I am being cured. Have not used any
WANTED!
fall of a half-cent per quart in the onions tliree or four times a week.
hall in the town will be able to hold
liniment since I commenced taking your sponses of nature to tho emotion of the
wholesale
milk
market
of New York When they get too large and strong to syrup. When I began Hiking your syrup I
one-half the audience. One of the
be eaten raw, then boil or roast them. could not take a step withoutthe use of a soul.
strangest facts, from a scientific stand- City may be sufficient to turn the balance from one side to the other of their During unhealthy seasons, when diph- cane, neither could I turn myself in bed
point, however, in connection with exwithout aid; can now turn in bed without
theria and like contagious diseases preany trouble, cun walk about my house and
periment, is of a rather posthumorous profit and loss account. Yet among
vail, onions ought to be eaten in the
office without the use of my cane, often
nature. After Mario’s fatal death, his their number is a Princeton alumnus,
spring of the year at least once a week. losing track of it. for the reason when I take
skin was tanned, and make into a pair the record of whose work I have relong walk I take it along. My office is four
cently seen, who by the application of Onions are invigoratingand prophylac- ublocks
of dog skin walking gloves for a lady
from my house; I have not walked
agricultural science to the growing of tic beyond description.Children do to or from it for over a year until last Thurswell known in Washingtonsociety as
not die of diphtheria or scarlatina,an- day. a week. Since that timo I have walked
one of the leaders of fashion, with crops, the manufactureof ensilage,and
ginosa, etc., where onions are freely to and from it every day. except Sunday.
Burlington
whom it is a pleasure to do business. the feeding of stock is enabled to purI nm truly rejoicing that ! am fast being resue the “even tenor of his way,” which eaten.
lieved from such n terribleaffliction. Very
Although she had a natural fear of mice
Houle
AND OT*
8. S. Conover.
A Sea Sick Pasoenger,
that was a positiveterror, yet when she is to harvest an annual profit many
CIBOULAB
Agent of the Northwestern Mutual Life
times
in
excess
of
the
average three
had on those gloves she could not see a
On the ocean, cares littleabout a storm, He ii
Insurance Co., Manistee, Mich.
and
one-half
per
cent,
of
his
State.—
mouse without making a grab at it with
positivelyIndifferent whether he is washed overGRATEFUL-COMPORTING.
both hands, though at the same time James K. Reeve, in Harper's Maga- board or not. But, sot right by a wine-glassful
Almost Given Away.
zine.
she shrieked and grew faint with fright
A doctor happened to be telling his
or two of Hostetler’sStomach Hitters,bo feels
and horror. She one day threw the The Governing Theory of a Great
renewed Interest In bis personal safety. This family of an amusing scene he bad
gloves on the hall floor and went out of
Journalist.
fine correctiveneutralizesIn brackish watcr- witnessed at a patient’s bouse during
the house, and during her absence a
I must confess that I have a theory often compulsorily drank on shipboard, to the the day.
BREAKFAST.
black and tan dog got at them and worgrievous detrimentof health— the pernicious
“Mr. Brown,” said the doctor, “was
which
will perhaps be ridiculed, but
"Brathoronth
ried them to tatters. Truly, as the imwhich gov mi the
which has governed my whole life. I Impurities which give rise to disordersof the not seriously ill, but his wife really
mortal bard has justly said[ “there are
stomach, liver, and bowels. To the mariner, the made matters worse and herself sumore things in heaven and earth, Ho- believe in the constant intervention of tourist,the Western pioneer and miner, the premely ridiculous by rushing in and
our breakfsat table* withe
>
a Supreme Power, directing not merely
The Chief Reason for the great mean of
ratio, than can be found most anywhere
Bitters is invaluable as a means of protection
fftTbvthaiad&w
out
like
a
wet
hen.”
Booft'i
Sarsaparilla
Is
found
In
tho
fact
that
our destiny in general, but those of againstmalaria, when its seeds are latent in all
else.”
The doctor’s son, Bob, a very bright
Uerlt Wins. It Is the bast blood purifier and
our actions which influence our desti- and water. To the effect of overwork, mental or
actually accomplishesall that Is claimed for It.
boy
of G, was present when bis father
A Hanging and What Came of It.
ny. When I see that nothing in nature manual, it Is a most reliable antidote, and to the
Prepared only by C. I. Hood k Co.. Lowell. Maas.
Thomas Gainsborough was an orig- is left to chance, that immutable laws debilitatedand nervous, it affords great and said this, and treasured his words. A
day
or
two
afterward
Mrs.
Brown
govern
every
movement,
tbat
the
faintspeedilyfelt relief and vigor.
inal Academician,and his name will alcalled upon the doctor’s family, and
ways be considered as one of the most est spark which glimmers in the firmaNothing Happened.
when Bob came into the room he sat
meat
disappears
and
reappears
with
illustrious among British painters.
W* mak« a ipeclaliy of msnnfacShe had just returned from Europe, down on a stool and fixed bis eyes on
turim Habr Caylaf** to acll 41“The art of Gainsborough,”writes Mr. strict punctuality—I can not suppose
AIMER'S MAGNETIC
reel
reel
to prlvit
prlvafa pnrllra.You
and was telling nl>out the trip at a the visitor. By and by he asked, very
that
anything
with
mankind
goes
by
Leslie, “has a charm not to be found
can, therefore,
do You
uer with as
VaUnted Jun* If,
uarty,
when
an
old
baldhead
inquired
seriously:
“Mrs.
Brown,
do
you
know
.than
with
a
dealer.
.
Yf
e
lend
Cap
even in that of Reynolds ; a pastoral chance, and that every individuality
Price, One DeUrnr.
rtaceitoall oolnti within TOOnnle*
“See any whales going or coming?” anything about a wet hen ?”
of Chlcafoflreeerebarte.
Baud
feeling which raises him to the level of composing it is not governed by a defiThis
Inhaler
constate
ot a powerful I
for catalone.
“No.”
Of course she replied in the negacloainjfa supply of pure JapaneseOn
Burns.” The two great painters, nite and inflexible plan. The great
the
whole
incased
in
poliahed
rubb
“See any sharks?”
- - qpo:. _„ ____
tive, and Bob’s face assumed a very
CHAS. RAISER, Mfr.v
though they were never on familiar men whose names escape oblivion are
removable caps. Sufferers are scarcely aware
“No.”
puzzled
expression.
After
a
brief
Catarrh
la
due
to
the
presence
of micro bee In
12-14
Cljtoini
Ate.,
Clitago,
111.
terms, had a just appreciation of each like the planets which we know bv
ellni
mucous membrane
Unlntt the nose and throat, A
“See any icebergs?”
pause—
horrible
to
his
sisters— Bob
name,
and
which
stand
out
of
the
mulorie
or
two
simple
InhalaUons
tho
tulcroscopo '
other’s genius. “D
him, how
_____
_______
_ __ __
_j|jaiB''
show In the catarrhal
mucus
dead forms
of ue]
“No.”
said: “Well, it seems to me you ought
various he is !” said Gainsborough,on titude of stars without names. We
aiilteM which,before the iubalatloua,
teen to ba'
be'
Mlatlona. were
vm sMn
“Pass any wrecks?”
to.”— Pittsburgh Dispatch.
alive and active. They can only exlat
exist It
lu membranes
know
their
motions
and
destinies.
examining the President’s works at one
that are below the healthy atand<rd. It Is tor the
“No.”
want of the undeiatandlug»( these facta that
tbat the cur*
of the exhibitions.“I cannot think,” know at what timo the comet moving
Forced to Leave Home.
of Oatarrh la made difficulty For a permanent cure
“Rescue anv oastawavs?”
iif
infinite
space
will
reappear,
and
confessed Reynolds,before a picture
It la ncreaaary not only to kill the itcnu b
Over
sixty
people
were
forced
to
loava
“No.”
etrengthenthe membrane. ThU lsa<icomB.^_^__
by his rival, “how he produces his that the smallest stars whose existence
their homes yesterdayto coll for a /ree trial
the electric fore* stored up lu the MagneticColl. b*.
“Very stormy?’
escapes
us
obey
the
fixed
law*
which
package
of
Lime's
Family
Medicine.
If
your
ui e meet powerfulnatural tonic to the weakened
effects.”Gainsborough had refused
tlKMie*
«. Speaker* and vocalieta will find the In“No.”
blood
is
bad.
your
liver
and
kidneys
out
of
to fulfill any of his Academical duties, governs the universe. Under various
order, if you are constipated and have headTlit Greal Llwr and Stomach Remodf
“Fire
or
fever
break
out
aboard
names,
in
changing
circumstances,
by
and had more than once given trouble
run short of fuel or prorisions— meet ache and an un Rightlycomplexion,don't For the cure of all dltordart of tho
fail to call on any dru.glst to-day for a free
about his pictures at the annual exhi- successive and co-ordinate evolutions,
with any accident to create alarm?”
sample of this grand remedy. The ladies STOMACH, LIVER, BOWELS, KID
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH.
bitions. In 1784 he sent a full-length the great geniuses known to the world,
“No—
nothing.”
praise It. Every one likes it. Large size NETS, BLADDER, NERVOUS DI8
group of three of the Royal Princesses, those whose names have escaped oblivEASES, LOSS of APPETITE, HEAD
“Humph ! Why didn’t you go by ox- package,50 cents.
and insistedon its being hung lower ion, reappear. Moses is reflected in
ACHE, CONSTIPATION, COSTIVE
cart, madam?”— Defroif Free Press.
bb cioss
ftiYn
In the Gnud Old Times.
than the usual level of pictures of that Confucius, Mohammed in John Hubs,
NESS, INDIGESTION, BILIOUS
How’s This!
class. The Academy still possesses Cyrus lives again in Caesar, and Caesar
In the reign of Francis I. of France, NESS, FEVER, INFLAMMATION of
We offer f ns Hundred Dollar* Reward for any there was a saving :
the letter which Gainsborough wrote in Napoleon, Attila is repeated in Peter
tho BOWELS. PILES, and all dacase
of
Catarrh
that
can
not
be
cured
by
taking
to the Hanging Committeeon that oc- the Great, and Frederick II. in Bisrangemanta of the Internal Visce‘Lever a cinq, diner a nenf,
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Sou per a cinq, ooucher a ueuf,
ra. Purely Vegetable, containing
casion. “Mr. Gainsborough presents marck, Louis le Debonnaire in Philip
F. J. CHJSNKY A CO., Prop* , Toledo, 0.
Fait vivre d' ana nonanteet neuf ;•
no maroury, minerals, or DELETE
We, the undersigned,have known F. J. Cheney
bis compliments to the gentlemen ap- VII., and Catalina in Boulanger. Charfortbelaat15 years, and believehim p-rfectlv
pointed to hang the pictures at the lemagne and Joan of Arc alone have honorable in all Imaineeatransactions, and which has been neatly translated as fol- RIOU8 DRUGS.
PERFECT DIGESTION will be
Royal Academy, and begs leave to hint not yet reappeared, the one to revive financiallyable to carry oat any obligation a lows :
accomplishedby taking
“Rising at five, and dining at nine.
msae by their firm.
to them tbat if the royal family which authority and the other la pudeur.
West A 'iruax, WholesaleDrugglita, Toledo,
Supping at five, and bedding at nine,
WAY'S PILLS. By eo doing
he has sent for exhibition(being Everything moves by a fixed law, and
Brings the years of a man to ninety and nine.”
Ohio.
man
is
master
of
his
own
destiny
only
W aiding, Klnnan A Marvin, Wholesale Drugsmaller than three-quarters) is hang
The saying forms a curious commengists, Toledo, Ohio.
above the line along with the fall- because he can thwart or promote by
tary
on toe
ne very difi
different hours kept
E. H. Van Hoeaen. Cashier Toledo National
SICK HEADACHE, FOUL 8TOM.
lengths, he never, while he breathes, his own intervention and action the
Bank, Toledo, Ohio.
by our ancestors and ourselves.
We have sold
iriwhkfae
ACH, BILIOUSNESS,wUI be avoidwill send another picture to the exposi- place he should fill and the path traced
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken internally, acting
ed,
and
tho
food
that
It eaten condirectly,
upon
the
blood
and
mucus
surfaces
out
for
him
by
the
general
decree
which
tion. This he swears by God.” A more
Stop that Cough.
• taction.
of the system. Price 7Ce per bottle. Bold by
tribute Its nourishing properties
D. B- DY<
temperateletter was written to the regulates the movements of every creat- all Druggists.
Many people neglect what they call a sim- to tho support of the natural
ple cough, which, if not cheeked in time,
Council, but it was impossiblefor the ure. —If. de Blowite, in Harper’s
IS1.00.
told by]
A physician of Philadelphia ana- may lead to Lung trouble. Scott’aEmulsion watte of tho body. Price 20c. per
governing body to be dictated to by Magazine.
C.N.U.
No. fcl-80
lyzed a black japanned hat-bandworn of Pure Cod Liver Oil, with Hypophosphitei, box. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
one of its members, however distinonly stop the cough but heal the tSTlf your atorekewperIs out of them, mail
St. Lodis dime museum man- by a patient suffering from headache, will not on!
WRITING
TO
the price to BADWAY A CO., 83 Warren
guished he might be ; a reply was sent ager, in calling on
ease ear yos saw the
Chicago and found it containedthree grains of lungs. Indorsed by thousands of Physi- Street, Now York City.
elans. Palatable as milk, Try It Bold by
informing him that “the Council have belle to make arrangements for her to
one of the lead salts. From this case all Druggists.
ordered your pictures to be taken down
exhibit her feet in lus place, met with he concludes that many headaches are
and delivered to vour order whenever this response in answer to the question
Cook— Shure, mum, Zulu’s just
often due to the absorption of the lead
to five dollar* In a Button Coat, and
[you] send for them." Th^ incident of salary : “For both feet, fifteen dolafther bitin’ the lig off av the butcher
at hU fint half hour * •apeneneela
to thp hat-band.
^
a itona find* to hi* aoreo'
was most regrettable,as Gainsborough lars a week; for one, twelve dollars.”
bye! Mistress— Dear, dear! How
hardly a better protection t
It is told that a tree was out in the dreadfully annoying! I do hope he was
never exhibited again at the Royal
Academy, but it is impossible to quesA Jersey City undertaker advertises forest near Augusta, Ga., at 6 o’clo< k a clean boy, Mary.
juisite in the morning, and by night had been
so bad to be disappointedin
turned into newspapers,which people
ity. It is satisfactory for a funeral. He must be a doctor as
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EPPS’S COCOA

iiFCARRIACES!
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PILLS
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PENNYROYAL
PILLS
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Dyspepsia,

A

a

_

KHsCSsi

the breach between Rey-

idertaker.
well as an undertaker.

.’"MX:,: :::M\

were reading.

marriage.

isbekm

Sii£§p
xvs
3^m

footetep* lei ter,

-hen their
rt

growi week and faint,

when

is

fancy work. Also keep a fine
of the self threading needle, which is
just the thing for weak eyes. I invite
oxxrli, 8.
the ladies to call and see my stock.
Mbs. R. B. Best.
when their

(68.

f

.....

**fl—

is

For weak lungs and feebleness,
Malt Whisky
isanexChase's Barleyr ____
______ ________

itreogthii (aUiog,and Us-

their

To

desired by all.

obtain

call

it

-----------, in tba
aald county, on Mou
day, the Sixth day of May, la the 3year

on

HEROLD,

E.

4

;

cellent Tonic. It is absolutely pure,
them net for a eeaaon,for the pathway
full of nutiiment, and builds up the Eighth street. Jle will you oui with
grown too iteep
system.
the very best
in fair green
__
Sold by IIEBER WALSH Holland.
He girethhla loved ones sleep .
.

m5

weary and worn ont children that sigh foe

HU often
a complaint
a

may prove fatal is
slight
which a dose or two of Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral might have cured at
the commencement. It would be well,
that

the day light'aclose,
cold,
that they oft are longingfor home and
krepose;
their labors ere

watching o'er them,
Ho gireth his loved ones sleep

silently

He gireth it, oh,

so

to

•

BOOTS and SHOES

vSat

at reasonable prices.

customers.

Don’t Experiment.

On reading and

filing the

of JannatJ®

at D.Bertsch’s, a large

Van

petition,duly veri-

:

.

Third day of June next
at eleven o'clockin the forenoon,be assigned tor
the hearing of said petiUon, and the heirs at
law of said deceased, and all other persons Interwted in said estate, are requiredto appear at a
sessionof said Court, then to be holden at the
Probate Office in the City of Grand Haven, in
said county, and show canse, If aoy there be,
why the prayer if the petitionershould not be

will be sold cheap.

,

gentlyI as a mother wfll hash

OUCCl

1

ot Henrietta and other

Dress Goods, direct
from New York.
Come and

You cannot afford to waste time in
. •
vvwn.
VU UUIUJUI V* 11/IiUUll granted:And it is pubtheb Ordered, That
experimentingwhen your lungs are in
The babes that she softly pillows so tenderlyon danger. Consumptionalways sdlms,
extra charge to purchasers, and farmers said petitionergive notice to the persons interested in said estate, of the pendencyof ‘aid peher breast;
have just received a need not be afraid to purchase them-, titton.
at first only a cola. Do not permit any
and the hearing thereofby enusing a cony
forgotten are now the trials;and sorrows that dealer to impose unonyou witlPsdhe
as there is no royalty to pay, as there of this order to be publishedin the Holland
bran new stock, and it will be
made them weep;
Citt
News,
a newspaperprinted and circulated
is, or may be on some other harrows!
cheap imitationor Dr. King’s New
In said county of Ottawa, t»r three sqooesstve
fog With many a soothing promise
Discovery for Consumption, Coughs money in your pocket to call
weeks previous to said day of hearing.
He girethbis loved ones sleep
and Colds, but be sure you yet the on us and inspect these goods.
CHARLES E. SOULE.
(A true copy.) Attest. Judge of Probate.
He girith it; friends the dearest can never this genuine. Because he can make more
The
St. Joseph Manufacturing
guarantee satisfaction
profit he may tell you he has somptl^ng
boon bestow;
Co. Plows and Repairs, These
Hat be touches the drooping eyelids,and placid iust as good, or just the same. Don’t
Probite Order.
be
deceived,
but
insist upon getting Dr.
are the best.
the featuresgrow
King’s
New
Discovery,
which
is
guarSTATE OF MICHIGAN, » KB
Thtfr foes may gather about them, and storms
County or Ottawa. | oaanteed to give relief in all Throat.
may round them sweep,
.

stock of Spring Shades

be last will and testament of JannetjeVan
Voorst,late of the Township of Holland in said
county, deesased,and for bis own appointment
as exeontor thereof
Thereuponit Is Ordered, That Monday, the

just received at

These buggies

tba

SSJased.0**

fied, of AnnensJ. HHlebracds.executor in said
will named, preying for the probate of an irntrument In writingfiled in said court.purportiogto

FUEMAFS.

J.

An experience of
therefore,to keep this remedy within
many years enables him to. select the
reach at all times,
best stock and to suit all classes of

the sha-

dows around them creep,
And

one thousand eight buodred ana’ eighty nine.
Present, CHARLES E. SOULE, Judge of
of Pro
1

of

Top Buggies

putorea,

_______ them in from

fine lot

,

;

) to each complaint

Omn-

i

b«loT*d

hit

_

v-'l

-TT—

of all .....

see them,

and get yonr

first

choice.

We

We

Also a large stock
of all kinds of Dry
Goods.

;

I

'

Lung and Chest

affections. Trial
bottles free at Yates & Kane, Holland,
A. De Kruif, Zeeland.

Bat, guarding them safe from dacger,

He gireth his loved ones sleep.

AH

Gray Bros.
A

dread of the distantfuture, all fears that op

At a sessionof the Probate Court for the ConnOttawa, bolden at the Probate Office, in the
. ,Mk%shop is. the best place in Holland
City of Grand Haven. In laid County,on Monto have your wagon or buggy- repairet day the Thirteenth day of May, in the
yeer one thousand eight hundred and eighty
and painted.
uino.
Present, Hiarles E. Soule, Judge of Probate.
The new Trace Brace and

Shoes

Specialty.

press to-day,

HEROLD.

E.

Common

Sand Band is now used on m
wagons. This is a good thing. Call

Like mists, that clear in the sunlight, have noiselessly

If

Ask For Ayer's

for call nor clamor can rouse them from slum

you want

a good pair of

and bs sore you get it,
when you want the best blood-purifier.
With its forty years
of unexampledsuc-

Veep

loved ones sleep,

gireth his

weep not that

not that their toils are over,
their race la run

Cod grant we may

;

rest as

like theirs, is

done

calmly when our work

l

then we would yield with gladness our treas-

take in

And

ures to him to keep,
rejoice in the sweet assurance,

Ayer’s

Vn

losed ones sleep.

gireth his

For^a reasonable price call at

P. De Kraker’s,

preferring

Comer

ra

see us before you go elsewhere.

er demand than- all
others combined.

4

24-lv

JAMES

A**

,
Leases Grobtun & Co's dock, foot of Wabash
Chlcaao, 11.1 Ava., Chicago,at & p. m. on Tuesday,Thursday
Saugatuck next momin*
to connect with steamer fur Holland.
FARE— From Holland to Chicago, #2; Round
trip, $3.25, Sleepingaccommodations
free,

& Bos)

Steketee

EMt

EomfoptofcliSleeping Bintji!

MERCHANTS,

Dry Goods, Watches,
GROCERIES,

*

flllj centii,

U

C. Ayer A Co.,

-'I 1 i
Speclslline of Esrthern Ware inch as

Lowell,' Mats.

$1; six bottle*,$5. Worth $5 s bottle.

Pries

FLOWER
From

the

but everything kept in a

will buy t
lot in the

$125 town.

w^

city-

west part

5c., 10c.,

of

^

W in
*nthe Third
Third Ward, suitaw ble for aasms
small family.
A

gi

toWwU
4 a

ves you your choice of

'>eautiful lots, on

ii Lies Cijs

0.

of

Cheap

Cassi

two

which to

build your home.

M

d

$550

We

Lis:,

^

/

UU

^

To the Editor— Please inform your
readers that I have a positive remedy
for the above named disease. By its
timely use thousands of ho|>elesHcases
have been permanently cured. I shall
1 glad to send two bottlesof my rem7 free to any of your readers who
re consumption if they will send me
xpress and post office address.
.

SLOCUM,

Respectfully,
181 Pearl St.,

M.C.,

fork.

is tjie price of the hand-

some new cottage and
on River Street.

w
A

lot

buys something else, which
*s u g0<)d investment for
your money.

$OUU
A AAA

pays for a pleasant resi-

one

ibwUU

"ei)ce 00
of roe
streetsin town.

tiie best

• .

are the prices of beauti-

$1400

ful homes which
sell you.

we can

Your

your cab•mato plants. The under)e found at his greenhouse
before seven in the mornsix at night, where he
thousand fine transand tomato plants.
i

per doz., 10c.

“ hi ‘
“

'

LaM

Title.

have the only set of Abstract books in Ottawa county
and am prepared to furnish
abstracts of all land titles in
the county, promptly and at
reasonsble prices. I also buy
and sell real estate, and draw
up deeds and mortgages for
parties at

my office. Call on,

or address,

JACOB

B

AAR,

Grant' Haven, Midi.

iMmm.

Holland. Mich., March

At the store of

Patten

&

Also a large stock

Sons.

of

. ,

J

including Fancy Woolen Shirts, White
Shirts,Collars and Cuffs, Hats
and Caps, Neckties,
'

Ac,

The largest and

Dealers

in

FRESH, SAIT, AND

-^TE

SMOKED

ATS-

Parties desiring

Choice Steaks and Roasts

Market on River
DE KRAKER

call.

Street

DE KOSTER.

&

Holland, Mich., Aug.

8,

1888.

-J-

PEERLESS DYESSeSt
For

BLACK STOCKINGS.

«ms

Peerless Lanndry Bluing.
Peerless I nk Powder*— 7 colon.

»

wrew

— • vaao

urevu Ul

VUI**

UUVICOlUt*

of

having been institutedat law Mr in equity)to recover the debt secured by said mortgage or any
part thereof ; Notice is, therefore,hereby given
that by virtue of the power of sale in said mortgage contained and tbe sratutoin such case made
and prorided. said mortgage will be foreclosedby
sale *t public vendue of the mortgaged premises,
to pay the amount due on said mortgage with interest and costs of foreclosure
and sale, on the
A. D.

1

889,

CURE
i

When I *07 CcJtE T do pot moan nereh-fo
stop them f.»r u iiiup, and then have them
return again. I M K.t v A itAUlCAL CURE.
I have made tbe Umchsu ot

EPILEPSY or
FALLING SICKNESS,

FITS.

A life-long rtudr. I wahiunt my remedy to
Cubic the worst oase*. Ih rouse oii»e:a l..ivo
failed is no rcaaon lor not now receiving a
cure. Send at oned for n rqatiseAnd u FHta
IlOTTLB of my INI'ALMJILS iiLMLDY. Git 0
Express and Post Office. It costa yon noth •
Ing for a trial,and ii, will euro you. Address
<

H.G.ROOTfM.CMl83PEAULSr..NcwYcoK

at one o'clock afternoon of said day ; said sale to
be held at tbe front door of the Ottawa county
courthouse, at Grand Haven, Michigan.The
mortar ged premises to be sold being. The south
half (H) of the south-eastquart, r
of section
five (6), town five (5) north of range fifteen (15)
west, 80 acres more or less, in Holland Township,
Ottawa county, Michigan.
Dated Moron 20th l»9.
. ISAAC MARS1LJK, Assignee of Mortgagee.
J.C. Poerr, Attorney.

SON.

15,

1888.

Farmers Read This!

i

COTTONS, ETC.

Van

BREYMAN &

finest

Edward J. Hairfngton,Jr., at Holland City has
iust completed a lane barn at hla stableson Market street, near the City Hotel, for fanners to nse
for stablingtheir teams and leavingtheir wagons

Taking Effect May 12, 1889.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

i

e time to put out

O.

and be convinced.

TIME TABLE.

DAMASKS,

G.

f. fc Ktsler,

Chicago t West Michigan R’y.

POST,

terrible affliction.

Tomato PlanU.

Call on us and examine our goods,
learn our prices

GINGHAMS,

Manager. 0
Holland City, Michigan,
J. C.

stock.

M

city.

»

id

and Plated Ware.

Dress Goods,
sateens, , ' - ™r

If none of the these bargains suit
you, we have many more on the list.

...... .

A.

One hundred inri
thlrtvtwo dollars
rioliara and
nnH
and thirty
twenty S(- veu cents; and no suit or pn>ceeding

goods cheaper than

sell

signs and novelties in jewelry

NEW STOCK
—
-

$1800

w

sum

in

Peerless Shoe & HarnessDressing.
> Pcerlese Egg Dycs-fl colors.

SALE.

"kEFAULThaving been made

to our stock all the latest de- Seventeenth day of June

PRINTS,

Holland Real Estate Eichange,
prevalence of scrofulous taint in
J is much more universal than
aware. Indeed, but few per1 free from it. Fortunately,
we have in Aver’s Sarsaparilla
i potent remedy ever discovered

watchmaker and are

ever and are constantly adding

Has arrived and so has a

give you better satisfaction as Also farms, fruit orchards, and, in fact,
juahty and prices than any other eventiling in the line of real estate.
Wealso rent houses and stores in the
asuoe store in the city.

H

We

SPRING

—

P. De Kraker.

StU

OF

$1000

I Wir

v

_

have in our employ a

first class

5,

w

in the conditions
of payment 01 a mortgage executed by Mary
E. Howell nud Mjron H. Howell, of Holland, Ot
tawa county, Michigan, to James H. Purdy of thb
City of Holland, Ottawa county, Michigan, dated
April 12th, A. I). 1885 and recorded on April thirteenth A. D. 1886 in tbe office of the Register of
Deeds of Ottawa county, Michigan, In liber 57 t f
mortgages, on pige 13. which mortgage was assigned by said James H. Purdy to Isaac Marailje
of Holland, Ottawa county, Michigan,try assiunment dated December seventeenthA. 1). IftB
and recorded in said Ottawa ooutdy
legiator's
1NS ln ,1Mr
office on March eighteenth A. D. 1889 in lioer 35

BREYMAN $ SON

meres for Boys’ and

Holland, Mich.. July

Family Groceris

Sold by Draffists.Also
Peerless Broom Palnta-6 colors.

MORTGAGE
'

prepared to do repairing of all
Men’s Suits.
buys a house and two lots
1 • 1
kinds 111 a satisfactorymanner
on a graded street, with
good sidewalk.
Please call and examine onr Good# before buying
and on short notice.
elsewhere.
takes a new house and lot
C. STEKETEE A BOS.
in the First Ward.

a

•

But go to

And be assured of good goods, low
and 25c.
Counter Goods. prices and courteous treatment,

Sirpiu

first-classline of

same.
Dated, March 1st. 18*9„ PIETER C VINCENT.Mortgr gee.
Abend Vibscbsb, Attorney for Mortgagt e.

JEWELRY STORE

for a
;
will pay for
house and lot

/

^

a

full sized

A

the

POTS,

line

HARRINGI01TS.

J.

first-class

•

smsPest to the largestsize; also large
Urns for Lawns and Gardens.

A complete

w
— months, In offered (o new
oulMcrfbeni. Head (he offer on (JO A
fourth page.

Consumption Surely Cured.

Clocks,

1

Ckwf,

l

Are especiallyinvited to

Public Anction, to the highest bidder, at the front
door of the Court Huns’, To the City of Grand Haven. lu the County of Ottawa, Michigan,(that being the place where th 1 CircuitCourt for Ottawa
County Is holden), the premises describedin said
mortgage, or so much thereof as may be ueoeeeatrtopaythe amount due on said mortgage,
with ton per cent interest, and all legal cotta, together with an attorney’e fee of fifteen Dollars,
covenanted for therein, the premisesbeing describedin eald mortgage as all that certain I
piece and parcel of land situate in the City 01
iolland, in the County of Ottawa,and Blare of

buy

to

of

atone o’clock in the afternoon, I shall sell at

Jewsry, S ilverware,
iij,

Just received at

Constantly kept

conditions
L7 of a certain inortgago made by Gerrlt J
Bloemcndai and Johanna H. Bloemendal.his
wife, to Pieter C. Vincent, of Holland, Mich.,
dated August firstA. D. 1873. and recorded in the
office of the Registerof Deeds, for the County of
Ottawa, and State of Michigan, on the 4ih day of
August A . D. 1873, fa Liber z of Mortgages, on
?a«e 140, on which mortgage there is c almed to
» due at the date of this notice the sum of Four
Hundred and Fifty-slx Dollars and Fifty Cents,
and an Attorney’sfee of Fifteen Dollars provided for in said mortgage, and no suit or proceedings at law having been instituted
to recover the
moneys secured by said mortgage, or any part
thereof ; Now, Therefore,By virtue of the
power of sale contained in said mortgage,
and the statutein such case made and provided,
notice ie hereby given that on

wj

for 10

'

!

!

But don’t wait when you want

*

CLOTHING

In the

Tuesday, the Twenty-eighthday
May A. D. 1889,

WATCH

Alwsys have on hand & complete stock of goods
constatingof

KXFAXED BY
Dr. J.

JIWAA
Sew* for

faasengef Accommodations!

WALLACES. GRIFFIN, Manager

$400
lP. De Kraker has the finest line
wows ana
Loots
and snoes
shoes in the city. Comer
Eighth and River streets.

^*“8*

GENERAL

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

-----

ke*™ Bsngotaok, »t 0 p. m., on Monday.
J'oWtsiS2*y'“ri,ta“"c“M«o
“ s

to

C.

-

OF

DRESS GOODS

SALE.

I'VEFAULThavingbeenmade

MERRIOTT,

L.

2d% Fifth

...
Attest,

MORTGAGE

In

Sheet
Music THE WORLD
Send
and

—

Monmouth, Kansas. _

to cultivate
..n.aio »
a spirit
ojmiL ui
of paueuce,
patience both
uom
Mwifir
------jour
own good and the good or those
about you. You will never regret the
step, for it will not only add to your own
^happiness, but the example of yourconvaact will affect those with whom you
aesociate,and in whom you are interested. Suppose everj1 body makes a mistake, suppose you are crossed, or a
trifling accident occurs, to fly into a
etful mood will not help to mend but
_Blp to hinder the attainment of what
you wish. Then when a thing is beyond
repair,waste no useless regretsover it,
and do no idle fretting. Sti ive for that
serenity of spirit that will enable you to
make the best of all tilings. That means
contentment in its best sense: and contentment is the only true happiness of
life. A pleasant disposition and good

titioner give notice to the persons Interested
of the pendency of said petition and
thehearlng thereofby causing a copy of this order to be published in ibe Holland City News a
newspaperprinted and circulatedin saidConntj
%r®® ,acc«8,lv*weeks previous to
said day of hearing.
CHAB. E. BOULB.
(A true copy.)
Judge of Probate

of

for catalogasof 8.000 pieces of Isle
popular Sheet Music. Vocal and Initrnmental,all
etandsrd. full size, rrxnlar edition*. Sold at 10c
each . Specialrates to teachers, or on orders of 3
pieces or more. All mnsic publicationsat ent
prices. Mention this paper. Address

-

j

In said estate

CHEAPEST

''

worth clouding your own spint and

Vi''-:

CUMMINGS, Master.

"

and BEST-

New Stock

“W

Holland, Mich., Aug. 3. 1888. 27-ly

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is selling faster
Ilian ever before. I never hesitate to
recommend it.”— George W. Whitman,
Druggist, Albany, Ind.
“I am safe In saying that my sales of
Ayer’s Sarsaparillafar excel those of
any other, and it gives thorough satisfaction.” — L. H. Bush, Des Moines, Iowa.
"Ayer’s Sarsaparilla and Ayer’s Pills
are the best sellingmedicines in my
itore. I can recommend them conscientiously.”— C. Bickhaus, Pharmacist,
Rosebud, 111.
"We have sold Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
here for over thirty years and always
recommend it when asked to name the
best blood-purifier.”— W. T. McLean,
Druggist, Augusta, Ohio.
I have sold your medicines for the
last seventeen years, and always keep
them in stock, as they are staples.
' There is nothing so good for the youthful blood’ as Ayer s Sarsaparilla.”
It. L. Parker, Fox Lake, Wls.
"Ayer’s Sarsaparillagives the best
satisfaction of any medicine I have in
stock. I recommend it, or, as the
Doctors say, * I prescribeit over the
counter.' It never fails to meet the
cases for which I recommend it, even
where the doctors’prescriptions have
been of no avail.”—C. F. Calhoun,

in the forenoon, be assigned

said PetiUon,and that the
at law of said deceased, and all other

persons Interestedin said estate, are required
to appear at a session of said Court, then to be
holdru at the probate office, in the City of

DE KRAKER.

P.

city.

-AND-

“KALAMAZOO”
D.

most pop-

Sytse Baron,

Grand Haven in said County, and show
oau'®- U
to0,™ be, why the prayer
the peUtioner should not Ate granted:
i it Is Further Ordered, that said pe-

Repairing done neatly, subsanttially,
and on short notice.

ular, being in great-

JjSt.

xtcuuuoucoo,nmvn uittj uc CttllCU U1C
reservoirof worrj ing— its fountain and
source— is the bane of the American
race. It is not confined to the women,
by any means, but extends to the men
as well. Even business men are sometimes afflicted, so we have heard, and
so our advice not to yield to this habit
will be most kindly received by all
classes of readers. What good does
frettingdo? It only increaseswith indulgence, like anger, or appetite, or love,
or any other human impulse. It deranges one’s temper, excites unpleasant
feehngs towards everybody,and confuses the mind. It affects the whole
person, unfits one for the proper completion of the work whose trifling interruption or disturbance started the fretful fit. Suppose these things go wrong
to-day, the to-morrows are coming, in
which to try again, and the thing is not

w

is still the

at Eleven o’clock,
for the hearing of

Saugatuck and Chicago heirs

Holland,

Prices to suit everybody.Come and

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

If you want a good appetite, don't
worry. If you want a healthy body,
^on’t worry. If you want things to go
right in your homes or your business,
<ton’t worry. Women And a sea of
trouble in their housekeeping. Some
one says they often put as much worry
and anxiety into a loaf of bread, a pie
or a cake, into the weekly washing and
ironing, as should suffice for much

house in the

Eighth day of June next,

NSW AND STAUNCH PaBSENOIBSTEAMER

to any other. The
fore-runnerof modern blood medicines,

Worry.

and Eighth Sts.

of River

°Y

nexed of said estate:
Thereupon it is Orderel, That Saturday the

Holland, Mich.

Sarsaparilla

—Golden Hours.

Don't

j

JACOB FLIEMAN,

cess in the cure of
Blood Diseases, you
can make no mis-

Till

a He

Boots an d Shos

Sarsaparilla,

for only bis voice can reach them

°*

cheaper than anv

O? reading and filing the petition duly verified,
of Mvlie Baron and Hans Baron, Legatees in aald
and see it.
will named, praying for the probate of an instru*
Farmers and other good citizens are ment in writing,filed In said court, purporting
to be the last will and testament of Sytse Baron,
invited to call at my wagon works anc late of the Township of Zeeland, in said county,
examine the fine stock I have on hand. deceased, and for the appointmentof Anueus
J. HiUebrai ds administrator with the wUl anAll goods sold are warranted.

bers so pure and deep,

Who

dMeased mikt*er

Sense-

passed away;

will sell them

Trains Arrive and Dipart from Holland as below

aad other iiroperty. Horses will be well eared
for, and Mr. Harrington will be responsible for
DBPART-Ckntbal Standard Time.
the safe keeping of all propet ty left there. Good
water at the barn. The charge for stabllag
For Chicago. ........
2 35 12’OU
horses and takingcare of all baggage and propp.m. Dig-t
erty is only 5 oenta for each horse. Good help Is
For Grand Rapids..,.
2 15 5 15
kept at the barn to take oareefborseeand propp.m. p.m. p.m
erty. Accommodationsfor 100 horaee. Farmers
For Muakagonand
2 40 6 60] 9 85
coming
to town rememtxr this, and leave yonr
Grand Haven .
p.m. p.m. teams there and save danger of runaways and
having blankets and property stolen. Barns of
For Hart, Pentwatar,
same kind are popular with farmers at Kalamazoo, AUegan and Grand Rapids.
For Big Rapids ......

ARRIVE.

always have a large stock of horses for sale,
includingfarm horses,drivers and brood mares.
. I now have twenty head of horses for sale or ex
11*50 change. 1 sell at same prices for cash, or on
p.m. i Ume< and guarantee satisfaction.
I

.

From Grand Rapids
From Muskegon and
Grand Haven.

BTJTTOMS

p.m.

From Hart Pentwatar

'

Family Groceriesi
KEPT IN

Give Us

I now have one pair of moles, one yoke of
tbrec-vear-oldsteers, one two-year old Jersey
heifer, one two-seated full
wide, tire inmbtr wagom
ton and three sets of t

From Big Rapids.

|®$| From AUegan.

..

Tickets to

all

points in the United States and

A GAvETT A#,llt

G p

A

t

r7i E.
I

S3-- SHOE
----S3

GENTLIMN.

SHOI FOR LADIES.

SHOES.

ebbs?

trassmiMsirsaS
JFOR SALE

Duren Brns. and

BY

J. D.

Helder.

HOLLAND.

mm
PILES,

SALT RHEUM,
TtTTtS. BURNS
l0CALD«, 80RCS,
FANT’S

SORES

ANO CHAFINt,

SORCNI

AN

II

ABLE RCI
FOR

STOCK.
a Call.

SPECIAL BARGAINS!

LAS
FOR

L.

WOUNDS, IN-

in the city.

||1 A FULt LINE. OF

W.

HORSES! HORSES! Van

For Allegan .........

From Chicago ......

assortmentof
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